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(Hoolhorst, 2012). I’d also like to thank part-time n211 inhabitant Tox who frequently flung
the door open to either tell about - or listen to - frustrations or offer us other epicaricacies.
Thanks guys for the good times during - and after working hours, where the latter was often
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S U M M A RY

In the European manufacturing industry, production batches are decreasing, resulting in an in-
crease in required changeovers. Companies are pushed to respond quickly and cost-efficiently
to changing markets. Production equipment such as CNC Mills and Lathes have a high de-
gree of automation in their work preparation process, but have small work envelopes and
require big investments. Industrial robots are becoming more popular as manufacturing equip-
ment due to their versatility in deployment, large work envelopes, and -relative to comparable
gantry-based machinery- lower investment costs. Larger enterprises already use this versatile
piece of equipment for routine operations. Small to medium sized Manufacturing Enterprises
(SMME) typically produce small to medium sized batch sizes and have limited investment
capabilities. Incorporating industrial robots in their production processes can enable SMMEs
to become more agile cost-efficiently. However, control strategies in manufacturing facilities
are typically centralized and strictly hierarchic. Routine operations are preprogrammed, mak-
ing changeovers a costly procedure often involving most of the manufacturing equipment
linked through the hierarchy. Additionally, reprogramming industrial robots and preparing
their work cycle is a costly and time consuming process. Frequent changeovers to produce
smaller batch sizes with industrial robots is therefore not cost-efficient, which is the main
reason manufacturing industrial robots are used primarily by large enterprises for routine
operations.

Introducing the versatile equipment such as the industrial robot to small to medium sized
manufacturing enterprises for operations with frequent changeovers, requires a new perspec-
tive and approach to manufacturing control strategies and systems. This new situation is to
be tailored to dynamic manufacturing scenarios in which production (sub-)systems and com-
ponents can be rapidly deployed. Sensors, robots, and other production equipment need to
collaborate seamlessly. Project SInBot investigates the challenges and opportunities of this new
perspective and approach, to increase the cost-efficient deployment of new equipment such as
the industrial robot in SMMEs experiencing frequent changes in production orders. Decoupled
and decentralized control strategies in manufacturing systems are capable of tackling most of
the hierarchy related challenges, but suffer from typical heterarchy problems such as local
optima and deadlocks. Existing decentralized and hybrid systems offer solutions with great
potential, but lack maturity and implementability for SMMEs. The need then arises for a hy-
brid synergistic system utilizing the advantages of both decentralized and centralized systems
that can grow rapidly to the maturity required for industrial implementation.

A system architecture was developed based on a data-centric communication layer and
independent modules to create an extensible, flexible, and fault-tolerant system. It utilizes a
network approach to enable cooperation and collaboration between robots and other system
elements such as sensors and automated guided vehicles, as well as connecting intelligent
processing entities such as task schedulers.

As a case study, the architecture was applied to a small scale pick-and-place scenario with
dynamic task generation resulting in a case implementation with no Single Point Of Failure
in which new equipment can be deployed with minimum effort and time. A data distribution
service messaging system connects the various system entities. The case implementation re-
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sponds quickly and adequately to dynamically generated tasks and can handle unexpected
events such as the introduction of an unknown mobile obstruction (e.g. an interfering human).
Communication between system entities like sensors, robots, auction systems, monitoring sta-
tions, and human graphical user interfaces is fast, reliable, and scales well to a multitude of
entities used in the laboratory system. Like the architecture, it is extensible, flexible, main-
tainable, fault-tolerant, and shows promise towards the implementability in European small
to medium sized manufacturing enterprises. Throughout the design, development, build, and
evaluation, there were no signs, bottlenecks, problems, or issues that discard the viability of
the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture. Consequently can be concluded that the SInBot
Manufacturing System architecture is a plausible approach to the organization of communica-
tion and control in efficient decentralized manufacturing systems. The case implementation is
easily extended with additional modules and can be modified to be used in an industrial case.
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S A M E N VAT T I N G

In de Europese productie industrie nemen de productieseries in grootte af, wat resulteert
in toename van het aantal vereiste overschakelingen in productiefaciliteiten. De maakindus-
trie wordt gedwongen om snel en kosteneffectief te reageren op korte en lange termijn
veranderingen in de markt. Werkvoorbereiding van productieapparatuur zoals CNC draai-
en freesbanken, is al bijna volledig geautomatiseerd en is bij uitstek geschikt voor deze
snelle overschakelingen. Deze machines hebben doorgaans echter een relatief klein werkge-
bied en vereisen grote investeringen bij aankoop. Aan de andere kant staat de industriële
robot, die steeds populairder wordt door zijn veelzijdige inzetbaarheid, groot werkgebied, en
- vergeleken met apparatuur met vergelijkbaar werkgebieden zoals bijvoorbeeld portaal frees-
banken - lage investeringskosten. Grotere bedrijven maken al gebruik van deze veelzijdige
robots voor taken met een grote mate van herhaling (routines), meestal in combinatie met
massaproductie. Typische productieseries van Midden- en Kleinbedrijf (MKB) in de indus-
triële sector zijn klein tot middelgroot en de investeringsmogelijkheden vaak beperkt. De inzet
van de flexibele industriële robot in het MKB geeft ook deze bedrijven de mogelijkheid flexibel
en toch kosteneffectief te produceren met een beperkte initiële investering.

Strategieën van aansturing en besturing van machines in productiefaciliteiten zijn echter
vaak gecentraliseerd en strikt hiërarchisch. Kleine, vaak herhaalde taken worden vooraf ge-
programmeerd, waardoor overschakelingen erg kostbaar zijn. Door de hiërarchische aanstur-
ingsstrategie zijn veelal meer machines betrokken bij de overschakeling dan strikt noodzakelijk.
Het (her)programmeren van industriële robots en hun werkvoorbereiding is op zichzelf een
duur en tijdrovend proces. Frequente overschakelingen om kleinere series te produceren met
industriële robots is daarom niet (kosten-)efficiënt, waardoor deze veelzijdige machines vooral
gebruikt worden voor massaproductie.

De huidige aan- en besturingstrategiën in productieomgevingen moeten veranderen om
veelzijdige machines flexibel in te zetten te gunste van frequente overschakelingen. Nieuwe
productieomgevingen moeten snel kunnen schakelen tussen verschillende productiescenario’s
en aansturingsstrategiën om (sub)systemen en componenten snel inzetbaar en toch effeciënt
te maken. Sensoren, robots, en andere machines moeten hiervoor naadloos samenwerken. Re-
cente ontwikkelingen op het gebied van productieautomatisering, informatietechnologie, en
communicatiesoftware, alsook nieuwe initiatieven en projecten onder de paraplu’s van Smart
Industry en Industrie 4.0, hebben de technische haalbaarheid aanzienlijk vergroot. Project SIn-
Bot onderzoekt de uitdagingen en kansen binnen deze nieuwe aanpak om de inzet van veelz-
ijdige apparatuur voor kleine series in midden en klein productiebedrijf kosteneffectief te
maken.

De vooral aan hiërarchie gerelateerde uitdagingen worden deels opgelost door ontkoppelde
en gedecentraliseerde aansturingstrategieën toe te passen. Een heterarchische aanpak leidt
echter tot typische problemen zoals lokale optima en deadlocks. Bestaande gedecentraliseerde
of hybride systemen hebben veel potentie, maar zijn veelal niet volwassen genoeg voor di-
recte implementatie in het MKB. Er is een grote behoefte aan hybride synergistische systemen
die gebruik maken van de voordelen van zowel gecentraliseerde als gedecentraliseerde syste-
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men en snel kunnen groeien naar een mate van volwassenheid die nodig is voor industriële
implementatie.

Om te kunnen werken met deze grote mate van flexibiliteit en hybride aansturingen is
een systeem architectuur ontwikkeld gebaseerd op een data-centrische communicatielaag en
onafhankelijke (software en hardware) modules om een uitbreidbaar, flexibel, fouttolerant sys-
teem te creëren. Gebruikmakend van een netwerkgerichte aanpak ontluikt het systeem de
samenwerking tussen robots en andere systeemelementen zoals sensoren, geautomatiseerde
voertuigen en intelligente systeemoptimalisatiemodules zoals bijvoorbeeld strategische taak-
planners.

De architectuur is geïmplementeerd als casus in een pick-and-place senario waarin taken dy-
namisch gegenereerd werden. Het resulterende systeem heeft geen single point of failure en
nieuwe apparatuur kan snel worden ingezet. Een Data Distribution Service systeem is gebruikt
voor communicatie tussen de verschillende modules; hoogwaardige data distributie software
die zijn oorsprong vindt in het Amerikaanse leger. De implementatie van de architectuur
kan snel en adequaat reageren op de dynamisch gegenereerde taken en heeft geen moeite
met onverwachte gebeurtenissen. De communicatie tussen de verscheidene elementen van het
systeem zoals bijvoorbeeld sensoren, robots, veilingmeesters, inspectiestations, en grafische
gebruikersinterface, is snel, betrouwbaar, en gemakkelijk op te schalen. Gelijk aan de architec-
tuur is het nieuwe systeem uitbreidbaar, flexibel, onderhoudbaar, fout-tolerant, en naar alle
verwachting ook implementeerbaar in Europees MKB. Er zijn geen tekenen, knelpunten, prob-
lemen, of andere kwesties gevonden die de levensvatbaarheid van de architectuur ondermijnen
in elke fase van ontwerp tot evaluatie. Derhalve kan worden geconcludeerd dat de ontworpen
SInBot Manufacturing System architectuur een plausibele aanpak is om de communicatie en
aansturing van efficiënte gedecentraliseerde productiesystemen te organiseren. De implemen-
tatie van de architectuur kan gemakkelijk worden uitgebreid met extra modules en aangepast
worden om te testen in een industriële casus.
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L I S T O F D E F I N I T I O N S

automaton An automaton is an automated machine; i.e. a self-operating machine that
can operate by or respond to a set of instructions.[1]

automated production Automated production is defined as the use of automation to
replace and support human worker’s tasks in production processes.[2]

artificial intelligence The ability of a computer or other machine to perform actions
thought to require intelligence

cyber-physical systems Cyber-Physical Systems are integrations of computation with
physical processes.[3]

dynamic reconfiguration The continuous process of reconfiguring a production facil-
ity to maintain efficiency in successful task execution

flexibility Flexibility is the insensitivity to change.[4]

extensibility The extensibility of a system is the capability to add functions, operations,
components, sub-systems, or systems to an existing system with minimum effort [5] and the
ability of a system to keep functioning after the removal of functions, operations, components,
sub-systems, or systems.

implementability Implementability refers to the threshold and challenges related to an
effective implementation

maintainability Maintainability refers to the effort required to maintain a component,
sub-system, or system.

small and medium sized enterprises Enterprises adhering to the European defini-
tion of SME; up to 250 employees and a turnover less than 50 Mln.
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1
T H E F O U RT H I N D U S T R I A L R E V O L U T I O N

The manufacturing industry has changed continuously over the last centuries, but
important inventions have caused rapid distorted changes commonly referred to
by ’the three industrial revolutions’ (see Figure 1). Disruptive inventions such as
steam power, electricity, assembly lines, and Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) have empowered manufacturers to provide in the customer’s de-
mands*. The first industrial revolution was triggered by water and steam powered *)Provided the customer

wanted exactly what the
manufacturers
produced.[6]

machines, causing a shift towards industry and machine manufacturing through
mechanization. The second industrial revolution followed from the invention of
electricity and the division of labour (separating complex tasks into separate
smaller, more specialized and simpler tasks), introducing the assembly lines and a
major increase in productivity per employee. The third industrial revolution was
caused by electronics and ICT in industrial processes, among others enabling the
introduction of robots taking over tasks from humans that are repetitive, danger-
ous, or in other ways unsuited for human workers.[7]

Figure 1: The four industrial revolutions [7, 8]

Generally speaking, the biggest impact in industry in the third industrial revolu-
tion (IR-3) was caused by the introduction of the Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC), and later; the industrial robot (see Figure 2). The impact of ICT in general
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2 the fourth industrial revolution

was so great, 90% of current industrial manufacturing processes are already sup-
ported by such ICT.[8] Though the number of industrial revolutions as well as the
specific content of each revolution is arguable, the next big step is about to be taken
in industries worldwide. The German initiative ’Industrie 4.0’ is only one example,
and discusses the implementation of the Internet of Things (IoT) in the manufac-"The Internet of

Things has been defined
as a global infrastructure

for the information
society, enabling

advanced services by
interconnecting

(physical and virtual)
things based on existing

and evolving
interoperable

information and
communication

technologies."[9]

turing industry. The first three industrial revolutions were mainly about decreasing
product and production costs by increasing the productivity per employee and en-
larging production batches through standardization and specialization. Though
the fourth industrial revolution (IR-4) has a similar end-goal (decrease a.o. produc-
tion costs to increase profit), it revolves mainly around information, connectivity,
and ICT. Customization and personalization play a great role, as well as a broader
view of what products are by involving the entire value chain. Table 1 presents the
major difference between IR-3 and IR-4. The impact and need for IR-4 is discussed
in Societal impact of the 4th industrial revolution on page 3. The alliance between IoT
and industry is described in IR-4 initiatives such as the German Industrie 4.0 and
the Dutch Smart Industry. Their goals and challenges are discussed in Research
in the 4th industrial revolution on page 8. Both Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry
consider the research and development opportunities within IR-4 from which the
manufacturing enterprises can profit. The biggest challenges in implementing IR-4
ideas in small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises, are presented in Euro-
pean Manufacturing Industry: opportunities and limitations on page 9. Within the IR-4
initiatives, numerous projects are exploring and developing solutions that aspire
to this umbrella of ideas. One of these projects started in 2012 and is called Smart
Robotics (SmartBot), focussing on providing more intelligence for agriculture, mar-
itime and industrial automation applications (see The project SmartBot: SInBot on
page 11). This thesis primarily describes the research executed in the industrial
sub-project Smart Industrial Robotics (SInBot). SInBot is tackling the reconfigura-
tion efficiency of industrial robots, enabling these machines to changeover more
efficiently to produce smaller batches of products more cost-effective. Within this
chapter, the next industrial revolution, its societal relevance, and its relation to
project SInBot will be further explained.

Figure 2: Important players in the third industrial revolution, f.l.t.r. the unimate [10], the
unimate in production [11], an example of a PLC [12]



1.1 societal impact of the 4th industrial revolution 3

Table 1: The goals and means of IR-4 implementations versus those of IR-3

Target IR-4 IR-3

Processes Smaller batch sizes Economy of Scale

Cost-efficient, frequent changeovers Infrequent changeovers

Vertical (hierarchical) integration Specialization of machines

High flexibility Standardization

Products High quality High quality

Variety Mass production

Low costs Low costs

Employee Improved task variety Single skill tasks

Less repetitive tasks Repetition of skilled tasks

Customer Products on demand Cheap mass-produced products

Mass personalization

1.1 societal impact of the 4th industrial revolution

The IoT [13] describes the direction to where the industry and related research
is headed. It promises advanced connectivity of devices, systems, and services
that goes beyond traditional machine to machine communication. Taking advan-
tage of the IoT, as well as recent developments in robotics, computer science, sen-
sors, and ICT, the fourth industrial revolution aims for dynamic, cyber-physical
systems. Manufacturing environments can withstand changing economic playing
fields, changing market demands, and address social challenges in a way that en-
ables growth.[7] Its impact focusses on economy and society, rather than produc-
tion and productivity. It creates networked worlds that share information through-
out the value chain. Following the fourth industrial revolution, multiple initiatives
of different countries are emerging. The most influential for project SInBot are the
German Industrie 4.0 [8] and the Dutch Smart Industry [7]. The following para-
graphs describe the research initiatives correlated to IR-4 and relevant to project
SmartBot, why these initiatives are necessary, and their relative expected impact
on the society.

1.1.1 Research Initiatives

industrie 4 .0 The German research platform Industrie 4.0 (I4.0) [8] suggests
the world is moving towards a network of resources, information, objects, and peo-
ple, to create the Internet of Things and Services (IoTS). The idea of IoTS has been
picked up by the manufacturing industry which is trying to harness the power
of this networked approach to create more dynamic manufacturing environments
capable of handling complexity on a variety of scales. These highly dynamic net-
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works generate a potential to meet individual customer requirements in design,
configuration, ordering, planning, manufacturing and operation phases. Produc-
tion facilities can manage last minute changes in schedules and products to pro-
duce one-off items profitably. The already known agile manufacturing systems will
become more agile by adding intelligence, creating Smart Factories that manage
the infinitely growing complexity. These new factories are less prone to disruptions
and produce efficiently mainly through ease in communications between humans,
machines and resources. This type of sociotechnical interaction introduces new lev-
els of production and product handling, revolving around networks of manufac-
turing entities (e.g. manufacturing machinery, robots, conveyors, and warehouses).
Automatons naturally have a place in the smart factories, capable of self-control, re-An automaton is an

automated machine: i.e.
a self-operating machine

that can operate by or
respond to a set of

instructions

sponding to their environment, reconfigure, cooperate, generate and retain knowl-
edge, all while spatially dispersed. New cyber-physical systems (CPS) comprised
of smart machines, warehousing, and production facilities with end-to-end ICT
integration allow for a high variety of intelligent production machinery, support
the personalization and allows for horizontal integration of processes. Small andHorizontal

integration refers to
integration throughout a

product life cycle,
vertical integration

refers to integrating ICT
systems at different

hierarchical levels, e.g.
actuator and sensor,

control, manufacturing,
etc.

Medium sized Enterprises (SME) will benefit most from individual developments
within I4.0, since small-batch manufacturing is currently in their domain. The Ger-
man initiative wants to offer the SMEs systems they are unable to realize under
current licensing and business models. In order to achieve the goals set in I4.0,
its research platform focusses on networked manufacturing, self-organization and
adaptation, dynamic networks, and expansion of the relevant network infrastruc-
ture and specification of network service quality. It aims to address global chal-
lenges like resource and energy efficiency, as well as demographic changes in the
society, closer cooperation between e.g. suppliers and customers, dynamic pricing
of products, and to sustain the competitive high-wage economy of Germany.[14]

smart industry The Dutch research initiative Smart Industry (SI) defines
’smart industries’ as "[...] industries that have a high degree of flexibility in production,
in terms of product needs (specifications, quality, design), volume (what is needed), timing
(when it is needed), resource efficiency and cost (what is required), being able to (fine)tune
to customer needs and make use of the entire supply chain for value creation. It is enabled
by a network-centric approach, making use of the value of information, driven by ICT and
the latest available proven manufacturing techniques." [7] SI has three research pillars:
network centric communication, digitization of information and communication,Network Centric

Communication is
used in this context as

the connectivity between
manufacturing entities.

A manufacturing facility
is perceived as a group of

granules, each able to
communicate to other

relevant entities.

and granular, flexible, and intelligent manufacturing. I4.0 aims towards restructur-
ing of industries and creating new markets by customization, personalization, and
innovation of products. Smart Industry presents itself as largely coherent with In-
dustrie 4.0, and can be seen as a subset of it, focussing on the Netherlands rather
than Germany. SI follows the trend initiated in the IoT, moving towards machine-
to-machine (M2M) technology. Central in the Dutch initiative is decentralization of
production environments to enable flexibility, real-time M2M, and involving tech-
nologies from IoT to achieve complex synchronized production systems. As in I4.0,
networks and value chain integration are main topics, as well as subsystem com-
munication, self-aligning and self-configuration of production systems. Human
Machine Interfaces (HMI) need to be more intuitive, machines need an enriched
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vocabulary and more intelligence, and networked systems move towards cyber-
physical systems. Agility is a key aspect; enabling one-off production, by using
reconfigurable modular building blocks for production facilities. Similar to I4.0,
there is a lot of interest in product-sensor integration, external sensor networks,
safety, reliability, and security. Users of products and production facilities should
be able to retrieve information on different devices, from different data sources
while spatially dispersed. Especially the last note re-emphasizes standardization
as a strong thread through all industrial revolutions. There is a desperate need for
fast and reliable communication systems in a dynamic network infrastructure in
order to achieve the goals of SI. Massive data sets collected by sensor systems com-
municating across the value network invites big data processing solutions, such
as data mining. CPS share each other’s situational awareness, combining technolo-
gies into more complex systems. Open innovation such as open-source software
and open-hardware can stimulate standardization of communication and data ex-
change through making the standards freely available. Commercial packages often
support some interoperability, but many software producers are opposed to freely
distributing vital components.

When these challenges are conquered, SI will improve the production industry
by reducing defects, just-in-time production, reduce costs, reduce environmental
impact, and allow personalization of products. It changes the orientation of the
manufacturing industry to customer-oriented and spreads awareness that future
competitiveness is all about collaboration. Customers will be involved in the entire
value chain to a much greater level, to full participation in some phases. In doing
so, the value of a product increases in the eyes of a customer. Open innovation
initiatives gain momentum and power, as well as collaboration in open environ-
ments. Long term adherence to the Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry philosophy
will eventually lead to job-growth in Design, ICT, service industries and education,
but automation through flexibility reduces repetitive low (or unskilled) labour in
manufacturing industries. It is highly unlikely that all tasks can be performed by
automatons more cost-effective than by humans, so lights-out factories are con- A lights-out factory is

a metaphorical name for
a fully automated
factory, wherein no
humans are required.

sequently unlikely to take over completely. The difference in labour cost between
’east and west’ will gradually diminish and level out, emphasizing the relatively
high transportation costs, in turn decreasing profit on off-shore manufacturing. As
a result, the number of SMEs will likely continue to grow, driven by customer
demand and flexible manufacturing

computer integrated manufacturing In a larger context, IR-4 initiatives
all focus (crudely put) on combining state-of-the-art ICT technology and automa-
tion to create production environments capable of producing products to customer
demands cost-effectively. Though IR-4 initiatives generally use IoT as a starting
platform, Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) has been prophesying a sim-
ilar perspective before the age of internet. CIM was big in 1980/1990, and has a The age of the internet

started effectively in
1989 with its first World
Wide Web website.[15]

lot in common with the new research platforms Industrie 4.0 and Smart Indus-
try. Quoted from Computer and Automated Systems Association of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers, "CIM is the integration of total manufacturing enterprise by
using integrated systems and data communication coupled with new managerial philoso-
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phies that improve organizational and personnel efficiency". In other words, one of the
main goals of both CIM and IR-4 initiatives is improving the productivity per
employee, wherein IR-4 initiatives improve the product value for a customer by
involvement throughout the value chain. Though their goals may vary, they both
sought solutions in advanced automation and digitization. The combination of cur-
rent technology allows for a greater reach in the value chain, for more flexibility in
the production process, and for more information throughput in the entire product
chain. Whereas CIM is looked upon as a philosophy, Industrie 4.0 and Smart In-
dustry offer research focal topics and tools for advanced and flexible automation,
data management and implementation prospects.[16] CIM stretches over the en-
tire horizontal value chain and links information through information technology
in order to optimize and automate all production-related processes. Integrating
CIM into a factory floor is costly, and implementation success largely depends on
production volume, experience of integration personnel, and the level of integra-
tion. The advantages of CIM in contrast to manufacturing environments with little
to no information technology implementations are described by Wang [17], and
amongst others contain: a shorter time to market, increasing productivity, shorter
lead times, improved quality, and improved responsiveness. The largest difference
between CIM and IR-4 initiatives is the market demand they address: CIM fo-
cussed on affordable products for everyone, while IR-4 focusses on personalized
products and information, involving the customer in the entire value chain.

other initiatives The Belgium research initiative Made Different focusses on
future proofing of factories and social innovation.[18] It suggests a series of 7 trans-
formations to guide Belgian companies to becoming future-proof. The seven top-
ics are: world class production, simultaneous development of product and pro-
duction process, digitization of factories, human-centred production, dynamic net-
works, eco-friendly production systems, and smart production. Summarized they
span largely the same research goals and areas as Industrie 4.0 and Smart Indus-
try. Made Different largely stimulates Belgian companies to participate in research
and development projects directed at the 4th industrial revolution. It does not offer
new views but rather spreads the ideology of I4.0 in Belgium. The Manufacturing
Academy of Denmark (MADE) aims to keep the manufacturing industry in Den-
mark by stimulating innovation and technology development in robotics, vision
systems, and 3D printing.[19] In the United States there is the Smart Manufacturing
Leadership Coalition (SMLC), actively promoting American-made products and
stimulating advancements in production to retain jobs. Lastly, on European scale,
the European Factories of the Future Research Association (EFFRA) promotes and
stimulates the development of new and innovative production technologies.[20, 21]
Their projects feature in the well known Horizon 2020 [22, 23] Factory of the Future
[24] calls.

1.1.2 The need for a revolution

the economic need Many European companies have outsourced their pro-
duction (see Figure 3) for a variety of reasons: labour costs, expansion of markets,
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vicinity to customers, taxes, and others.[25] The additional cost of transportation
often far outweighs the cost savings on facility and wages for producing low mar-
gin products in large batches.

Figure 3: Share of companies with production off-shoring, by country [25]

Low volume, high margin products are still made primarily in Western-Europe
(in-house), where expertise and knowledge still provide the leading competitive
advantage. Due to climbing wages in the traditional low-wage countries, improved
productivity per employee (automation), and higher quality of products made in-
house, manufacturing activities are re-shoring. To compete with the global econ-
omy, Europe needs to re-embrace manufacturing and production, by increasing
production flexibility leading to cost-effective diversification of products. Roboti-
zation and communication can lead to a direct connection between producer and
customer, creating awareness and increasing product value.[7]

Europe is aiming to grow a new breed of industry capable of dealing with
high demands of the information society: outstanding quality, volatile consumer
demands, competitive markets, whilst competing with low-margin high-volume
products from low-wage manufacturing countries.

the societal need Consumers generally desire high quality goods for a low
price. However, IR-4 aims to increase the added value of products through the
availability of information and personalization of more than the product alone. It
allows consumers to choose for a certain product, a specific production process or
a distinct background: e.g. a high quality product produced through sustainable
production processes can be worth more to a consumer than an identical product
produced through traditional production processes without a sustainability back-
ground.

More recently, the developments in the area of robotics and automation have
re-emerged the people’s fear of robots taking their jobs. Lodewijk Frans Asscher,
the Deputy Prime Minister of the Netherlands and Minister of Social Affairs and
Employment at the time of writing, gave a speech addressing his concerns on this
topic.[26] He referred to the famous ’technological unemployment’ coined by John
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Maynard Keynes in 1930 [27], stating that the fear of technology taking over hu-
man jobs is not new. Thus far, developments in technology have created jobs and
decreased unemployment, rather than the other way around.[28] Asscher proceeds
to state the importance of education to stay ahead of technological unemployment.
Automation can be cost-efficient when tasks are dangerous, repetitive, and/or sim-
ple. It is therefore unavoidable that automated machinery will take over tasks that
were previously performed by low-skilled workers. Additionally, it is almost im-
possible to predict the job growth resulting directly from automation and the in-
troduction of robots. Geoff Colvin Martin (a.o. writer of ’The Rise of the Robots:
Technology and the Threat of Mass Unemployment’) states that

"it’s easy to identify the jobs that advancing technology will eliminate next, it
has been practically impossible to imagine the new jobs that technology will
create. So we overweight the reality of the disappearing jobs and underweight
the reality of the new ones".[28]

The societal impact of IR-4 projects and implementations are relatively clear: the
products may change, the manner in which products are produced will change,
and the human workers that are involved in the production must change. They
will need different types of knowledge and skills. Low skilled jobs will disappear,
new jobs will emerge. Most of these new jobs will require high-skilled workers,
but the full extent of the impact on the job market is not known. Information and
data management will play a bigger role involving all aspects of production, from
raw material all the way to the consumer. More products may be personalized and
will captivate the product cycle from design to production.

1.2 research in the 4th industrial revolution

In Industrie 4.0, five central research themes are presented.[8]

1. Horizontal integration through value networks

2. End-to-end engineering across the entire value chain

3. Vertical integration and networked manufacturing systems

4. New social infrastructures in the workplace

5. Cyber-Physical Systems Technology

Though SI uses three central themes opposed to the five of I4.0.[7]

1. Network centric communication

2. Digitization of information and communication

3. Granular, flexible, intelligent manufacturing

The main difference between the definition of central themes in both initiatives is
that Smart Industry predominantly focuses on what is required to achieve the five
central themes of Industrie 4.0. For example, to achieve horizontal integration through
value networks, end-to-end engineering across the entire value chain, vertical integration
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and networked manufacturing systems, and new social infrastructures in the workplace,
manufacturing systems require among others network centric communication, and
digitization of information and communication.

The priority of future research is shifting towards the investigation and devel-
opment of fully describable, manageable, context-sensitive and controllable or self-
regulating manufacturing systems. IR-4 in general suggests further development of
advanced combinations of state-of-the-art ICT solutions with manufacturing and
automation to reach this level of system control. Both Smart Industry and Industrie
4.0 stimulate research projects in manufacturing systems or (specialized) subsys-
tems and components; projects range from security in connected systems to flexible
manufacturing systems.[29] CIM started the first ICT and manufacturing combina-
tion to achieve mass-production through PLC’s and related ICT systems. It gave
the manufacturing industry their first robots and the first versatile production lines.
But after CIM and before the IR-4 was mentioned, academic and pre-industrial re-
search already spanned much of the new terms’ coverage. The important aspect the
IR-4 initiatives allow to emerge, is a general direction of technology development
and research, as well as a common goal to work towards. It aims and redirects
known research areas, and subsequently presents current research gaps and areas
on which to focus.

1.3 european manufacturing industry : opportunities and limita-
tions

Since the early 1900’s, mass manufacturing has played a major role in society. It
provided (relatively) cheap products available for the masses. Since then, the west-
ern manufacturing industry continued to evolve to a point where automation of
most repetitive processes is common rather than sparse. The manufacturing rev-
olutions enabled manufacturing equipment to evolve from specialized for single
use to multi-purpose and reusable machinery. Off-line programming and auto-
mated off-line programming are available for manufacturing equipment such as
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Mills and Lathes to a certain extent, dissi-
pating the necessity of multiple costly (on-line/in-line) trial runs. Currently, mass-
produced consumer goods are produced in large automated facilities. Robots of
all shapes and sizes perform repetitive simple tasks. The automotive sector started
using more and more articulated robots (see Figure 4) for their strength, versatility, An articulated

industrial robot is a
robot arm with two or
more rotary joints.

work envelope, and relatively perfect match of accuracy and tolerances. Because of
its versatility, it is the most common industrial robot in the manufacturing indus-
try.

On the other hand, SMEs are using expensive, often CNC-based, automated pro-
duction machinery. Lathes and mills (and combinations thereof) can produce prod-
ucts in small series (50 - 1000) competitively and are often used to produce prod-
ucts in in lightweight (metallic) materials such as aluminium. These machines can
be programmed off-line, allowing near 24/7 production while frequently chang-
ing over to new products. Combined with a pick-and-place robot, a cell with a
single robot and multiple lathes or mills can operate 24/7 without a human op-
erator. Another trend is that of Human Robot Collaboration (HRC). Humans are
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Figure 4: A 6-axis articulated robot [30]

working nearer and nearer to heavy duty production machines in a safe and re-
sponsible manner. Standards are being modified to allow humans to work near
robots though safety is still a major concern.

Figure 5: Three features of industrial robots which are beyond state-of-the-art when com-
bined in a facility experiencing frequent changeovers

Robots are inaccurate compared to automated CNC Mills or Lathes. The re-
peatability of an industrial robot is much better than its accuracy. By using off-line
programming, the robot utilizes its absolute positioning or path following accu-
racy rather than its repeatability. Therefore, off-line programming can still be prob-
lematic for certain applications, even without human interference. Therein lies an
impossibility triangle for small and medium sized production batches (see Fig-
ure 5), in which only one option can be used on each robot implementation: 1)
Off-line programming, 2) 24/7 production with robots, and 3) Human Robot Col-
laboration. A robot can be programmed off-line, but will often still need on-line
optimization and reprogramming (e.g. jogging or teaching modifications). Off-line
programming of predefined tasks while dynamically cooperating with humans
cannot safely be achieved with the current state-of-the-art. These two do not com-
ply, and it is likely that dynamic scenarios such as human-robot collaboration will
not be solved by simple off-line programming, but rather with artificial intelligence
and self-awareness, or sensor-based control strategies. Off-line programming and
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24/7 production with robots is very difficult as well for tasks with high accu-
racy requirements, though off-line programming for CNC Lathes (for example)
is possible. Off-line programming limits the possibilities for working with indus-
trial robots and frequent changeovers for they require on-line, in-line optimization.
24/7 production with robots and close collaboration with humans is very difficult,
and will only be allowed when the robot cannot harm the human while in range.
Light Weight Robots (LWR) and humans can work together when e.g. the robot
maximum static force does not exceed 150 Newton (or otherwise adheres to EN
ISO 10218-1:2006 [31]). Light fences and physical fences are allowed, as well as col-
laboration in very specific scenarios such as robot lead-through teaching. New ISO
standards are being developed that support the use of HRC and further specify
regulations and specifications of robots and HRC processes (e.g. ISO standard TS
15066 [32]).

Next to technology limitations, there are regulatory limitations. Safety wise,
hardware can be approved on individual basis. For example, an Automated
Guided Vehicle (AGV) may roam free through a factory environment due to re-
dundant embedded safety sensors and protocols. Humans and robots may work
collaboratively whilst sharing their work envelope if a possible collision between
human and robot is relatively harmless. The disruptive nature of new technologies
and their impact on legal issues can pose a threat to the enforceability of existing
legislation.[8] It is safe to assume that resulting state-of-the-art technology emerg-
ing from the 4th industrial revolution will have a similar impact and will boost
safety regulations up to speed, primarily due to the main stimuli and legislation
owner being the same party: the government. It is therefore inevitable that re-
search initiatives state to require a constant updating of the regulatory framework,
as well as testing for law compatibility prior to and during development of new
technology.[8, 32]

Many research initiatives focus on a creating a functional environment in which
more than a single option of the triangle presented in Figure 5 can be used. Such
environments use sensors, predictive algorithms for obstacle avoidance, high level
task descriptions, learning, and many more promising solutions.[33] However, im-
plementing these solutions in industry requires a radical change in control strate-
gies and integration. Currently, it is very difficult to extend, modify or shrink down
a running production system, opening up a vast number of opportunities for new
research and development.

1.4 the project smartbot : sinbot

The research presented here was performed within project Smart Industrial
Robotics (SInBot); a sub-project of project SmartBot. SmartBot is a cross-border
collaboration between 24 different partners from Germany and the Netherlands of
which the University of Twente is one. The collaborative aim is to develop multi
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sensor robot platforms for maritime (RoboShip), agricultural (AgroBot) and indus-RoboShip develops a
robot for remote

inspection of ballast
water tanks otherwise a

costly, dangerous
venture for

inspectors.[34]

AgroBot continues
research and

development of previous
similar projects into

swarm-based
autonomous robots for

crop harvesting, feeding
live stock, and other
agricultural robotic

projects.

try (SInBot) applications. Project SInBot focusses on the manufacturing industry
and combines the work of 10 partners, both academic and industrial: Incas3 (As-
sen, NL), Irmato (Drachten, NL), Luinstra Bronbemaling (Nieuwleusen, NL), Rijk-
suniversiteit Groningen (Groningen, NL), Stodt Toekomsttechniek (Hengelo, NL),
Universiteit Twente (Enschede, NL), Xsens (Enschede, NL), Haake Technik (Vre-
den, DE), Grunewald (Bocholt, DE), and Westfälische Hochschule (Gelsenkirchen,
DE). The goals of SInBot target the opportunities described in European Manufactur-
ing Industry: opportunities and limitations on page 9 and are threefold, the first being
decreasing the threshold for industrial robot implementation in European small
to medium sized manufacturing enterprise (SMME). One of the biggest problems
encountered when introducing the industrial robot to European SMME, is a costly
work-preparation process caused by low absolute accuracy in positioning and path
(motion). The second goal is to integrate cooperation, coordination of tasks, and
collaboration between robots and humans into a central system and software ar-
chitecture. When the first two goals are reached, the third goal can be achieved:
enabling rapid deployment of versatile machinery (such as the industrial robot) to
decrease cost-efficient batch-sizes of industrial robot production. The SInBot part-
ners Luinstra and Grunewald both present cases as potential end-users of the final
result. These cases steer the research and development within the project, and are
further explained in Chapter 2.

SInBot overlaps with the goals of the 4th-industrial revolution projects (SI and
I4.0) to a large extent. Both acknowledge a shift towards smaller production
batches, even one-off production, smaller companies cooperating to satisfy cus-
tomer demands, and largely agree on the approach to achieve it. Production enti-
ties need more intelligence, self-optimization and reconfigurations, embedding of
information and sharing data on a much larger scale than currently available. To
put project SInBot into perspective: SInBot is part of SmartBot, both largely coin-
cide with the Dutch research initiative SI. Smart Industry and Industrie 4.0 bear a
great resemblance but target a different country (and their relative strengths and
weaknesses), but are both categorized as IR-4 Initiatives.

The central themes in I4.0 all revolve around service-based real-time informa-
tion technology to combine ICT, manufacturing, and automation. The SInBot
project, in particular the foreseen SInBot system, contributes to all five central
research themes. The system itself creates ’smart manufacturing environments’,
similar to the themes of SI. On factory floor level, the most important features
are rapidly becoming: cost-effectiveness of one-off production, (autonomous) self-
reconfigurations, self-optimization, and many more smart applications. Similar to
I4.0, SInBot’s important facets are modularity, decentralization, distributed intel-
ligence, and data-centrality. SInBot focuses on decentralization of control using a
network-centric approach to production. It uses modularity to support the decen-
tralization and consequent advantages such as extensibility and flexibility. SInBot
specifically focusses on supporting European SMEs in the cost-efficient application
of industrial robots. Though some of the SInBot goals are not specifically men-
tioned in German and Dutch initiatives, such as increasing the positioning and
dynamic accuracy of articulated industrial robots, the overall goal corresponds to
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the ideas behind both Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry; ultimately, project SInBot
aims to increase the competitive advantage of European small to medium sized
manufacturing enterprises.

1.5 conclusion

The investigation and development of fully describable, manageable, context-
sensitive and controllable or self-regulating manufacturing systems by the industry
adopting the Internet of Things can be described as the next industrial revolution
(IR-4). The customer is given a central stage by extending communication infras-
tructures from supplier and manufacturer to the customer. It has the potential
to prepare manufacturing companies for dynamic and fluctuating markets, re-
shoring of previously out-sourced and off-shored manufacturing processes, and
improve the quality of products. Within IR-4, several research initiatives came
into existence all over the world. The most relevant research initiatives for the
project described in this thesis are Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry. Within Eu-
rope, IR-4 initiatives emphasize that Europe aims to grow a new breed of industry
capable of dealing with high demands of the information society: outstanding
quality, volatile consumer demands, competitive markets, whilst competing with
low-margin high-volume products from low-wage manufacturing countries. The
impact of IR-4 projects and implementations ranges from changes in products,
to processes, and will influence the required skills of human workers in this new
breed of industry. Low skilled jobs will disappear, new jobs will emerge: both high-
skilled and jobs we do not know yet. More products may be personalized and will
captivate the product cycle from design to production. Vast research and devel-
opment opportunities will appear in expanding Human Robot Collaboration sys-
tems and cost-efficient automated manufacturing of small batch sizes. Especially
in HRC, safety standards will undergo rapid development to keep up with the
fast evolving robotic systems and opportunities. Project SmartBot presents three
sub-projects focussed on bringing artificial intelligence into maritime, agriculture,
and industry for improved efficiency. The industry variant, project SInBot, revolves
around the use of the industrial robot in small to medium sized manufacturing en-
terprises. Challenges that are addressed in this project involve the development of
an architecture to support the use of intelligent industrial robots, as well as the
poor accuracy of the articulated industrial robot. By meeting these challenges, SIn-
Bot aims to diminish work preparation and changeover costs and give European
SMEs a competitive advantage.
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I N D U S T R I A L R E L E VA N C E O F P R O J E C T S I N B O T

The research described in this dissertation was executed as part of project SIn-
Bot, a part of INTERREG IVA project SmartBot.[35] Together with nine partners, INTERREG is a

European subsidy
arrangement for
innovation projects.

the University of Twente started project SInBot in 2012. Revolving around two
cases, the project featured a number of challenges and restrictions. Both cases orig-
inated from SInBot partners and both these partners are potential end-users of the
project outcome. Project SInBot on page 15 provides more information regarding
the project and both cases.

The challenges and goals of project SInBot are based on industrial robot work
preparation processes, their accuracy, reconfigurability, and collaboration and co-
operation capabilities as described in Industrie 4.0 on page 3 of Chapter 1. These
facets enfold the research and development in the project. Problem Analysis on page
23 describes these challenges and their context.

As more and more projects within the 4
th Industrial Revolution (IR-4) are emerg-

ing, it is important to assess their potential impact. Project SInBot is concentrated
on small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises, and its definition is impor-
tant in assessing the durability of the view and approach of project SInBot. The
expected impact is discussed in Societal and industry impact of SInBot on page 31.

The overall goal of the project is to enable small to medium sized manufacturing
enterprises to use industrial robots cost-efficiently in their production processes.
Research Goals on page 32 ends this chapter by discussing the current situation and
the road to improvement in the form of the research target.

2.1 project sinbot

Ever since the introduction of the robot arm in the seventies, it has been indis-
putably linked to automation. It has created a boost in productivity and efficiency
due to evolved and revolutionized versions of the robot arm, the vast number of
introductions surrounding computer processing power, human machine interfaces
and communication protocols from 1990 to 2000 [36], and the widely acceptance
of 3D CAD (3 Dimensional Computer Aided Design) applications. Combined with
a manufacturing knowledge-base that is expanding since (and even before) Henry
Ford’s assembly line in 1908, robots can be configured and programmed to create,
test, modify, pick, place, and assemble products, and can do so on their own, or
by playing a part in a large assembly line. Though every type of robot excels at
one thing, sacrifices are made for another. The articulated industrial robot (see Fig-
ure 6) is versatile and has a large work envelope, but lacks absolute accuracy. It is
mainly used for pick and place tasks, rather than manufacturing tasks. Partly due
to its versatility, it is time-consuming to program, even more so for manufacturing
tasks with narrow tolerances. Industrial Robots and Absolute Accuracy on page 24

elaborates on the accuracy of the industrial robot.

15
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Figure 6: An industrial articulated robot, specifically the ABB 6660 pre-machining robot
[37]
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Even today, new applications and implementations of industrial robots are de-
veloped all around the world. This trend is partly propelled by the ever-changing
needs of consumers, slowly emerging through modifications of manufacturing
strategies; mass production to mass customization. This may not be breaking news,
but so far, mass customization mostly features alterations in assembly [38] (order-
ing a hamburger with only ingredients you like, a bike with a particular technical
assembly, or a car with a specific engine) or software (ordering a different print on
a t-shirt), and in rare cases involves the last (finishing) stages in production of con-
sumer products. As the cost of these modifications are high, expensive products
may be altered to the largest degree, e.g. Bentley or Rolls Royce in the automotive
sector, or high-end fashion designers in the clothing sector. The reason thereof is
a simple one; producing identical products on a large scale is immensely cheaper
than producing one-off products.[39]

One of the main reasons for the fact that mass production is so much cheaper
than one-off production, is the work-preparation costs for reconfiguring a produc-
tion line. Even though producing series of 100.000+ products will undoubtedly
remain cheaper than smaller series (<1000 products), there is relatively large battle
to be won in the sector of Small and Medium sized Manufacturing Enterprises
(SMME). These SMMEs run smaller production series, and use dedicated machin-
ery. By using general purpose industrial robots adapted for manufacturing tasks,
the initial investment is less compared to a gantry machine with a similar work
envelope. However, the dedicated machinery in question (Computer Numerical
Control or CNC Lathe and Milling machines for example), have specialized soft-
ware that produces manufacturing information from CAD files. Industrial robots
do not adhere to their task programs as CNC Lathe and Milling machines; they are
far less accurate. Feedback (via sensors) loops can ascertain the required accuracy,
and add considerably to the efficiency of work preparation if the feedback control
loop is integrated in work preparation methods.

Another trend is that of light weight engineering. In the last two centuries, a
lot of lightweight materials have been developed for aerospace, air planes and
race cars, and slowly but surely have evolved to their use in consumer products.
Think of aluminium, titanium and Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymers (CFRP), all
of which have been used in consumer products for their properties. Even though
the mass use of these materials have made the material more affordable, the manu-
facturing processes are still expensive and subsequently used in high-end markets
and are rarely seen in mass-produced consumer products. Project SInBot revolves
around these trends and their respective challenges.

Project SInBot is a cooperation between many partners: Grunewald, Haake, West-
fälische Hochschule, Irmato, Luinstra, University of Groningen, Stodt, Xsens, In-
cas3, and the University Twente. Though the main goal of project SInBot is to lower
the threshold for SMMEs to utilize the industrial robot, the cases in the project
specifically target machining tasks in a manufacturing environment. Where these
tasks are now performed by million Euro lathe and milling machines, IR-4 sees
an important role for industrial robots. The development of methods and tools for
simplifying definition, selection and use of intelligent, decentralized deployment
of industrial robots for manufacturing purposes is a big step towards the main
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goal. One of the areas in which a true simplification step must still be achieved is
in industrial robot work preparation. The manufacturing preparation process ofThe work preparation

process of a ’simple’
machining task on an
industrial robot starts

with off-line
programming and is

followed by a test run.
After measuring the
machined product’s

deviations, these are
either incorporated in

the program or the robot
is ’jogged’ through -and

optimized for- each
command. This process

is repeated until the
desired product and

process quality is
reached.

an industrial robot consists of programming, testing, and optimization of a man-
ufacturing cycle. Once the work preparation process is shortened, changeovers
become more cost-effective and batch sizes can decrease.

Many SMMEs use automated milling machines. The work preparation process
of these machines is relatively short and almost fully automated. Milling stations
are expensive machines with smaller work envelopes than typical industrial robots,
but ensure high accuracy and the ability to be programmed almost entirely off-line.
Since programming files can be stored for later use, and the machine’s accuracy
adheres to the off-line programming (OLP), subsequent reorders can be scheduled
and accepted for relatively low additional cost. Being able to transfer the advan-
tages of automated machining equipment to industrial robots in SMME would be
of great benefit to the project SInBot partners, as well as other European manufac-
turing enterprises.

Industrial articulated robots have an acceptable accuracy and can be pro-
grammed off-line. When these robots are perceived as the replacements of CNC
Mills and Lathes, the accuracy is no longer sufficient and off-line programming no
longer a viable option. Though the accuracy of an industrial robot can be improved
by repeated teaching and optimizations, these techniques lack the required finesse
to utilize the robot to its full capacity and are time-consuming thus cost-inefficient.
The repeatability of an industrial robot outperforms the absolute accuracy by a
large amount (the lack of accuracy is actually a consistent misplacement of the
end-effector and its repeatability can be 20 times better than the absolute accuracy),
the overall accuracy can be greatly enhanced by the use of positioning sensors.

Case 1 describes a case wherein off-line programming is possible since it does
not require high accuracies, but the technical feasibility of cooperating robots has
thusfar retained the development of the required facility. In this case, sensors are
needed for support of production, safety, and cooperation.

Case 2 illustrates a case where off-line programming is not possible since the
required accuracy for the robot cannot be reached using traditional methods of
teaching and optimization. In this case, sensors are needed to navigate the accuracy
near the robot’s repeatability, further described in Problem Analysis on page 23.

2.1.1 Case 1

Roelofs Kipper, a company in the Luinstra Holding, is a developer and supplier of
dump trucks, chassis and heavy duty buckets and cranes.[40] Together with many
partners, they have developed a dump truck with a loading bay that is made of
reinforced plastics instead of steel (see Figure 7). Switching from steel to a lighter
material will significantly reduce the weight of the loading platform.[41] The load-
ing area was redesigned so it could be produced using composites. The resulting
lower weight of the truck has a positive impact on fuel consumption, range and
payload of the truck. The material of the tipper has a maximum long-term operat-
ing/service temperature of roughly 110 degrees Celsius and a low impact strength.
The internal surface areas of the dump truck loading area are improved using an
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extra surface coating, thus creating the possibility of transporting hot asphalt or
large and heavy debris.

Figure 7: The composite tipper called ’Fiby Kipper’ [41]

A first prototype was built and tested, see Figure 8. In this phase, one dump truck
is made entirely by hand, by draping impregnated fibreglass sheets on a mould.
This process takes a long time to complete, mainly because of the labour intensity
of the production process. The resulting loading bay would cost AC150.000, mak-
ing the product commercially unattractive (competitive steel loading bays range
from AC20.000 - AC40.000). However, it would be possible to manufacture the load-
ing bay components using an automated tape placement process.[42] Automated
tape placement processes (see Figure 11) have been used for many years [43], for
example for producing fuselages of air planes, see Figure 9. Though initial tape
placement processes required large gantry type machines, (a.o.) Coriolis is using
an articulated robot, see Figure 10. This would largely reduce the labour costs, but
probably not enough; calculations showed that labour intensity should be reduced
to an absolute minimum. Furthermore, production facilities should be developed
that -next to producing loading bays (4 per day)- are also able to produce (un-
known) products from third parties. This leads to the following innovation demand
for this case: to develop a fully operational automated composite dump truck load-
ing area factory, able to produce lightweight loading areas that are able to compete
with dump trucks with steel loading areas currently on the market in both function
and price. Industrial robots can, in part, be a solution to develop such a manufac-
turing facility. As stated in the Chapter 1, the industrial robot is not cost-effective
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Figure 8: An exploded view showing the different (fibre-placed) components of the tipper
depicted in Figure 7

Figure 9: Example of thermoplastic tape placement where a robot (right side) is used to
manufacture a fuselage [44]

in frequent changeovers. Roelofs Kipper is looking for ways to improve the effi-
ciency of industrial robots working on a variety of large composite products. Since
each unique tipper could be produced in series as small as 10, the robots should
be flexible in task acceptance. Large manufacturing products require long lines of
industrial robots, which further diminishes the feasibility of mass-customization
of Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP) tippers. Therefore, the needs of this company
include task flexibility to improve efficiency in work preparation, as well as negligi-
ble reconfiguration times to decrease the number of required industrial robots, fast
reconfiguration of industrial robots, the introduction of robot/robot and robot/hu-
man cooperation, and dynamic task reassignments to counter robot failure.

2.1.2 Case 2

Grunewald is a group of specialized companies with their headquarters in Bocholt,
Germany.[46] They produce a range of products; from aluminium frames to auto-
motive composite parts, in where they are responsible for tool making, pattern
making, foundry and machining. All engineering and production activities start-
ing from CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing),
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Figure 10: Coriolis Composites Fibre Placement Robot [45]

Figure 11: With thermoplastic tape placement, layers of tape are placed around a core or
mould. Outer layers are joint to underlying layers by applying pressure and
heat [42]
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pattern making, Rapid Prototyping and Rapid Tooling, tooling, casting and ma-
chining are concentrated in Bocholt.

Fibre reinforced polymer components are becoming an important part of their
business, mostly automotive (see Figure 12) and aerospace parts. The rough parts
are created by placing impregnated fibre mats in a mould. After curing, the prod-
uct edges and slots are created through machining. Their current production pro-
cess is mainly based upon large gantry (milling) machines, but they are trying to
implement industrial robots for their low investment costs and flexibility in task
types. However, their focus is on accuracy and quality, rather than cost-efficiency.
Gantry machines require large investment costs and offer little flexibility. Indus-
trial robots can be applied in a variety of processes, but lack the accuracy needed
for machining high quality components.

Figure 12: An example of a Grunewald FRP component, the blue areas represent machin-
ing slots

Since Grunewald is already working with small batch sizes, any industrial robot
implementation needs to be able to cost-efficiently replace gantry machines. The
task for project SInBot is to investigate and develop methods to increase indus-
trial robot accuracy to (at least) standard automotive specifications. In the case of
Grunewald, robots must be able to produce parts with a maximum deviation of
±0, 1mm after machining. The manufacturing system facilitating the Grunewald
case, as well as the Roelofs case, should support solutions for industrial robot ac-
curacy improvements.

2.1.3 Project Restrictions

The project specifically targets small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises,
and a potential solution should be implementable in these companies. SMMEs do
not have a high investment capacity, and the project emphasizes on using industrial
robots to decrease investments costs of manufacturing facilities when purchasing
new equipment. The same is true for the skill-level of current workers. The knowl-
edge and skill requirements of workers will shift from machine-oriented to system-
or product-oriented. With any new solution, these considerations will serve as a
base, to keep the new manufacturing system within reach of SMMEs. It would
also be beneficial to allow the new solution to be introduced in phases, wherein
SMMEs can benefit from continuous development of the new generation manufac-
turing systems.
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The SInBot cases both involve fibre reinforced polymer machining. Though
Grunewald produces high quality FRP parts and focuses on improving the ac-
curacy of an industrial robot, Roelofs produces large FRP parts and has to rethink
robot-robot cooperation and fast reconfigurations of production cells. SInBot re-
volves around its cases, outlining the solution area.

2.2 problem analysis

So far, multiple challenges were stipulated emerging from the European manufac-
turing industry and the SInBot cases. Project SInBot focusses on three goals. These
goals are briefly discussed below and the associated challenges particularized in
the following paragraphs.

Decreasing the threshold for industrial robot implementation in European
SMMEs

One of the biggest problems encountered when introducing the industrial robot
to European SMMEs, is a costly work-preparation process (mainly) caused by low
absolute accuracy in positioning and path (motion). Additionally, it is currently
standard practice to install an industrial robot directly on a floor slab or rail. Re-
configurations are difficult and, when possible, decrease overall accuracy. Improv-
ing the employability by easing the reconfiguration process would decrease the
threshold to purchase and install industrial robots for SMMEs.[39]

To integrate cooperation, coordination of tasks, and collaboration between robots
and humans into a system and software architecture.

Traditionally, industrial robots are installed with safety fences and many restric-
tions. Two or more robots are difficult to implement in a cooperation scenario, and
human-robot cooperation is investigated by major robot companies and research
institutes the last years.[47] By introducing a system that enables industrial robots
to be provided with tasks, environmental information, and methods to communi-
cate with other intelligent entities, cooperation and collaboration introduction can
be supported. These features can drastically improve the agility of an SMME.

Decrease cost-effective batch-sizes of industrial robot production and provide
initial handholds for the industry towards small batch sizes and one-off

production.

Industrial robots are traditionally used for either mass-production or prepro-
grammed pick-and-place tasks. Improving off-line programming adherence, ac-
curacy, task flexibility, i.e. improve the process from technical product data to man-
ufacturing, the cost-effectiveness of small batch sizes increases.

2.2.1 Work Preparation

Current industrial robots play an important role in performing repetitive produc-
tion tasks.[48] They perform their tasks cost effectively and relatively accurately
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over longer periods of time. The European production industry is moving toward
higher added value production that must be lean and flexible in order to survive in
a competitive market.[49] A small survey performed by robot manufacturer ABB
showed that companies in the United Kingdom are reluctant to accept industrial
robots for low volume manufacturing or custom orders.[50] There is an emerging
need for intuitive teaching methods, improved adherence to off-line programming
and improved intuitive off-line programming. Depending on the specific situa-
tion, industrial robots are programmed, tested, reprogrammed, and tested until
it performs its tasks perfectly. OLP still requires real-time testing and reprogram-
ming to ensure accuracy in task performance. Teaching is still by far the easiest
and most accessible method of programming a robot, but lacks accuracy and re-
programmability. The software and hardware are far more advanced in automated
CNC machine cells (A-CNC Cells), allowing a short optimization iteration before
production commences. The industrial robots however, go through multiple itera-
tions in an optimization process of task performance.

The qualitatively measured long and costly work preparation for industrial
robots is not a new problem.[51] For example, manually programming a robotic
arc welding system for the manufacture of a large vehicle hull takes more than
eight months, while the cycle of the welding process itself is ’only’ 16h in this ex-
ample. The programming time is approximately 360 times the execution time of
a single production run.[52] Roughly, task accuracy can be inversely proportional
to programming time.[53] The time consuming work preparation, complexity and
diversity of programming languages remain a problem for industrial robots to
be implemented in SMMEs. These work preparation times may increase exponen-
tially when two or more robots need to collaborate caused by the increased com-Accuracy is the extent of

how close the robot’s tool
tip is to the intended

position. Repeatability
describes how well it can
reproduce an outcome in

unchanged conditions.
To investigate the

feasibility of an absolute
accuracy compared to

CNC Mills and Lathes,
an industrial machining

robot was analysed. In
Appendix C, a

mathematical approach
was used to the ABB

IRB6660 and predict its
maximal theoretical
accuracy. Before an

accuracy of less than
±0.1mm (less than the
maximum deviation as

stated in Case 2 on page
20) is achievable, robots

and in-line measurement
and correction systems

need to be improved.

plexity and hardware interference. Industrial robots need to get an even higher
intelligence, collaborative and multi-purpose deployment and effortless transfer of
processes by which one-off or limited series can be produced in single production
environment.

2.2.2 Industrial Robots and Absolute Accuracy

An industrial robot is defined by ISO 8373 [54] as an automatically controlled,
reprogrammable, multi-purpose manipulator programmable in three or more axes.
Robots are commonly used for pick-and-place, assembly, welding, and painting
tasks, though the flexible nature of the robotic arm invites many more utilizations.
Of the industrial robots, one type is specifically important for project SInBot: the
articulated robot arm. An articulated robot is a robot with three or more rotary
joints, such as the ABB IRB6660 (see Figure 6).

Many industrial robots are capable of high precision tasks, but most feature a
small work envelope or limited reach.[55] The articulated robot was created for
its flexibility in deployment, not for accuracy. Machining tasks exert forces and
vibrations on the robot’s end-effector requiring a very stiff and sturdy robot arm.
The robot brand Denso claims to have the highest precision in the field of articu-
lated robots, obtaining a repeatability of ±0.02mm. These robots typically have a
low payload (<20kg) and are not well suited for machining tasks. Contrarily, the
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large articulated robots of the robot brand Fanuc have a repeatability of roughly
±0.3mm.[56]

Accuracy can be improved (towards repeatability) by employing in-line mea-
suring and correcting systems.[57] Measurement systems for use in combina-
tion with robots also have accuracies, some approach ±65 · 10−3mm, others can
reach ±3.5 · 10−3mm.[58, 59] Alternatively, an articulated robot with more than
three rotational joints may have several options for its end-effector to reach a de-
sired location. The positions of joints can be optimized for maximum accuracy
while avoiding singularities which may improve positioning accuracy, or even
repeatability.[60] If the elasticity of joints and limbs can be estimated, the absolute
accuracy can be improved by using a model of the robot to predict its deviation
from the target location.[61, 62]

2.2.3 Centralized and Decentralized Control Structures

One of the reasons the rapid deployment of versatile machinery in SMMEs is chal-
lenging, is the traditional approach to control structures in a production facility.
Though there are many different methods, they are either centralized, decentral-
ized, or in between. Another common term used interchangeably with centralized
control strategies or structures is a hierarchic system or structure. It refers to the or-
ganization of entities equivalent to an organization hierarchy. In centralized control
structures, one entity controls a control structure by commanding several subordi-
nate entities. These entities again control several subordinate entities, and so forth,
until the entities in the network (typically equipment, sensors, etc.) are reached
without subordinates. Superior entities send commands to subordinates, the latter
sending status reports upwards (see Figure 13a).

a) b)

Figure 13: Centralized (left) versus decentralized (right) control

Centralization can also refer to the physical and virtual linkages or connections
between system entities. The resulting hierarchic network severely limits the sys-
tem to use any other control structure than a centralized control structure. Lastly,
it can also refer to the storing of data or the location of artificial intelligence. Con-
trol strategies, network structures, artificial intelligence, and data storage have a
strong dependence on one another. These dependences along with a more detailed
description of each principle, are discussed in Communication: Hierarchy versus Het-
erarchy, Control Strategies: Decentralized versus Centralized, and Artificial Intelligence:
Distributed versus Central on page 38 to 42.
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As an alternative, decentralized control systems are often presented to solve all
problems related its centralized counterpart. In a decentralized system, there are
no superior or subordinate entities: all entities are equal (see Figure 13b).

A centralized system has specific advantages. For one, the topmost superior en-
tity can schedule tasks to achieve a global optimum. Tasks can be allocated to
entities to be performed efficiently, or cost-effectively, or any other desired opti-
mum. Secondly, the entities and system are developed to deal with expected situ-
ations and with a limited bandwidth of different products, scenarios, and events.
Computationally, the centralized system is the easiest control strategy. The char-
acteristics of centralized systems are beneficial, but there are also some specific
disadvantages. Centralized systems are generally not capable of operation in dy-
namic environments. They are not designed to cope with dynamic problems and
prefer a static, constant production scenario wherein tasks can be scheduled in ad-
vance. Another issue is the agility of centralized production facilities; it is difficult
and costly to adapt a centralized system to produce new products. It is poorly
equipped to handle changes in the production setting, such as the addition or
removal of manufacturing machinery.

A control structure determines the flexibility and agility of a manufacturing facil-
ity, and plays a major role in to what extent a manufacturing system is future-proof.
In some production facilities, only a single product is produced for a very long pe-
riod of time undergoing only slight changes during the period it is produced. This
type of facility is a mass-production facility, and these benefit most from a central-
ized control structure and its inherent advantages. However, production facilities
that produce products only for a short amount of time are increasing. European
small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises rarely mass-produce products.
These types of facilities are hindered by the disadvantages and issues related to
centralized control structures, and could benefit from a decentralized approach.

2.2.4 Reconfigurability

Many mass-production facilities have very limited or no reconfiguration capabil-
ities. The process used to create mass production facilities known as understand,
simplify, and automate often results in very specialized machinery. These facilities
can produce a limited number of varieties of a single product. When a production
facility is able to react to changes in customer demands within a scope of product
variations with fluctuating volume, it is defined as a flexible manufacturing system
or FMS. An agile manufacturing system (AMS) has the ability to react profitable to
a changing market and fluctuating customer demands.[63] It features cost-efficient
flexibility, small batch production, and reconfigurability of the production system.
When a production facility is agile, it may and can experience a larger number of
changeovers and reconfigurations compared to a regular mass-production facility.
These changeovers are costly and, for most manufacturing facilities and machinery,
invasive.

To determine the financial impact of changeovers on European SMMEs, an anal-
ysis was performed on partners in the SInBot project presented in Appendix B. It
compares the changeover costs relative to the price of a single product. Though the
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financial impact of changeovers on a production facility may look small (in mass
production facilities that rarely experience changeovers, it is often less than 0,1%
of the product selling price), but is often not taken into account when calculating
the cost of a product. Companies that currently produce small batches are used to
these costs and have a more efficient changeover process than facilities that mass-
produce products, but still have to anticipate a changeover price tag of 7-12% of
the product’s selling price. The example wherein an industrial robot’s 16h work cy-
cle takes approximately 360 times 16h to reprogram would require an investment
of roughly AC870.000.[52] Attempting to make a profit with regular changeovers
in this scenario is infeasible. The product prices are based on material, produc-
tion (mostly operating and amortization) costs, development costs, overhead, and
profit, emphasizing the need for cost-efficient changeovers. However, increasing
the frequency of changeovers quickly leads to a big increase in product costs. Tradi-
tional manufacturing facilities are not well equipped for frequent changeovers. The
analysis also shows the current work preparation inefficiency of industrial robots,
effectively eliminating cost-efficient changeovers for small batch production.

Reconfigurability can also improve maintainability in a manufacturing facility.
Maintainability can be defined as a combination of the management practices be-
ing employed, the operational hardware and software environments involved in
working with the system, and the actual system itself, its reliability, accessibility,
and other parameters.[64] In the perspective of SMMEs, these can be translated
as the ability of the system to reliable work through subsystem’s breakdown, the
ability to divert processes or information during system function, and the effort
related to modifying the system on modification of subsystems.

2.2.5 Manufacturing Cooperation Scenarios

Four manufacturing scenarios regarding industrial robots can be distinguished to
aid definitions of robot cooperation within manufacturing environments based on
interference and interaction.[65, 66] Interference is perceived as the introduction
of a human or system to an operational process and needs to be considered in
the next process steps but does not yield to external stimuli. Interaction is a mu-
tual beneficial process to allow two systems to adjust and adapt their processes
to increase productivity, quality, flexibility, or related synergies. Two interacting
systems may still encounter interference from other systems they cannot interact
with.

a) b) c) d)

Figure 14: (a-d) Industrial robot cooperation scenarios in production.

Two separate robots are working on different products, at different locations
(see Figure 14a). There is no interaction nor interference between the two robots,
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production sequence and tact times are predefined and preprogrammed. Sensor
systems can be used to aid robot-product handling and positioning or for detecting
humans in its immediate work envelope.

Two robots are working on the same product (see Figure 14b). There is interfer-
ence but no interaction. The only solution to avoid coinciding of tasks (and robot
arm collisions) is to hard-code and pre-program each robot for each combination
or tasks. Sensors can be used to detect whether the robots are encountering objects
to avoid, or robot-product localization. A central system communicates with each
robot, starting or stopping certain predetermined sequences of commands. Though
the aesthetics of two seemingly cooperating robots are appealing, it is a rigid sys-
tem that requires more than twice the amount of work to program compared to a
single robot.

Two robots are working cooperatively on the same product, while the robots are
self-controlled using sensor input (see Figure 14c). There is both interaction and
interference. In this case, robots are capable of negotiating to improve the efficiency
of task performance. Sensors overseeing the entire cell can communicate directly
with the two robots, which are no longer dependent on a central computer to make
decisions about which sequence of commands to start or stop. Certain production
steps may be preprogrammed, some may be dynamically generated from higher
level commands to gain efficiency in dynamic situations. The same environment
sensors are used to detect foreign objects in the work cell in order to guarantee a
safe working environment.

Two mobile robots are working cooperatively on the same product with a hu-
man worker (see Figure 14d). There is both interaction and interference from both
robots and human workers. Safety is very important in this particular scenario, and
should be implemented with redundant environment sensors. Tracking of human
movements can easily be combined with tracking of robot arm movement in the
environment to ensure both safety and a higher efficiency in obstacle avoidance
and cooperation between robotic systems and human workers. Every task should
be defined by its final goal, while any system movement is dynamically gener-
ated. This scenario yields the highest flexibility, providing freedom of movement
for both humans and robots, switching of specific tasks at any time by not prede-
termining any sequence of commands. Communication can flow freely between
system elements, highlighting the need for fluent communication between robots
and humans.

The first scenario is the current industry standard and, although time consum-
ing in (re)programming, poses no additional challenges to the already complex
process of programming and reconfiguration. The second cooperation scenario
can be found mostly in assembly lines and already shows some difficulties in
programming due to (predictable) interference. The third and fourth scenario both
pose interference and interaction problems, but have great potential in the man-
ufacturing industry. These cooperation scenarios are the focus of many research
studies to improve the efficiency of deploying industrial robots.[67] This research
uses cooperation scenario four during development: introducing a human worker
in the work envelope of an industrial robot as a cooperative production entity. Fo-
cusing on cooperation scenario 4 in the case of small to medium sized production
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runs, four interesting generic challenges related to interference, interaction and
changeovers can be identified. For each challenge is discussed how this challenge
was addressed within project SInBot.

challenge 1 : detection of unpredictable interference Current un-
predictable interference in the industry can be caused by unexpected behaviour of
human workers, faulty hardware, and malfunctioning software. Free-roaming (or
path-guided) Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) detect obstacles in their path,
which is an example of interference detection. Their safety is based on unidi-
rectional optical sensing.[68–70] Using similar technology based on solely robot-
integrated sensors for human- (industrial) robot collaboration, poses an efficiency
and costs problem: the safety sensors should monitor all the robot’s joints, as
well as the proximity environment of the entire arm. The monitoring system
would require a reconfiguration on each changeover, making the already com-
plex changeovers even more time-consuming. The costs of such a safety system
is high due to the redundant sensors, and the efficiency is very low. A more effi-
cient solution can be found in monitoring the environment, instead of the robot in
question. Multiple objects may use the same sensors, and the focus of the safety
system shifts from a single entity towards the production environment. The most
suitable sensing system coherent with the decentralized approach would be a dis-
tributed sensor network based among others on stereo vision. It can be used to
monitor movement, track objects and humans, to enable safe and efficient a safe
production environment.

challenge 2 : predictable interference and inter-system interac-
tion The current practice in the industry is to hard-code inter-system interac-
tion between production machines. Path planning of industrial robots, for example,
is hardcoded individually on both robots, often sharing a single programmable
logic controller (PLC). This centralized approach is rigid and requires both robots
to be reprogrammed on a changeover. The use of a single PLC also limits the re-
deployment capabilities of both robots, further limiting the dynamic possibilities
of industrial robots. Programming interactions is a long tedious task: the program-
ming of a single robot to do its task adequately may take up to 360 times the tar-
geted cycle time.[53] The second industrial robot needs to be programmed to not
interfere with the first, while performing its task as required. The programming
is an already comprehensive task if the tasks of the robots are not of a dependent
nature. If the two tasks are simultaneous and dependent, a programming and opti-
mization circle starts in which each minor change in one of the robots will affect the
task performance of the other. The main advantage of using hardcoded interaction
and aforementioned physical restraints, is the consistency in production and some
quality assurance during large production runs (>50.000 cycles). The problem that
is addressed in this paragraph, is the interaction coding problem. First, dynamic
safety zones are introduced to replace the hard-coded cooperation. Each industrial
robot can publish a zone in which it will work the next (e.g.) 5 seconds. Its path
is not hard-coded, but its task partly is. If a task is unachievable (e.g. its path is
blocked by a co-worker’s safety zone), it will attempt to perform another task first.
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This particular solution is not new.[71, 72] An advanced, dynamic, extensible sys-
tem would enable safety zones publishing of products, machinery, infrastructure,
and even human workers.

challenge 3 : fast change-overs and reconfigurations of manufac-
turing lines To increase flexible use of industrial robots, not only their tasks,
but also their location should be easily adaptable. Current industry practice is
to use industrial robots rather statically: some robots are situated on tracks, yet
by far the most robots are mounted directly on a floor mount. Their flexibility
(and potentially efficiency) can be increased by introducing dynamic reconfigura-
bility, compared to the current scarce and manual reconfiguration standard. Both
transporting and installing are manual processes, followed by time-consuming
in-line calibrations. These manual processes can be replaced by deploying indus-
trial robots on a transport-support structure, enabling AGVs to reconfigure the
industrial robots. An important precondition is to ensure automated in-line cali-
bration for industrial robots [73], AGVs capable of transporting industrial robots
[74], and accurate positioning systems for fault-tolerant positioning of the robot
transport-structures. Many examples of fault-tolerant positioning are already used
in the industry [75, 76], most of these can be made more accurate by simple, fault-
preventive (poka yoke [77]) positioning solutions.

challenge 4 : fast, flexible , re-deployable , and brand-independent

programming of cooperating robots As mentioned earlier, the current
approach to programming industrial robots is individual, centralized and there-
fore time-consuming and rigid. Every changeover requires an optimization itera-
tion process, if the robot-location-product combination is new, also off-line and
in-line programming. Manufacturing tasks can be programmed in G-Code, which
is the most common numerical control (NC) programming language. One of the
problems with G-Code is its perspective, which is machine-oriented. When the
raw-material / product is leading, true task flexibility is only reached through
task definition from the product’s perspective; product-oriented. An intermediate
yet feasible approach that would be suited in most cases, is the use of intuitive
commands: drill a hole, mill a pocket, or grab an object. These commands can be
seen as groups containing G-Code with dynamically adjustable coordinates and
process settings based on the parameters of (e.g.) ’drill a hole’. Alternatively, skill
primitives can be used.[78–82] These essentially abstract task groups can be used
to define machine-oriented tasks (’hold’, ’grab’) by containing process-specific in-
formation on how to perform the task. Information regarding properties of the
desired result may be attached, e.g. the location and diameter of drilling a hole,
and is often implemented in experimental robot settings.

evolution of cooperation scenarios In the philosophy of Industrie 4.0
(I4.0), the human is in the centre of production again. Manufacturing processes
may be automated, but taking advantage of the unique skills of human workers
is appreciated and acknowledged. By increasing deployment efficiency of manu-
facturing machines and incorporating flexibility in task performance, the lack of
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consistency may decrease quality. This issue is encountered when specific con-
trolled processes are interchanged for more loosely coupled processes that do not
have the same controlled environment, e.g. milling in an open environment in-
stead of the closed environment of a CNC milling machine. Human workers can
interpret visual data and process (some) complex events much faster than current
artificial intelligence. Paradigm 4 would allow the use of the skill set of humans
while maintaining the financial benefits from paradigm 3.

Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry are leading the way in new and innovative ap-
proaches to automation challenges. Ultimately, it will force a change in a.o. sensor
system perspectives, sensing requirements, safety standards, programming, coop-
eration protocols, and communication from man to machine.

2.3 societal and industry impact of sinbot

Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry are causing a flood of IR-4 projects such as
SmartBot and SInBot. Though project SInBot will not produce an outcome the
industry can use immediately, projects like these show an impact on Europe, Eu-
ropean SMMEs, their customers, as well as technology providers, and producers.
The potential impact is great; in 2005, there were over 250.000 small to medium
sized manufacturing enterprises (see quickscan : smes in europe on page 169

in the Appendix).
Small and medium sized enterprises would be able to vary their production to

an extended degree. Changeovers will become more efficient and cost-effective,
mainly due to the possibility of automated self-configuring and self-calibrating
production entities. Versatile machinery can be reconfigured with minimum effort,
providing the SMMEs with new manufacturing options and features. An increase
in the use of ICT will enable sharing of process and product manufacturing data
throughout the entire value chain.

Consumers will benefit from one-off production becoming more cost-effective
by the availability of affordable unique products. Tailor-made products will be-
come available in many more market segments. Information about raw materials,
production, sustainability, and scheduling will become more important to the cus-
tomer and forces companies to find new and innovative marketing strategies.

Machine producers, robot manufacturers, automation integrators and alike will
have to deal with universal language initiatives for plug-and-produce capabilities
of manufacturing equipment. Logic controllers are fitted with high-end, flexible,
standardized communication ports, something that is already happening. Combin-
ing the flexibility of architectures such as the SInBot architecture with common
language initiatives have the ability to create plug-and-produce hardware and off-
the-shelf software. New markets will open up exploiting short-term production
machine sharing and lease. It will inspire a new perspective on manufacturing au-
tomation and require a new way of thinking about production, production lines,
job-shops, optimization, and products.
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2.4 research goals

Centralized control in current manufacturing environments and pre-programming
of routine tasks make industrial robots suitable for repetitive work, but the work
preparation and deployment for manufacturing tasks time-consuming and cost-
inefficient. European small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises can benefit
from advancements in the field of robot manufacturing wherein rapid deployment
and cost-efficient reconfigurations and changeovers are the main benefactors.

A centralized control strategy results in static and predictable systems. This strat-
egy is particularly useful when a production facility produces identical (or very
similar) products in a specific way for a long stretch of time. However, SMMEs
need to be agile in order to be competitive, consequently requiring more dy-
namic and strategic control. Manufacturing systems need to be able to respond
to changes, such as the introduction or removal of equipment, e.g. due to changes
in the product or production process. Sensor-controlled industrial robots with cog-
nitive abilities operate more efficiently than preprogrammed machines in dynamic
environments. Data and information must be available to subsystems that need it,
rather than only shared with a predefined machine or cell as is current practice.
Combined with enhanced connectivity of manufacturing equipment, manufactur-
ing systems move towards cyber-physical systems. These systems need to be reli-
able, implementable, maintainable, and extensible, particularly for SMMEs. They
need a system that allows new equipment to be introduced without the need to
modify other parts of the system or the system itself.

The goal of this research is to find a valid approach to a flexible manufactur-
ing system capable of supporting SMMEs in using robots by utilizing a network
of artificial intelligence, actuators, and sensors, to enable the rapid deployment of
versatile equipment. This system will be henceforth referred to as the SInBot Man-
ufacturing System (SMS), and focusses on decentralized control structures and
cooperation in task execution. Though improving the accuracy of industrial robots
is one of the goals of project SInBot, it is not one of the research goals of this
dissertation.

The field of robotics has been a popular research area for decades, and still is
thriving. Relevant topics range from multi-agent architectures to practical control
paradigms of industrial robots, and from auction models for task allocation to
high level programming languages. For most challenges mentioned in project SIn-
Bot, possible solutions are available in scientific research. Though these (mostly
experimental) proposals may provide some solutions, it is vital that a facilitating
system architecture is developed that can be used in SMMEs, but also benefits from
continuous developments in the field of robotics.

To summarize: the goal of this research is to develop a manufacturing system ca-
pable of supporting European SMMEs in rapid deployment of versatile equipment,
to improve the cost-efficiency of (re)configurations and changeovers in intelligent,
cooperative, human-robot interactive production environments.
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A G I L I T Y A N D A U T O M AT E D M A N U FA C T U R I N G

The challenges of project SInBot are not new; many aspects of this problem have
been around for more than 30 years. For many years, automation has been seen as
the cornerstone of mass production. With the new developments in data handling,
networked production communities, and fast development of sensor-supported
communication, automation now also can increase productivity for shorter pro-
duction runs. Looking at automation and flexibility, several important topics stand
out that are worth investigating within this new context. This chapter reviews
how current manufacturing system typically look like and may look like (struc-
ture, control, intelligence), and what type of systems are used to deal with similar
challenges. The chapter concludes with a general direction for the SInBot Manu-
facturing System necessitating further research.

Whether parts of a process should be automated or not can be established by
comparing advantages and disadvantages of automation. In small to medium sized
manufacturing enterprises, machining tasks are often automated by Computer Nu-
merical Control (CNC) Mills and Lathes. This process is automated mainly because
it is more cost-efficient. By introducing industrial robots and decreasing the cost of
work preparation, some processes can be automated that are currently performed
manually. Reasons to automate or not to automate need to be investigated to reach
a feasible solution. Automation and the aforementioned reasons are discussed in
Automated Manufacturing Environments below.

Components and subsystems of a (manufacturing) system are linked and share
interfaces: both physical and virtual. In production facilities, equipment is com-
monly linked through very specific interfaces, forcing a communication hierarchy
upon the facility. Machinery is linked through brand-dependent interfaces to con-
trollers, which can be connected via CAN bus (or: Controller Area Network bus),
serial RS-232, or other types of connections that enforce a hierarchy. New equip-
ment enables a more heterachic approach, such as direct connections to Ethernet
facilitating entities in a network to connect to one another. This type of communi-
cation (can) dictate what control strategies are feasible, and largely influence the
flexibility and extensibility of a system. Communication: Hierarchy versus Heterarchy
on page 38 describes the different types of communication, and discusses their
specific advantages and disadvantages.

Next to the common communication hierarchies, the method of delegating tasks
(i.e. control) is traditionally hierarchic. In such a hierarchic control strategy, each
entity responds to commands from a higher ranking entity. This centralization
of control can be beneficial in some production scenarios, but also has several
drawbacks such as a poor response on dynamic changes in its environment. The
opposite of centralized control is decentralized control, wherein no entity is higher
ranking than the next. To enable the development of a system wherein manufac-
turing entities are rapidly deployable, the level and type of control needs to be
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determined. The advantages and disadvantages of centralized control strategies
and its alternatives are discussed in Control Strategies: Decentralized versus Central-
ized on page 39.

All systems that possess some degree of autonomy and whose actions are based
on logical computing, contain some degree of intelligence. Wherein the previous
century, autonomous production equipment was constructed purely mechanical
(and did not contain artificial intelligence as defined in List of Definitions on page
xv), production facilities nowadays largely depend on it. When a system is de-
centralized, the traditionally central intelligence becomes problematic. Decentral-
ization depends on autonomy, wherein entities deliberate and act rationally for
which they need local intelligence. How to approach these new situations, the al-
ternatives and their uses, are discussed in Artificial Intelligence: Distributed versus
Central on page 42.

The traditional production facility has hierarchical communication structures
with centralized intelligence and control. However, many examples and imple-
mentations of alternative architectures exist, where autonomous entities deliberate
about information and tasks. These architectures are developed to approach and
solve complex problems in a distributed, flexible manner. Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) is one of the most proposed solutions to enable robots to react to dynamic
environments and find viable solutions with minimum effort. Holonic Manufac-
turing Systems (HMS) are quite similar and is one of the older approaches that is
still used. An agent differs from a holon in that it is only interested in achieving its
own goal, where a holon is interested in communicating with other holons. Both
MAS (described in Multi Agent Systems on page 43) and HMS (explained in Holonic
Manufacturing Systems on page 44) contain aspects that are of use in project SInBot
and their advantages, disadvantages, similarities and differences require further
examination.

One of the major aspects of both MAS and HMS is the way they deal with task
delegation and allocation. The method of allocating tasks, either between indepen-
dent entities, or by a central entity, partly determines the efficiency of a production
system. A flexible system such as required in project SInBot requires task deliber-
ation that neatly fits with the communication structure, control strategy, and dis-
tribution of artificial intelligence. Task Deliberation on page 45 elaborates on the
different task allocation strategies and models.

3.1 automated manufacturing environments

Automated production can be defined as the use of automation to replace and sup-
port human worker’s tasks in production processes.[2] According to this defini-
tion, most production environments have some level of automation whilst fully
automated manufacturing environments, where all production tasks are executed
by robots and other automated production equipment (i.e. the lights-out factories),
are still very scarce. This is mainly due to automation in many cases not being
possible and/or desirable.

When developing new or improved production environments, the first questions
of importance is what to automate. There are many methods available that support
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these decisions, the most common model for decision making on whether or not
to automate is ’men are better at, machines are better at’ (MABA-MABA). It uses
a list that sums up whether using a machine or man is easier for each production
process. However, there is still the financial aspect: even if a man can perform a
task better than a machine, does not mean it is more cost-effective to do so.[83]

Thus leaving the question: what processes should be automated and why? Ac-
cording to Groover [84] and Wickens [85], there are thirteen more reasons to use
machines in automated production.

increase labour productivity The most common reason for a company to
automate a production process is to increase the productivity per employee.
By introducing machines to cope with (for the machine) simple tasks, hu-
man workers can concentrate on the tasks that are not as easy to automate,
increasing the productivity per worker.

reduce labour cost Replacing human workers with automated machinery
can potentially decrease the cost of labour. As long as the replaced work-
ers’ tasks are fairly easy to automate, and the products are produced for
long stretches of time, it is almost always cheaper to automate.

mitigate the effects of labour shortages If, for a specific production
process, the skilled labour is not available or not steadily available, it may
be more efficient to automate this process. Workers for difficult welding pro-
cesses, or other processes requiring years of experience are often scarce. Even
more so when a company decides to increase its production of which these
processes are an important part. In these cases, automation might be the an-
swer.

reduce or eliminate routine or clerical tasks Tedious tasks are often
very simple for human workers. If these processes are also simple tasks for
automatons, automating these tasks reduces ’boring’ tasks in result often
improving quality and reducing cycle times.

improve worker safety Production processes that involve chemicals, heavy
fast moving objects, high temperatures, or other potentially dangerous situa-
tions for human workers, can be automated to reduce the risk of injury to -or
death of human workers. Automatons can be engineered to withstand these
hazards, and can operate in isolated environments.

improve product quality Automated machinery can operate with an accu-
racy that cannot be reached manually by a human worker. Robots can per-
form a specific task over and over with (almost) identical results, wherein
human workers’ quality may vary.

reduce manufacturing lead time Automating a particular process that,
when done manually, increases the lead time, is another reason why some
processes may be automated. Reducing lead time can have beneficial side
effects, such as a decrease in required stock of a product.
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accomplish processes that cannot be done manually Some process
cannot be done manually. These processes may involve very high accuracies,
a very stable and constant output, or similar situations.

avoid the high cost of not automating A production process may not
inherently require automation following the previously stated reasons. In
a competitive market however, not automating a production process may
rapidly become more expensive if the competition can deliver a similar prod-
uct for significantly less. Though this reason uses a different starting point, it
boils down to the second mentioned reason ’Reduce labour cost’ in the end.

impossible or hazardous work for humans Production processes that
are performed in impassable environments (such as a near vacuum), or gen-
eral work that poses threats to the human worker, are better to automate.

difficult or unpleasant work for humans It may be a challenge to find
motivated human workers for difficult or unpleasant tasks. Automating these
tasks may be beneficial to moral, costs, cycle times, etcetera.

extension of human capability Automatons can also extend the capabili-
ties of human workers in terms of speed, strength, accuracy, and virtually
any other facet. Automating a process in order to extend capabilities often
leads to increased productivity, increased quality, or an increase in other pro-
duction parameters.

technical feasibility When it is feasible, some enterprises may choose to
automate. Though it may not increase productivity per employee, or de-
crease labour costs, automating a process because it is technically feasible
might yield important information regarding the production process, and
automation-related opportunities and threats.

In contrast, automation can also have negative consequences.[84] The most promi-
nent consequences on which to rethink automation are noted in the following list.

increased labour cost In some cases, introducing complex new autonomous
machinery to replace unskilled human workers can increase the total labour
cost. This is especially true in newly developed automated production ma-
chinery since it takes a lot of optimization to run a new production line
efficiently.

creation of repetitive manual or clerical tasks Automation pro-
cesses are easiest to implement replacing repetitive tasks. Some automated
processes tend to generate new repetitive tasks for human workers, which are
error-prone and now (often) involve very expensive production machinery.

reduced worker safety If an otherwise safe production process can be re-
placed by automated machinery that introduces safety hazards for human
workers, whether or not to automate can become an ethical dilemma.
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no high cost of not automating If a process can be automated, it usually
involves large investments. If it is not pertinent to automate, and there is no
external drive (e.g. price drop of competition), it may not be the best time to
automate.

creations of impossible or hazardous work for humans Large pro-
duction equipment often still require human handling and always require
manual maintenance. If either maintenance or handling involves impossible
or hazardous work for the human workers, automation is not an option.

diminishing of human capability Knowledge of employees is a valuable
resource for companies. By automating production processes that required
certain capabilities or knowledge of the human workers, these capabilities
will evaporate.

reduction in product or process quality Automating some processes
may deteriorate the quality of the product (although most will increase prod-
uct quality). More often, a process will be less stable and can increase flaws
in products due to process variations.

increased manufacturing lead time A shorter lead time results in a
smaller stock, which means a leaner production. Automating a process that
leads to an increase in lead time might not be beneficial.

automate tasks that are easily done manually Human workers are
still the most flexible production ’machinery’ any facility can have. If the
production processes are very easy to do by hand, chances are it might be
cheaper not to automate in the long run.

problems with technical feasibility Technical feasibility problems in the
development or implementation of automation processes are a sure sign of
high costs, both initial and structural. If a process is very complex to auto-
mate, there should be a very good reason to neglect this issue and attempt
to automate nonetheless.

high cost of automation One of the most common reasons for companies
to choose not to automate are the large investments that are required.

Large batch production is often cheaper to automate than small batch produc-
tion, and complex production processes are harder (and commonly more expen-
sive) to automate than relatively simple ones. Complex manual production pro-
cesses are often difficult to automate, but there is not necessarily such a simple
relation. Some tasks are very simple for human workers (neatly tucking a power
cable in box, handling delicate parts), but are notoriously difficult to automate.
A common approach to translate manual production processes is to understand,
simplify, and automate (USA) [83], wherein complex processes are redesigned to
suit easy automation yet result in identical (or very similar) end products. The
process of deciding what to automate is a lot tougher when the pros and cons are
in balance. It involves a lot of planning, research, and calculations. Project SInBot
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attempts to diminish the reasons not to automate by introducing the flexible in-
dustrial robot to small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises (SMME) and,
inherently, small batch sizes.

As stated in Case 2 on page 20, the processes of Grunewald are already auto-
mated. The production steps of machining composite parts to an automotive qual-
ity standard is a very difficult task for human workers. Automating these processes
may: increase labour productivity, reduce labour cost, improve worker safety, im-
prove product quality, reduce manufacturing lead time, avoid the high cost of not
automating, and avoids difficult or unpleasant work for human workers. On the
other hand, machines capable of machining large composite parts to a high quality
standard are expensive. Grunewald might have considered: the creation of repet-
itive manual or clerical tasks, diminishing of human capability, problems with
technical feasibility, and the high cost of automation. The negative consequences
weigh significantly less than the positive, thus automation was a relatively easy
decision for Grunewald to make. The case of Roelofs described in Case 1 on page
18 however, bears a closer look.

The prototype of the composite tipper was produced manually and there is no
designated production facility at the time of writing. The starting point is therefore
manual production. Currently, the production costs of this product are too high to
compete with steel tippers. Since the tipper is a large product, and the production
process (of laminating and finishing of fibre reinforced polymers) itself is time-
consuming and tedious, there are also reasons to automate not directly related to
costs. The reasons for automating this production process consequently are: reduce
labour cost, reduce or eliminate routine or clerical tasks, reduce manufacturing
lead time, avoid the high cost of not automating, and difficult or unpleasant work
for humans. On the other hand, automating current processes will result in some
creation of repetitive manual or clerical tasks, problems with technical feasibility,
and high cost of automation. Project SInBot is aiming to reduce the problems with
technical feasibility and the high cost of automation.

3.2 communication : hierarchy versus heterarchy

Traditionally, a manufacturing system is based on strict hierarchies of superior
and subordinate entities. Briefly discussed in Centralized and Decentralized Control
Structures on page 25, superior entities command subordinate entities, in turn pro-
viding the superior entities with status reports. In literature, the term hierarchy is
often used interchangeable with centralized control. However, when speaking of a
hierarchic system, it firstly addresses the method of linking entities, while central-
ized control is about its control strategy. It is common to find hierarchically linked
centralized system with central intelligence (and limited distributed intelligence)
in current manufacturing facilities. Manufacturing equipment is connected to con-
trollers through a specific interface, in turn connected to a processing unit often
again with a specific interface. Both physical (e.g. cables and sockets) and virtual
(e.g. language and restrictions) are the main reason why communication in current
production facilities is strictly hierarchical. In more recent manufacturing configu-
rations, entities can be linked and connected via Ethernet (e.g. Local Area Network
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or LAN), thus technically creating a heterarchically linked centralized system with
central intelligence. Experimental or laboratory configurations often explore the
heterarchically linked decentralized systems with distributed intelligence. When
two or more entities need to communicate via a network, there are basically two
options: 1) each entity speaks directly to each other known as a peer to peer (p2p)
network, or 2) a server is used through which all communication is routed (see
Figure 15).

A p2p network consists of nodes that connect only to each other. Examples of
specifically p2p networks are multi-agent systems. Agents connect to each other
through brokers without a required central unit that orders and arranges the con-
nections. P2p networks tend to create heterarchies rather than a hierarchical net- The internet can be

perceived as a hybrid
p2p / server-based
network, in which
servers and clients both
connect to each other
and other servers.

work.

Figure 15: Communication principles a) peer to peer (p2p) and b) server-based

A server-based network consists of at least one server, connecting to clients while
managing communication. All communications go through the server, and the
clients are not directly connected to each other. The main advantage is extendibility,
since each new client only needs to connect to the server. Each server may be
connected to other servers, wherein new client-server connections lay. Examples
are currently found in manufacturing systems: controllers of equipment (clients)
are connected to a cell processing unit (server), in turn connected to a central
processing unit (also a server).

In terms of reconfigurability in a manufacturing facility, a p2p network is pre-
ferred. Using server-client based connections creates a static environment, though
adding clients costs less effort than adding peers in a p2p network. Once a peer is
able to connect to other peers, it does not require modification on reconfiguration.
Another advantage is that control hierarchies can be forced on a p2p network with
relative ease. In contrast, control heterarchies can be difficult and error-prone to
force on a server-client based networks.

3.3 control strategies : decentralized versus centralized

A centralized control strategy is a form of controlling system entities in a hierarchic
manner (see Figure 16a). Superior entities control subordinate entities, which again
may be superior to (and control) lower subordinate entities. Decentralized control
does not have superior or subordinate entities. Each entity is equal and tasks are
allocated through deliberation (see Figure 16).

Due to the hierarchic dependencies between entities, reconfiguring or modifying
(such as extending) centralized control structures involves multiple layers of supe-
rior and subordinate entities. It is therefore time-consuming and cost-inefficient to
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a) b)

Figure 16: Centralized (left) versus decentralized (right) control

frequently changeover to different products or production configurations in cen-
tralized structures. For example, every addition increases the complexity of the
entire system (see Figure 17a) creating problems in maintainability and robustness.
They have a weak response to changes due to the rigidity and centralization of
their control structures. As an alternative, heterarchical control architectures offer
prospects of reduced complexity and software development costs, high modular-
ity and flexibility, as well as improved fault tolerance. Adding a new entity to a
decentralized control structure only affects this one entity which is inherent of its
decentralized nature.

!

!

!

a) b)

Figure 17: a) extending a control hierarchy often involves modifications all the way up the
hierarchy, b) extending a control heterarchy generally only involves the added
entity

Decentralizing control methods are not new, but rarely applied in actual industry
cases. Decentralized approaches are being used in small segments of a manufac-
turing system, such as decentralized production planning, or an automated pro-
duction cell that handles its own tasks.[86] A decentralized approach is commonly
found in complex simulations or calculations, in which flexible entities process
data and connect to other entities to achieve their goal. Two main fields of this
approach are found in literature, both using distributed intelligence in some form:
Holonic Systems and Multi-Agents Systems. The reason for these explorations are
primarily for increasing agility of systems. Where a production facility with a cen-
tralized control strategy handles long term operations in an efficient manner, de-
centralized control strategies excel in more agile and dynamic situations.[87] A de-
centralized system can react to influences from both within (expected) and outside
(unexpected) the system effortlessly. Entities in a decentralized system deliberate
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amongst each other rather than receive orders from a higher ranked entity, making
it more tolerant to failure in a particular node than centralized systems. Decentral-
ized systems are -more often than not- based on decoupled architectures. In a de-
coupled architecture, the components that make up the system remain completely
autonomous and unaware of each other. In centralized systems, the complete op-
posite is a prerequisite since a system cannot force control over its subsystems and
components if it is not aware of its composition.

The manner in which centralized control systems deal with failures can be prob-
lematic also. Subordinate entity failure may lead to a progression of failure of its
superiors, see Figure 18. Superior entity failure leads to a progression of failure of
all subordinate entities (see Figure 19). However, a subordinate entity failure may
lead to a chain reaction shutting down superiors, in turn causing ceased subor-
dinates. Such a chain of events may cause an entire production hierarchy to stop
operation.
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Figure 18: Subordinate failure in control hierarchies often leads to a progression of failure
towards its superiors
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Figure 19: Superior entity failure leads to failure in all subordinate entities in control hier-
archies

In contrast, a decentralized control strategy can be designed so that failure of
a single entity does not lead to a failure progression. If one entity ceases, it may
stop communicating, but does not necessarily affect other entities, as illustrated in
Figure 20b.
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a) b)

Figure 20: Decentralized control, also known as a control heterarchy. a) tasks are deliber-
ated through entity to entity communication. b) on entity failure, other entities
are not directly affected

However, a manufacturing system rarely benefits from either a pure centralized
or decentralized control strategy.[88] A centralized control strategy involves all
entities (and is therefore more time-consuming [89]) and can reach optimum so-
lutions for (e.g. scheduling) problems; a decentralized control strategy will only
yield local optima.[90–92] Hybrid systems can offer the benefits from both types
of control strategies and are better in e.g. preventing deadlocks.[89, 93] An im-
plementation of a hybrid control strategy should be able to cope with a dynamic
environment, as well as optimize task performance and efficiency. The bare-bones
of the system should thus be decentralized, allowing a rapid response on recon-
figurations, addition of new entities, failures, and other effects of a dynamic envi-
ronment. Amending, centralized entities optimize the system’s conditions for e.g.
performance, efficiency, or quality.

3.4 artificial intelligence : distributed versus central

In a functioning (manufacturing) system, some part is responsible for information
processing and decision making. This part is generally referred to as the artificial
intelligence of a system. Most systems contain both distributed and central intelli-
gence in varying quantities, with the emphasis on central processing. However, if
these vital central parts fail, the entire systems fails. If the system grows, the cen-
tral intelligence needs to be adapted or replaced, since it often is not programmed
to cope with changes. The amount of information to be processed can grow expo-
nentially creating potential problems for the entire system.

The combination of central intelligence and a central control strategy is most
common. If a central entity controls subordinate entities, it logically contains a
high degree of artificial intelligence. Contrarily, decentralized control strategies
inherently do not contain central intelligence; there is no central entity. Hybrid
control strategies however, can also contain a relatively high degree of central intel-
ligence. For example, a central entity may control decentralized groups of different
entities wherein tasks are allocated through deliberation. This scenario is a hybrid
control strategy that may contain both distributed and central intelligence wherein
the emphasis may shift either way.
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By distributing the intelligence in a system, it becomes more flexible and fault-
tolerant. Combined with decentralized control, these systems can perform com-
plex simulations and calculations more flexibly than traditional hierarchic systems.
Pure distributed intelligence is used in Swarm Robotics. Robot swarms typically
consists of a relatively large number of robots with limited artificial intelligence.
These robots can be equipped with a number of sensors and communicate to other
members of the swarm. Different environment, sensors, and intelligence, can cause
a swarm to behave differently, (bio)mimicking nature.[94, 95] Swarm robotic sys-
tems are very robust, they are capable of functioning up to ’the last robot standing’:
any robot can break down without serious consequences.[96] These are heterarchi-
cal, decentralized, distributed robotics systems.

For the SInBot Manufacturing System, it is beneficial to have a relatively large
degree of distributed intelligence for it is more flexible and fault-tolerant. Any
central intelligence should be created so that it can be adapted to new situations
with minimum effort, and the system does not depend on it.

3.5 multi agent systems

According to [97, 98], an agent can be viewed as perceiving its environment
through sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators, see Figure 21.
In industrial environments, an agent is expected to act rationally. For each scenario Note that rationally is

not equal to omniscience.
An omniscient agent
knows the actual
outcome of its actions
and can act accordingly,
but omniscience is
impossible in reality.[97]

it encounters, a rational agent acts in a way that most likely increases its own per-
formance measure. An agent is autonomous, perceives only its own perspective
(no global view), and does not obey a central control. The intelligence of an agent
can range from a very simple entity that follows a specific rule, to complex agents
that perform algorithmic calculations. An intelligent agent is autonomous, reactive,
responsive, and social to other agents.[92]

Agent
Sensors Reasoning Actuators

Agent-perceived Environment

Input Output

Figure 21: Agent definition according to [97]

An agent-based system is a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that
work together to solve problems that are beyond their individual capabilities.[99]
In agent-based control algorithms and multi-agent systems, the benefits are char-
acterised by application feasibility, robustness, flexibility, reconfigurability and re-
deployability. However, examples in the industry are poor due to complexity in
design, absence of industrial controllers with multi-agent system capabilities, in-
ability of existing platforms to handle a great number of agents, and interoperabil-
ity issues.[100] Laboratory robot systems often use MAS for complex and dynamic
tasks [101, 102], and is common in swarm robotics [103–106]. It is a proven method
to distribute calculations of complex problems. In the field of swarm robotics, a
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large number of small, relatively unintelligent, and often single-skilled robots are
used to perform complex tasks. These small robots can be seen as agents, perceiv-
ing their environment through sensors, processing this information, and reacting
according to its reasoning capabilities. Among its applications, one particularly il-
lustrating example is its use in disaster area search and rescue missions.[107, 108]
Both MAS and swarm robotics are very fault-tolerant approaches wherein the loss
of a single agent does not affect the system.

Agent-based systems can be used in combination with self-adaptation and self-
learning [109], in a sense - plan - act or sense - react architecture [110], or hybrids
that process specific (non-hard-real-time) information centrally. An agent may rep-
resent a physical or a functional entity, and can be facilitators, brokers, matchmak-
ers, and mediators.[92, 99] A MAS can be programmed to feature both hierarchic
and heterarchic control strategies, making it very suitable for a variety of applica-
tions in manufacturing systems.

The downside of a multi-agent system is inherent to its decentralized control
structure. There is no global optimization process, thus reaching only local optima
in task performance. Secondly, existing MAS platforms generally lack the maturity
to be applied in industrial settings.

3.6 holonic manufacturing systems

The idea of holonic manufacturing systems has been around since the 1990s. It is
based on the Greek word ’holos’, meaning ’whole’. A holon is defined as being
both a whole and part of a whole, so a holon can contain multiple holons.[111] Be-
ing both independent and cooperative by nature ensures they survive individually,
but can also work as a group. Holons can be either simple rule-obeying entities, or
intelligent service providers. A holon in a manufacturing system is an autonomous
and cooperative building block of a manufacturing system for transforming, trans-
porting, storing and/or validating information and physical objects.

A ’holarchy’ is defined as ’a system of holons which can cooperate to achieve
a goal or objective’. The holarchy functions as a flexible hierarchy, in which cer-
tain advantages of a heterarchy are present, through the inherent self-structuring
features of a single holon. Research into HMS targets agile manufacturing sys-
tems and deals with mass-customization challenges. A typical HMS features dy-
namically reconfigurable manufacturing processes to enable fast and efficient
changeovers by decentralizing the control systems. It integrates the entire range
of manufacturing activities from order booking to design, production and market-
ing to realize the agile manufacturing system. Holons are typically decomposed
functionally, but are often supplemented with physical representations.[112]

The challenges that are addressed with HMS are present in the SInBot goal
also. However, a decentralized HMS suffers from similar problems as a MAS, and
can benefit from a hybrid control strategy to optimize complex processes (like
scheduling) and prevent deadlocks.[93] Both HMS and MAS will serve as a base
for further development of the SInBot Manufacturing System.
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3.6.1 Agents and Holons

Agents and holons are very similar in many ways. However, there are specific
differences in their characteristics.[113] Both agents and holons are autonomous,
reactive to their environment, pro-active, have social abilities and use these to co-
operate, are rational, and can contain learning algorithms. However, a HMS uses
reorganization of hierarchies after changes in their environment, while agents form
a heterarchy, rather than a hierarchy. Agents are primarily interested in achieving
their individual goals, while holons have a second goal: to communicate with other
holons. In system platforms, agents can be mobile and move through a network,
while holons stay in one place. Last but not least, agents are algorithmic functions
and can therefore calculate anything, while holons are normally associated with
specific world representations, such as material, product, process, or a reconfigu-
ration. There are also Holonic Multi Agent Systems: hybrids to utilize advantages
from both sides for a specific goal and situation.[114]

3.7 task deliberation

In control hierarchies, there is no real task deliberation process; rather a task allo-
cation process. Superior entities allocate tasks to subordinate entities. Systems that
do not have a hierarchic structure need a deliberation process wherein entities can
communicate directly or indirectly about which task is performed by which entity:
task deliberation. This section discusses the methods that can be used to allocate
tasks in non-hierarchic structured systems.

In every flexible system, task allocation strategies are important. Distributed in-
telligence and task allocation puts a strain on the processing power of individual
units. If tasks are allocated without a proper strategy, the system will saturate and
eventually become sluggish. Using task allocation models is a first step towards
faster intelligent systems.[115] From a business management perspective, there are
three main task allocation strategies: 1) ad hoc, 2) dedicated, and 3) swarming. Ad
hoc task allocation is comparable to allocating each task to the first free robot that
is capable of performing the task. Dedicated task allocation can reserve categories
of tasks for a specific robot. Task swarming looks more like traditional auction
models, in where each robot looks to contribute according to its skills and is com-
mon in swarm robotics.[116] Optimization strategies are often centralized, and
may include population based heuristics such as Genetic Algorithms (GA), parti-
cle swarm optimization, memetic algorithm, and ant colony optimization.[117]

Auction models are popular for their cost-efficiency, and ease of implementation
and optimization. Improvements and optimizations of the basic auction models
are widespread in literature. For example, Vacancy Chain Scheduling (VCS) is a
formal model of Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) inspired by a resource dis-
tribution process. Contrary to basic auction models, VCS does not assume task
independence: VCS considers the possibility of the existence of explicit synergistic
or interference-related effects on group performance.[118] Similarly, Guerrero and
Oliver propose to generate a utility value for a possible coalition of robots to exe-
cute tasks.[119] A leader proposes a task, robots can bid on a place in the coalition
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of task execution. Maximizing the utility value also maximizes the efficiency of the
task execution. Both distributed MAS and HMS tend to use basic auction models
optimized for their particular purpose.

A hybrid control structure using central optimization processes can benefit from
an auction model using a combination of ad hoc and dedicated task allocation
strategies. Since task allocation by a superior entity tends to be unresponsive to
dynamic changes in its environment, an auction model can be used as a task delib-
eration process in a decentralized system or system state.

3.8 conclusion

Whether or not to automate a production process involves more than just financial
reasons. However, both cases in project SInBot need automated production pro-
cesses in order to survive in a competitive market. The development of a system
to support the rapid deployability of versatile machinery in manufacturing envi-
ronments is especially beneficial to Case 1 on page 18, since it has not yet been
automated and would struggle with technical feasibility. There are also reasons
not to automate a process. During the development of the SInBot Manufacturing
System, these reasons need to be acknowledged.

Traditional manufacturing systems connect equipment and processing entities in
a strict hierarchical manner. When elements in a task performing system are linked
hierarchically, it is nearly unavoidable to use a centralized control strategy. New
equipment can be connected via e.g. Ethernet, enabling a heterarchic network of
manufacturing machines. These heterarchically linked entities form a fault-tolerant
network, and enable the use of other than centralized control strategies.

A centralized control strategy can optimize the efficiency of an entire system,
but inherently lacks robustness and flexibility. Decentralized control strategies can
respond rapidly in a dynamic environment, but lack the ability to reach global
optimum. Combining both control strategies can potentially yield a robust system
capable of rapid response in dynamic situations and is able to reach a global opti-
mum in performance. The bare-bones of the system should thus be decentralized,
allowing a rapid response on reconfigurations, addition of new entities, failures,
and other effects of a dynamic environment. Amending, centralized entities can in
turn optimize the system’s conditions for e.g. performance, efficiency,or quality.

The artificial intelligence in a manufacturing system can be distributed or cen-
trally located. Distributing intelligence stimulates a robust response of entities to
dynamic situations, while central intelligence may be more cost-efficient. SInBot
requires a flexible and agile approach, with a strong emphasis on distributed intel-
ligence.

Multi Agent Systems are heterarchically structured systems of autonomous
agents that address similar challenges as project SInBot. The downside of a MAS
is the lack of a global optimization process, thus reaching only local optima in task
performance. Secondly, existing MAS platforms generally lack the maturity to be
applied in industrial settings. Holonic Manufacturing Systems are very similar to
MAS in many ways, and also address similar challenges present in SInBot. A de-
centralized HMS suffers from similar problems as a MAS, and both can benefit
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from a hybrid control strategy for global optimization. Both HMS and MAS will
serve as a base for further development of the SInBot Manufacturing System.

Hybrid control structures with central optimization processes can benefit from
an auction model using a combination of ad hoc and dedicated task allocation
strategies. This model should then be used as a task deliberation process in a
decentralized system or decentralized state of a system. Schedule optimization
can be added as an optional process for global optimization.

Important to note is the recurring problem in the centralized versus decentral-
ized control paradigm: global versus local optima. In fully decoupled systems, only
local optima are reached, while a centralized system can reach a global optimum.
Attempts to optimize globally in decoupled systems consist primarily of sched-
ule optimizers, separate optimization modules, or negotiating scheduling nodes.
These attempts all focus on bringing a part of the centralized system back in a
decentralized environment, while maintaining most of the decentralization advan-
tages. A feasible system would be based on a heterarchic, hybrid decentralized,
distributed system architecture. Control hierarchies and heterarchies are formed
when necessary to allow an autonomous reconfigurable manufacturing system
(aRMS).





4
C O M M U N I C AT I O N

The envisioned SInBot Manufacturing System (SMS) can be categorized as an Agile
Manufacturing System by being a Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS), in
which fast changeovers, low production volumes, and competitive reactions to fluc-
tuating customer demands are hard requirements. Complex agents or holons will
be introduced for modularity, flexibility, reliability, and extensibility in dynamically
changing manufacturing environments. One of the key characteristics of agents (in
contrast to holons), is their focus on achieving their goal, and establishing new co-
operation links when needed in the process. Agents are easily replaced, deleted,
inserted, and altered. They can contain either a Human-Machine Interface (HMI)
capability, or HMI agents can be dynamically introduced. By re-establishing links
after a changeover, a heterarchy is created by the system itself, ensuring flexibility
and extensibility while agents with hierarchic capabilities ensure structure and sta-
bility. However, Multi Agent Systems (MAS) are numerous, as are the platforms
in which they can be built. Hierarchic control structures can be capable of reliably
reaching a global optimum in overall task efficiency, thus the manufacturing en-
vironment control strategy should be hierarchical in a static state wherein tasks
are scheduled long-term. During changeovers, it should mimic the properties of
a MAS for its flexibility and ability to rapidly and efficiently respond to dynamic
changes in the production environment. In the SInBot vision, autonomous units
(both robots and mobile platforms) are resembled by agents. These agents are
both cooperating and competing, creating a system that pursues local optima with
synergistic properties through cooperation and collaboration. Sensor rich environ-
ments facilitate task execution and optimization, while non-hardware agents can
utilize (expensive) algorithms to optimize task scheduling towards a global opti-
mum. Robots are the highest form of active mechatronic systems to be used in
project SInBot. If the envisioned SMS supports the use of industrial robots, it may
be presumed that the system supports other types of production entities as well.

In the previous chapters, both 4
th Industrial Revolution (IR-4) and 3

rd Industrial
Revolution (IR-3) systems with a focus on flexibility, agility, and reconfigurability
were investigated. The SInBot project and its cases were discussed, after which the
relations between entities in terms of communication, control, intelligence, were
explored. The MAS and Holonic Manufacturing System (HMS) were examined,
and the first steps towards task deliberation and allocation were taken. Further-
more, small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises (SMME) do not have the
financial capability nor skill or knowledge, to introduce a completely new sys-
tem to replace all software in their production environments. Any new system
developed within project SInBot should connect to current hardware and software,
emphasizing the need for software and hardware ’shells’ or drivers. This chapter
explores applicable middleware and software platforms that enable project SInBot
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to push towards a decentralized modular architecture for flexible and extensible
production systems, yet accede to the capabilities of European SMMEs.[120]

As the products and production volumes will vary to a relatively large extent
within project project SInBot, it will require a flexible, extensible, fault-tolerant
manufacturing system. Flexible and Agile Manufacturing Systems are often ad-
dressed with decoupled system architectures. One of the best and well knownArchitectures are

blueprints for (software)
systems and, although it

can only function with
the right tools and

technology, it is not
dependent on specific

technologies.

examples of a decoupled architecture is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),
where the system is composed of small communicating applications scattered
across a network. SOA is discussed in this thesis purely as a blueprint for building
manufacturing software platforms in which independent services are distributed
across a network and cooperatively perform tasks. Many decoupled middleware
systems already use Service Oriented Architectures. SOAs are explained in Generic

Middleware is software
that links regular

software applications,
making it easier for

different kinds of
software to communicate.

Communication Architectures: SOA on page 51.
A custom software architecture with dedicated messaging service systems can

be used to connect intelligent systems. The customized architecture can be built to
surround the messaging layer. Though this requires additional development and
effort, the messaging service systems offer great benefits compared to existing soft-
ware tool kits and platforms, or may be used to complement existing development
platforms. The dedicated message service software systems and their benefits are
discussed in Implementations of SOA-based Communication Architectures on page 53.

Implementations of SOA architectures and development platforms are discussed
in Implementations of Communication and Control Architectures on page 56, discussing
software tool kits and platforms that are currently used in (distributed) robotic sys-
tems. These off-the-shelf software platforms are capable of facilitating the SInBot
Manufacturing System, but each has their own strengths and weaknesses that re-
quire investigating before the final SMS is developed.

The envisioned SInBot Manufacturing System can be defined as a Multi Agent
System. Communication architectures enable the organization of agents and their
interfaces. On a lower level, the actual communication (messages) also needs to
be defined. These messages have a specific format and content. Though format is
often linked to the communication architecture, the content is related to the appli-
cation. In manufacturing environments, task-specific content can be of a relatively
low level task definition. Until now, robots are programmed in low level languages,G-Code is a high level

programming
language, but is also
considered a low level

task definition language)

although several higher level programming languages and methods that allow hu-
mans to give commands on a relatively high level are starting to emerge. SInBot
will need to use high level languages as task descriptions to enhance the flexibility
and rapid deployment of versatile machinery thus improving the manufacturing
preparation processes for industrial robots. As task descriptions become more ab-
stract, specific and detailed control is lost. Current programming is focussed on
how a machine must do its task (machine oriented), high level languages focus
more on what a machine must do (process oriented). In the context of project SIn-
Bot, high level control consequently requires environmental awareness, artificial
intelligence, cooperation, and flexible communication. Task and programming levels
on page 59 discusses robot programming and robot programming levels, as well as
high level task definitions and subsequently required task allocation approaches.
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4.1 generic communication architectures : soa

When discussing Service Oriented Architectures, some authors refer to Web Ser-
vices. Technically, the term SOA is a general approach to coding architectures, such Though SOA may use

Web Services, SOA
differs from WS in node
discovery. SOA
envisions a governed list
where services are
registered, where WS
depends on the services
registering themselves
with a dynamic
repository of services.

that parts of an application run in isolated services, and communicate with other
services through a communication layer. It is a system architecture that builds a
complex system from independent services.[121] Services themselves are small ap-
plications that generate output from input, and may run as dedicated applications
on an operating system or within a specific software platform. The services find
each other through a broker or list, and subsequently interact, depicted in Figure 22
as the ’Service Enterprise Bus’. In the context of the communication architecture,
the connected services are called nodes. As an example, a service for a sensing
device might consists of:

• A sensing component that offers the sensing functionality

• A control component, which generates actions that use the sensing informa-
tion

• A network component, which facilitates the communication from service to
service.

Figure 22: Abstract view of SOA for enterprises, where applications and subsystems can
communicate through services in the ’Enterprise Service Bus’ [122]

Services commonly generate output in a generic format to increase extensibility
and robustness. The sensing service of the example may be swapped for a dif-
ferent service, running on a different software platform or operating system, but
generates similar output. Services may run on a single computer, or distributed
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on many devices in a network. There are two basic messaging schemes for ser-
vices: request/reply, and publish/subscribe. Request/reply can be thought of as
a ’pull’ scheme, where a service always has to pull requested data out of another
service. This is the most basic type of messaging. In general the ’request’ message
need not actually be a request for data; it can send data or simply be an indica-
tion to another service. The bottom line with request/reply messages is that if a
service wants data repeatedly, that service needs to send a request each time. The
other type of messaging scheme, publish/subscribe, can be thought of as a ’push’
scheme. One service publishes messages continuously or intermittently, without
knowing (or caring) if other services are listening. It is ’pushing’ the data. One
or more services can subscribe to this data stream. This pattern is analogous to
a ’callback’ or ’interrupt’ in programming because the service that is subscribed
to the data stream will get notified as soon as there is a message. This pattern
is particularly useful for low-level sensing services that generate new output at a
constant rate while many services subscribe the sensor output.

A service not necessarily knows or cares about other services running, and not
all services interact with each other. This loose coupling is possible due to the
message passing interface. When services communicate, they only see the inter-
face, and receive messages in an expected generic format. If the generic message
structures are properly defined, each inner-service interface can be turned into an
abstraction layer. SOAs excel at these generic interfaces that enable code re-use and
exchange. Swapping one service for a similar service (e.g. swapping a sensor for
a different type of sensor) will not stop the system, most services would not even
notice a change, without changing a single line of source code. This service iso-
lation provides robustness to the system and removes potential bottlenecks from
the system. Service isolation enables a scalable system, for example, if a service is
taking up too much processing power, this service can be initiated on a separate
computer. Depending on the message passing interface, services may run on the
same computer or across the globe over the Internet, and everything in between.
In general, moving a service onto another computer, does not require any code
changes.

Service Oriented Architectures enable robust, flexible, distributed processing
of complex problems.[123] Compared to equally performing traditional systems,
SOAs cost less to install, reduce system complexity and programming effort, and
improve interoperability.[123] The downside to distributed computing is program-
ming complexity: though SOAs reduce the complexity of a system, the many ser-
vices make troubleshooting difficult. The source code is spread over several appli-
cations across multiple threads, each with its own data requirements. The list of
potential problems is longer than in traditional approaches, for SOAs can expe-
rience deadlocks, data starvation, port and firewall problems, message structure
mismatches, and the possibility of unrelated applications interfering with vital ser-
vices. Though implemented software platforms based on SOA have accomplished
a lot in the last years, they are commonly centralized for easy deployment, admin-
istration, and management. It results in poor robustness and speed: a real-time
SOA normally describes systems that are capable of responding within a second.
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Figure 23: Messaging Technologies and standards versus time-requirements [124]

The architecture itself is very well suited for modular systems in dynamic (manu-
facturing) environments.[123]

4.2 implementations of soa-based communication architectures

Many software tool kits and platforms for robot systems incorporate some sort
of messaging service or layer. These messaging layers are often limited in func-
tionality and robustness, opening up new opportunities for software developers
to enrich systems with dedicated messaging software. Next to reliability and ro-
bustness, the messaging service systems differ mainly in time-requirements (see
Figure 23). OROCOS is a great example: it greatly enhances robustness and flex-
ibility of communication between services when used in combination with (e.g.)
the Robot Operating System (ROS). The nature of messaging software entails the
developers to share these systems as architectures rather than a software package.
The Data Distribution Service (DDS) architecture has been gaining momentum for
the last few years, and is often compared to the High-level Architecture (HLA).
Both are discussed in this section, as well as the Devices Profile for Web Service
(DPWS). The latter’s performance is not comparable to HLA or DDS as it uses web
services, but it can be used to achieve the same goals in specific situations. RTSJ
(Java-only), CORBA and RT CORBA can be used complementary to (e.g. DDS)
messaging service systems, though CORBA is about objects, their distribution, in-
terfaces, and the ability to invoke methods on these objects. DDS is about data,
data flow, and the data model.

4.2.1 High-level Architecture

A High-level Architecture is a federated system architecture for distributed com-
puting used in both civil and military fields. There are multiple different vendors
using different run-time infrastructures. The actual messaging is managed by the
run-time infrastructure (RTI) such as a Data Distribution Service, but may also be
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done by e.g. Java Message Service (JMS). However, HLA is often compared (and
assumed to be on a similar level) to DDS, for both define generic structures and
have similar specifications. HLA and DDS systems emphasize different aspects:
DDS focusses on data and communication quality, while HLA focusses on time
and federation management.[125] Implementations of real-time HLA are close to
the performance of DDS systems in terms of e.g. message latencies.[126]

4.2.2 DDS

The Object Management Group (OMG) is an international, open membership, not-
for-profit technology standards consortium. Among a range of other standards,
it manages the OMG DDS real-time publish-subscribe (RTPS) standard that en-
ables scalable, real-time, dependable, high performance, and interoperable data
exchanges between publishers and subscribers. DDS distinguishes itself from other
messaging services in a high variety of settings for communication quality (Qual-
ity of Service or QoS). The data centric approach of DDS enables applications
to be designed around an extensible data model that ensures safe, time-efficient,
and location independent message transport. It meets the highest specifications
for real-time interfaces, while guaranteeing data delivery. A DDS system can be
completely distributed, eliminating single point of failures, while new nodes are
automatically discovered.[127] Examples of DDS implementations have reached
message throughput of millions of messages per second with latencies less than a
microsecond. These implementations can reach over a thousand connected devices
with millions of publish/subscribe linkages.[121]

OMG manages the DDS standard and lists the main features a DDS system
needs to adhere to.[128]:

• "Performance and quality-of-service properties to enable best-effort and
reliable publish-subscribe communications for real-time applications over
standard Internet Protocol (IP) networks.

• Fault tolerance to allow the creation of networks without single points of
failure.

• Extensibility to allow the protocol to be extended and enhanced with new
services without breaking backwards compatibility and interoperability.

• Plug-and-play connectivity so that new applications and services are au-
tomatically discovered and applications can join and leave the network at
any time without the need for reconfiguration.

• Configurability to allow balancing the requirements for reliability and
timeliness for each data delivery.

• Modularity to allow simple devices to implement a subset of the protocol
and still participate in the network.

• Scalability to enable systems to potentially scale to very large networks.

• Type-safety to prevent application programming errors from compromis-
ing the operation of remote nodes"
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Examples and projects with DDS

DDS implementations can be found in military, civil projects, industry, but also
in healthcare, transportation, and other communication-heavy systems. In military
applications, marine combat ships are fitted with a DDS system to plug disparate
systems and connects these systems via UDP, RS232, TCP, and other protocols.
Each ship contains hundreds of communication nodes requiring real-time, reliable
communication publishing and subscribing to hundreds of thousands of messages
each second.[124] Commercially, DDS systems are also gaining on traditional em-
bedded one-off systems. For example, Volkswagen uses DDS to connect sensors,
processors, and actuators related to driver assistance and integrated safety in their
2016 models (see Figure 24). It has also been applied to connect large Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems in automated production envi-
ronments, automate the Grand Coulee Dam’s hydroelectric power plant, optimize
the data transmissions of a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) device, and many
more.[124]

Figure 24: The Volkswagen Jetta 2016, one of the models that offers the advanced driver
assistance and integrated safety systems as an option.

4.2.3 CORBA, RT CORBA, and ORBs

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) standard is managed
by the Object Management Group and is specifically developed to support multi
platform communication. CORBA can operate on different platforms and across
programming languages. As it states in the name, CORBA uses an object-oriented
model tailored to facilitate reuse of code. There are many Object Request Bro-
kers (ORBs) available, many are CORBA compliant such as the Distributed Open
Architecture (DOA). Real Time CORBA (RT CORBA) was developed for applica-
tions that require priorities for their messages, as well as speed and efficiency
in communication.[129] Object Request Brokers can be complemented with data-
centric architectures such as Data Distribution Service systems and is for example
included in distributions of OpenDDS.
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4.2.4 RTSJ

The Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ) is a protocol for real-time comput-
ing in Java. Under the umbrella of Real Time Java (RTJ), multiple initiatives have
emerged that use the RTSJ. However, most implementations are derived from gen-
eral purpose releases rather than specifically built real-time releases. Though RTSJ
promises high speed communication, the dependence on Java and poor interoper-
ability with other platforms excludes this protocol from further investigation.

4.2.5 Devices Profile for Web Service

The Devices Profile for Web Service standard was approved in 2009 and defines
an architecture in which devices run hosting services and hosted services. Host-
ing services are linked to a specific device and enable device discovery, much like
a computer does with Universal Serial Bus (USB) devices. Hosted services house
functions and are dependent on their hosting services. DPWS can provide an Ether-
net based architecture with automated discovery of devices and share information
regarding identity and intent. It features a publish subscribe messaging service and
is based on Web Service components. DPWS comes standard with some windows
versions and is mainly used for home automation for its automated discovery of
devices. The DPWS was built for flexibility, rather than message service speed and
reliability.

4.2.6 Conclusion

Communication platforms commonly excel in connecting different (types of) sub-
systems and components in a network. How the system functions is outside the
scope of these platforms. As mentioned briefly in Examples and projects with DDS on
page 55, messaging service systems such as DDS can function as a high level com-
munication layer between large systems, or a low level integrated and embedded
part of a system. In decoupled systems, using the right combination of software
architecture and messaging service system is vital. Aspects like reliability, message
speed, fault-tolerance, and interoperability need to conform. Data Distribution Ser-
vice systems are gaining momentum in decentralized environments for (a.o.) their
rich quality of service settings and wide employability. DDS systems are faster (i.e.
lower message latencies) than all discussed alternatives, and is similar in approach
as HLA. It outperforms CORBA in aspects like extensibility and flexibility, and
more compatible in implementation than RTSJ or DPWS.

4.3 implementations of communication and control architec-
tures

The last decade was filled with robot related software platform and tool kits ini-
tiatives. One of the best known initiatives is the Robot Operating System (ROS). A
major competitor for ROS is the Microsoft Robotics Development Studio or MRDS.
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ROS features python on mostly UNIX-like Operating Systems, while MRDS uses
the .NET framework of Microsoft Windows. Both are built based on distributed
computing and follow the SOA philosophy. Laboratory systems are often based
on ROS or, alternatively, the Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS). MRDS is
mature enough to be used in enterprise software.

4.3.1 Robot Operating System

The Robot Operating System (ROS) was originally developed in 2007 by the Stan-
ford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. As of 2008, development continues primar-
ily at Willow Garage. It celebrated its first stable distribution "Box Turtle" in March
2010. ROS is open source, and was jointly developed by Willow and Stanford Uni-
versity. ROS calls itself a "meta-operating system for your robot" because it pro-
vides a tool kit much like an Operating System. ROS was developed specifically
for Unix-based Operating Systems, but there are Software Development Kit (SDK)
versions to run ROS on e.g. Windows or OS-X. It uses both Python and C++ which
provides a mix of power and portability. Additionally, message types and other
configuration files are specified in simple plain-text files which get parsed into
code by the client. Currently, C++ and Python clients are supported, with addi-
tional Octave, Lisp, and Java clients having experimental status at the time of writ-
ing. ROS was partially developed at Stanford University and currently 22 universi-
ties maintain ROS software stacks. While ROS has a wide variety of packages, the
majority was created for mobile manipulation research. It provides services includ-
ing hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly
used functionality, message-passing between processes and package management.
The communication kernel of ROS is based on peer-to-peer (node to node) connec-
tions with no initial hierarchy. All processes can be perceived as separate modules
communicating through predefined messages. Messages are published to a given
topic, another node can subscribe to a topic of interest. In most implementations,
a master node keeps a list of all modules for communication. However, there are
add-ons enabling new nodes to auto-discover the master node for more flexibility.
Most services can be stopped and restarted during operation, enabling real-time
maintenance.[130] An example of a robot running on ROS is STAIR (see Figure 25),
the STanford Artificial Intelligence Robot. It is developed to navigate home and
office environments, pick up and interact with objects and tools, and intelligently
converse with and help people in these environments. Computation is divided
between on- and off-board machines, to enable all computation to be real-time.
It features cross-platform communication and modularity to enable both multi-
disciplinary contributions and multi-platform devices.[131]

ROS offers a wide range of growing (user-generated) repositories, enabling ROS
to be used in conjunction with other software packages (such as Webots and Math-
Lab). Professional controller software can be implemented as ROS nodes creating
powerful synergies between software tool kits. Similarly, ROS can function as a
stand-alone communication service, utilizing only the publish-subscribe messag-
ing service.
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Figure 25: The STAIR (STanford AI Robot) project

4.3.2 Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS)

OROCOS (Open Robot Control Software) provides a software tool kit for real-time
robot arm and machine tool control. It does not provide extensive SOA capabil-
ities, but is easily integrated with ROS or used standalone. It focusses on com-
munication, but has many (custom-built) libraries for robot control. It does focus
specifically on machine and robot control, rather than a complete manufacturing
system (though this may not be an impossible feat for OROCOS).[132] Where ROS’
strength lies in its generic approach and broad applicability, OROCOS is used for
its emphasis on real-time control.

4.3.3 Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS)

MRDS was first released in December 2006 and is not open-source, yet free as
of version 2008. MRDS is developed on the .NET Framework, enabling a variety
of (relatively) high level programming languages and extensive library support.
MRDS supports C#, VB.Net, C++/CLI, and IronPython. MRDS runs on two core li-
braries: Concurrency and Coordination Runtime (CCR), and Decentralized System
Services (DSS). CCR is responsible for the messaging services, while DSS provides
high level functionality such as web browser support. MRDS includes a Visual
Programming Language (VPL) and a wrapper for the NVidia PhysX 3D physics
simulator for easy programming. While VPL is mainly used by novice program-
mers, CCR and DSS are robust enough for enterprise level work.[133] As it is not
open-source, it does not support the development needs for project SInBot.

4.3.4 Alternatives

ROS and MRDS are not the only platforms that present themselves as development
platforms for robotics, but are the most common. Prototypes and proof-of-concepts
are also often built in high level programming languages such as python, Java, or
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utilizing other software such as MathLab or WeBots. Though adequate for simple
tests, these builds are poorly suited for industry implementation.

Choosing a single software platform from which to develop is not only difficult,
but also very restrictive. ROS, for instance, has great potential as it combines a vast
repository of functions and applications with an integrated messaging service. It
is, however, not (yet) suited for industrial application. There is not a single solution
for project SInBot or for other challenges in the industry, hence the vast number of
research initiatives on reconfigurable manufacturing systems and different flexible
ICT solutions. Most utilize a custom-built MAS or HMS, where the approach to
developing software and (choosing) middleware depends solely on the proof-of-
principle. Project SInBot benefits more from a custom assembly and development
of components and subsystems off-the-shelf wherein the system as a whole is
industry-implementable.

4.4 task and programming levels

A task can be described by a command, or set of commands, describing a piece
of work. It is much like a program containing sequences of codes, describing op-
erations. The difference between a programming language and a task definition,
is that tasks are machine transmissible and can be used to communicate. How
well the tasks are machine transmissible is dependent on the task level. Robot pro-
gramming languages can be perceived as low level task definitions. They are often
transmissible between robots of the same brand. The level of a task is related to the
task orientation. It is virtually impossible for a high level task to contain the same
orientation (i.e. focus) as low level tasks. Ordering a robot to ’drill’ for example,
can be perceived as a medium level task. ’To drill’ would be projected on the ob-
ject that requires a feature that can be achieved by drilling. The orientation of this
task, is the process. This high level task is therefore process-oriented. If the same
task is divided into multiple lower level tasks like ’move to coordinate’, ’electric
motor on’ and ’move to coordinate with speed x’, the task moves towards machine
orientation. If the tasks describe e.g. joint movements, the task is fully machine-
oriented.The relatively standardized G-Code (also known as Computer Numerical
Control or CNC Code) is a low level process-oriented task description primarily
used to program tasks for machining equipment. On the other side of machine-
oriented is product-oriented. In this case, every task is defined in relation to the
product and independent of the machine or process that is required to achieve the
task. The upcoming paragraphs elaborate on programming levels, task definitions,
and Human-Machine Interfaces.

4.4.1 Robot Programming

The complexity of programming languages remains a problem for industrial robots
to be rapidly deployed in SMMEs. Manually programming a manufacturing cycle
for an industrial robot can take 360 times the execution time of one production
run (see Work Preparation on page 23). Though this is an extreme example, robot
programming takes a disproportionally long time compared to e.g. CNC mills
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and lathes, and requires expert programmers.[134] In practical industrial appli-
cations, there are two main categories of robotic programming methods: on-line
and off-line programming. On-line programming requires the robot itself, while
off-line programming can be done while the robot is performing other tasks. The
biggest drawback of efficient off-line programming software with a clear graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) is the price, but both commercial and open-source Open-
Programming-Languages (OPL) software packages are becoming more powerful
and usable.[52] Additionally, these OLP software packages are meant for stable,
predictable environments. The main off-line and on-line programming methods
are explained in the next few paragraphs.

off-line programming Robots can be preprogrammed to perform a routine,
which is the earliest form of ’learning’ a routine to a robot. State-of-the-art off-line
programming is where the entire cell, the robot, and all the machines or instru-
ments in the workspace are mapped graphically. The robot can then be moved on
screen and the processes can be simulated. The technique has limited value for
e.g. milling processes because this process relies on accurate measurement of the
positions of the associated equipment and also relies on the positional accuracy
the robot which may or may not conform to what is programmed.[53]

positional commands The robot can be directed to the required position
using a GUI or text based commands in which the required X-Y-Z position may
be specified and edited. The sequence of positional commands can form a routine
that can be repeated, creating a cycle for the robot.

teach pendant Robot positions can be taught via a teach pendant. This is a
hand-held control and programming unit. The common features of such units are
the ability to manually send the robot to a desired position, and "inch" or "jog" to
adjust a position. They can change the speed since a low speed is usually required
for careful positioning, or while test-running through a new or modified routine. A
large emergency stop button is usually included as well. Typically, once the robot
has been programmed, there is no more use for the teach pendant.

lead-by-the-nose Lead-by-the-nose is a technique offered by many robot
manufacturers. In this method, one user holds the robot’s manipulator, while an-
other person enters a command which de-energizes the robot causing it to go limp.
The user then moves the robot by hand to the required positions and/or along a
required path while the software logs these positions into memory. The program
can later run the robot to these positions or along the taught path. This technique
is popular for coarse tasks such as paint spraying, since it is a quick, but not a very
accurate technique.

control panels Machine operators often use user interface devices, typically
touch-screen units, which serve as the operator control panel. The operator can
switch from program to program, make adjustments within a program and also
operate a host of peripheral devices that may be integrated within the same robotic
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system. These include end effectors, feeders that supply components to the robot,
conveyor belts, emergency stop controls, machine vision systems, safety interlock
systems, bar code printers and an almost infinite array of other industrial devices
which are accessed and controlled via the operator control panel.

Though these programming methods have their uses in specific applications,
they are time-consuming and mostly inaccurate. The programming methods that
need to be used to optimize the robot’s performance are especially costly (jogging
and adapting each line of code in a robot program). It is therefore not surpris-
ing to find that the work preparation time is a capacious multitude of the actual
production cycle.

4.4.2 Robot programming languages

In computer science, a low level programming language is closer to a machine
language, like assembly languages. A high level programming language looks
relatively similar to human languages (e.g. C, C++, Fortran, etc.). In the field
of robotics, a low level language is able to steer components, while high level
languages revolve around the completion of tasks that require a relatively large
amount of computation.

In contrast, a low level task can involve high level programming languages. A
low level task for an industrial robot can be to move the end-effector to position
A. A high level task might involve the production of a product, or the reconfigu-
ration of a manufacturing facility. Industrial robots are programmed in high level
programming languages, but traditionally with low level task definitions.

A robot will require a programming language to know how to achieve a task.
There are many robot programming languages available. Among them, five robot
languages are commonly and basically used (VAL, RAIL, AML, AL, and RPL) and
are briefly described in the upcoming paragraphs.[135] These look more like reg-
ular English than programming languages, which is exactly the idea behind these
high level codes. There are numerous other languages to program robots with,
from visual and scripting to parallel languages. The drawbacks of the first genera-
tion of languages are the inability to specify complex computations, process com-
plex sensor data, communicate or be extended. The second generation languages
therefore features motion control, sensor capabilities, intelligence, communication
and data processing: for example AML, RAIL, MCL and VALII

variable assembly language Variable (or Victor’s [136]) Assembly Lan-
guage (VAL) was one of the first robot programming languages and was used
in Unimate robots. It contains simple commands (like move and open), and Stäubli
still uses a variant of this language (VAL3).[135] Program instructions are used to
provide VAL-programs in order to manage the robot functions, see Table 2. Monitor
commands are used to execute the user written programs.

robot automatix inc . language Robot Automatix Inc. Language (RAIL)
can control two major tasks simultaneously such as the manipulation of a robot
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Table 2: Example VAL [137]

PROGRAM 1

MOVE (point1)

MOVE (point2)

MOVE (point3)

CLOSEI (argument)

MOVE (point4)

OPENI (argument)

MOVE (point5)

.END

and interpretation of a vision system. It is a high-level robot language based on
Pascal, and was designed by Automatix for arc welding and inspection purposes.

arm language Arm Lanugage (AL) was developed in Artificial Intelligence
Lab at Stanford University. It is the second generation language based on simulta-
neous Pascal. It has got the capability to control two robot arms simultaneously.

robot programming language Robot Programming Language (RPL)
makes the improvement, checking, and correction of control algorithms very easy
so even unskilled programmers can manage the language. The RPL programs are
translated to interpretable code with the help of a compiler in SRI Robot Program-
ming System. It includes the capabilities for interpreting video signals, enabling
the robot to visually identity parts.

These robot programming languages have their origins in history, but modified
variants are still in use today. However, these languages are mostly used in propri-
etary software and are brand-specific. Brand-independent machine programming
languages (such as G-Code) are often translated to brand-specific languages by a
post-processor before being transformed into robot movements. Most robot brands
do not allow robot programming in deeper software layers where more generic
computer programming languages such as e.g. C can be used.

4.4.3 High-level Task Description

High level task descriptions (HLTD) are gaining momentum and are mainly ap-
plied in service robotics. HLTD can contain natural languages and speech, and
by listening and translating the information into executable commands. This
process is called Natural Language Processing and has a lot of potential. A
challenge is to specify tasks to such a level that the robot can execute a task
unambiguously.[138, 139] Over the years, many different initiatives to HLTD were
developed.[134, 140] Extensions of high level programming languages emerged
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such as the Task Definition Language, which is an extension of C++ [141], or
the Executive Support Language, which is an extension of Lisp.[142] More ap-
plication specific languages such as GOLOG, a logic-based task programming lan-
guage [143] and Extensible Agent Behavior Specification Language, which is based
on a hierarchical finite state machine [144], and countless others were developed.
State-of-the-art interpretation techniques use collective knowledge (e.g. search al-
gorithms via the internet) to interpret ambiguous commands [145], or imitate the
movement of a human directly [146]. ROS and OROCOS (as seen in Implementations
of Communication and Control Architectures on page 56), can be used to implement
many of these techniques.[147]

Though these new advances are very promising, they are not yet suited, applica-
ble, or mature enough for implementation in manufacturing environments. Each
advancement is an achievement in its own field and intended purpose. Most of
them do not offer support for machine controllers, are often not very reliable, or
rely on a specific software environment, or lack accuracy among others. A more
topical systematic approach is the utilization of skill primitives. These essentially
abstract groups can be used to define process-oriented tasks (’hold’, ’grab’) by re-
ferring to machine-specific information on how to perform the task. Attached to
this block is quantitative information regarding the execution of a specific task.
On the other hand, the skill primitives can also be used to describe products or
assembly (product-oriented or process-oriented respectively). Thus it is possible
to define and compare assembly sequences and production steps while the in-
formation can be placed locally in products and production machinery. For this
diversity of orientations, the skill primitives are categorized as process-oriented or
product-oriented.[78] Skill primitives are reusable, can be combined into new skill
primitives, have a general interface, can be adaptive to the environment, are flexi-
ble, and scale well with complex or very simple tasks, thus making it a powerful
and promising approach.[79–82]

4.4.4 Task Allocation

There are many methods of distributing tasks among different entities in a cen-
tralized and decentralized systems. Centralized systems generally use a prepro-
grammed schedule and inherent preprogrammed, scheduled task distribution. In
practice, these schedules are created manually, i.e. not dynamically or computer
generated. Decentralized systems may use task swarming, ad-hoc task distribu-
tion, or deliberation methods. Auction models are in the latter category of delib-
eration methods. Auction-based solutions can be useful in decentralized systems,
and there are numerous examples [118, 148], from concepts to concept improve-
ments, and on single robots to robot cooperation. In such auction processes, task
information is spread among the task execution entities. These entities estimate the
task’s cost, e.g. in terms of time, quality, or other parameters and send it back as
a bid. The auctioneer (a central entity in centralized system, or any task execution
entity in decentralized systems) processes these bids and announces a winner. The
cost criteria are most often used to determine which entity can perform the task
most efficiently [149], while optimizations to the auction algorithm can enhance the
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ability to cope with dynamic environments [150]. Decentralized solution finding
processes tend to be slower than centralized solutions when trying to find a global
optimum. Bidding rules can enhance the already proven success of such decentral-
ized mechanisms [148], but will still yield local optima. A constructive solution
exploits the advantages of both decentralized and centralized auction methods.

4.5 conclusion

Service Oriented Architectures enable robust, flexible, distributed processing of
complex problems with limited costs and enhances interoperability. These systems
are notoriously complex to program, inheriting potential problems from both reg-
ular programming and decoupled development: deadlocks, data starvation, port
and firewall problems, message structure mismatches, and others. For a SOA to be
used ’as is’, it should be mature enough to be implemented without needing fur-
ther development or, alternatively, allow further developing without disturbing its
implementation. It facilitates the use of conventional computers and is increasingly
popular in open-source variants.

The market demand for flexibility and robustness of data transport has brought
software developers to develop new SOA based communication architectures and
messaging service technologies. In decoupled systems, using the right combina-
tion of software architecture and messaging service system is vital. Aspects like
reliability, message speed, fault-tolerance, and interoperability need to conform.
One example is the Data Distribution Service, which is gaining momentum in de-
centralized environments for (a.o.) its rich quality of service settings and wide
employability.

SOA and multi-agent based software platforms are used for the same challenges
project SInBot faces. ROS, for instance, has great potential as it combines a vast
repository of functions and applications with an integrated messaging service, but
lacks maturity for implementation in the industry. Based on the existing software
platforms, project SInBot can benefit more from a custom assembly of compo-
nents and subsystems off-the-shelf wherein the system as a whole is industry-
implementable.

How tasks are defined is an integral part of automation and partly dictates what
type of architecture and communication technology is opportune. High level tasks
are rare in industrial applications but their implementation is increasing, espe-
cially in the service robotics sector. The manufacturing industry traditionally uses
low level task definitions or, alternatively named, high level programming lan-
guages. Skill Primitives are a powerful (relatively) recent addition to high level
programming approaches and its success is dependent on the specific implementa-
tion. Auction models are useful for task allocation in decentralized systems and are
relatively independent of task levels. Bidding rules can help yield optimized local
optima towards a global optimum, but to find the best solution hybrid centralized
/ decentralized task allocation models are required.

The SInBot Manufacturing System can utilize the principles and basic architec-
ture of Service Oriented Architectures, combined with state-of-the-art messaging
service systems to handle both manufacturing and safety related communications.
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There is not a single software platform that adheres to the requirements, goals, and
vision of project SInBot, thus the architecture needs to be developed and is pro-
posed as the assembly of commercial (or, alternatively) components off the shelf.
Data Distribution Service systems are particularly applicable to this vision, and
-combined with an auction based task allocation strategy- provide a well-formed
structure on which to build the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture.





5
S I N B O T A R C H I T E C T U R E

The ideal role of robots and employees within a small to medium sized manufactur-
ing enterprise (SMME) are comparable, in that both should be flexible in executing
many different tasks. A single employee has to possess many different skills. The
combined skills of all employees are an important asset of the competitive power
of an SMME. The goal of the management of the SMME is to construct a group
of employees that can execute the envisioned production tasks. They do so by dy-
namically distributing tasks to the most suitable (groups of) employees. Robotic
production entities are foreseen to enter the work environment of the SMME. They
should take on those tasks that they are well-equipped for: inspection, simple as-
sembly and production tasks, and presentation and transportation of materials. If
these robotic entities are to improve the competitive advantage of SMMEs, they
should to some extend possess the same characteristics found in the employees of
the SMMEs: versatile, rapidly deployable, extensible, and prepared for multitask-
ing among others. The production work floor of this new type of SMME could e.g.
be envisioned as an open space where robots and humans work together to execute
production tasks. To implement this vision, a new organization of the production
environment has to be developed.

Traditionally, robots are stationary or track controlled pieces of equipment for
simple repetitive production and/or transportation tasks. Both high and low level
tasks are preprogrammed or learned when a new task has to be executed. The task
description of precise manufacturing tasks is changed rarely. Robots and humans
are separated by physical fences and area proximity sensors. When new robots are
introduced to the production environment, task allocation has to be redefined and
reprogrammed.

The new robotic production paradigm enables mobility of robots that are used
for simple to mediocre complex production and transportation tasks. Robots are
preprogrammed to be able to execute a range of tasks. High level tasks are allo-
cated dynamically and executed by a series of lower level tasks, and change regu-
larly (every minute, hour, or similar). Some of the lower level tasks can be initiated
by local robot intelligence, and most rely on input from local or global sensor infor-
mation. Sensor rich environments linked through networks ensure safety in close
cooperation between humans and robots. As task allocation is dynamic, introduc-
ing new robots will instantly increase productivity.

The ideal envisioned manufacturing system within project SInBot, features a
platform that is affordable and profitable for SMMEs. It grows and shrinks with
a company, market fluctuations, and customer demands while optimizing its prof-
itability. The manufacturing system offers a large degree of extensibility and can
connect to any entity that requires or shares information with the production
environment. Information and data management systems are in existence today,
promising and providing support in many of the features mentioned above. Con-
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sumer information technology hardware (e.g. computers, cameras, sensors) is im-
proving rapidly in terms of quality and reliability, and is steadily becoming more
important to affordable, flexible, and intelligent manufacturing systems. Combined
with inherent flexible hardware like industrial robots, these will create powerful
tools in reaching the goals of Smart Industry [7] and Industrie 4.0 [8] in European
SMMEs.

For the development of the SInBot Manufacturing System, context, approach,
and environment pose important restrictions. They provide the input for the con-
ceptualization of the architecture. Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 provided the base to
define the architecture concept, which is described in Conceptualization on page 68.

The architecture is built from predefined building blocks for both the develop-
ment phases and the architecture itself. Modularity, data-centricity, strategic con-
trol, and artificial intelligence play a key role in the SInBot Manufacturing System,
and consequently in the architecture. These aspects are bundled in a list of rules for
reference; the nine rules of reference to support the development of efficient decen-
tralized manufacturing systems. The Rules of Reference section on page 71 describes
these building blocks containing further decisions, guidelines, and restrictions.

The SInBot Manufacturing System architecture is a blueprint for a hybrid de-
centralized, distributed, modular architecture for flexible, extensible, and recon-
figurable manufacturing systems as envisioned by project SInBot, and is the out-
come of detailing the building blocks by applying the results and conclusions from
the previous chapters. These truly extensible and flexible environments are often
named Agile Manufacturing Systems (AMS), and -among others- should provide
the means to profitably react to market fluctuations and customer demands. In
order to produce small to medium size batches, dynamic reconfigurations of a
manufacturing facility are a necessity. The architecture is presented in The System
Architecture on page 77, and discusses a.o. the role of task definitions and messag-
ing service systems in the architecture.

However, a modular, flexible, and extensible architecture does not automatically
create the possibility of reconfigurations, let lone dynamic reconfigurations. Dy-
namic Reconfigurations on page 95, discusses the possibility of implementing dy-
namic reconfiguration in the SInBot Manufacturing System.

5.1 conceptualization

Small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises produce products in small series
and thus experience frequent changeovers. Most SMMEs use high-investment ma-
chinery to cope with these frequent changeovers and are unable to react profitably
to fluctuating product demands and markets or compete with large enterprises and
mass production. Industrial robots provide a flexible platform allowing a variety
of tasks for a fraction of the costs of similar-purpose gantry machinery, and are the-
oretically capable of fast changeovers between different products, processes, and
volumes. Unfortunately, reconfiguring an industrial robot for different products or
processes takes disproportionally long compared to traditional (Computer Numer-
ical Control or: CNC) machinery, and are therefore only efficient in production of
large batches of similar or identical products. Machining processes on large prod-
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ucts (e.g. the size of a shipping container) are typically performed by equally large
gantry-based machines that are expensive to purchase. As an alternative requiring
a significantly lower initial investment, industrial robots can perform tasks on a
relatively large product as well (their work envelop). Though SMMEs have limited
investment capabilities, they are restricted to the use of gantry-based equipment
for the use of industrial robots would dramatically increase work preparation costs
and prohibit frequent changeovers. Improving the work preparation process of in-
dustrial robots reduces the required investments of SMMEs. The (cost-)efficiency
of industrial robots increase even more if they are mounted on mobile platforms
that allow fast (even automated) reconfigurations and changeovers.

One of the key issues to solve in matching industrial robots and SMMEs is the
inadequate adherence to off-line programming compared to the accuracy of CNC
mills and lathes (>±1.0mm and <±0, 01mm respectively). Reconfigurable or in-
dustrial robots introduce a variety of new issues to solve, amongst others safety,
selecting and connecting to external sensors to monitor the environmental influ-
ences, acquiring the correct task for each product-robot-location combination, and
more issues directly related to dynamic production environments. Within project
SInBot, all these problems are investigated and the first steps are taken towards a
potential solution. The rules of reference and architecture presented in this chapter
provide the first handholds and one approach to solving the issues with reconfig-
urations of industrial robots from a system architecture perspective.

Summarized, the system must be extensible, flexible in task acceptance, low
maintenance, reliable, feature low investment costs and thus a low implementation
threshold for the European SMMEs.

5.1.1 Context and Environment

The target audience of project SInBot is the European SMME with a relatively
high degree of automation. Companies within this definition have limited invest-
ment capacity [151] but have in-depth knowledge of current production processes,
products, and production equipment. The targeted production environments may
contain CNC-based machinery, industrial robots, reconfiguration equipment (such
as Automated Guided Vehicles or AGVs), internal and external sensors and sensor
networks, relatively expensive software (licenses), and dedicated middleware and
software.

The scope of the architecture and software development ends with interfaces
to specific machinery, yet allows for easy interfacing through workstations run-
ning Microsoft Windows or Unix-based operating systems. The final system allows
for dynamically reconfigurable machinery to perform a range of tasks on differ-
ent products and locations. Though the target machinery is industrial robots and
AGVs, the system is broad enough to allow connections to any machine connected
to a computer.

When dealing with large automated machinery, current industry implementa-
tions apply safety fences and area restrictions. By allowing equipment to dynam-
ically relocate and reconfigure, as well as human robot cooperation, new safety
issues arise. State-of-the-art safety solutions can counter these problems to some
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extent, but direct industry implementation requires further development. The first
industrial robot arms that allow human-robot collaboration have started to pene-
trate the robotic markets. The SInBot Manufacturing System (SMS) should allow
safety integration and safety certification; safety related hardware and software
development are beyond the scope of this research.

The accuracy of industrial robots need to improve and possible solutions are
examined within the project by the SInBot project partners. The SMS needs to
facilitate the use of (external) sensors for position optimization of the end-effector,
since this type of solution is the most likely to suit the needs of SMMEs.

5.1.2 Architecture Development Approach

Fast and cost-efficient changeovers, as well as dynamic reconfigurations, are im-
portant for the European SMMEs to sustain their competitiveness in the global
economy. Current and state-of-the-art manufacturing systems emphasize the need
for the right integration of hardware and software by generic or standardized in-
terfaces. A fault-tolerant, extensible, flexible, maintainable system architecture that
has a low implementation threshold for the European SMME is required to reach
this integration. The rules of reference support these pillars of the system archi-
tecture, by utilizing a modular, data-centric model with strategic control and a
high level of artificial intelligence. Figure 26 presents these different aspects and
the approach from ideas to implementation. Important to note are the threats of
constructing in this particular way, which are development complexity, initial in-
vestments, and costs. These threats can be averted by considering feasibility in
every layer of the development approach, while complexity may be kept down by
using commercial off the shelf (COTS) components and subsystems, and adhering
to standards as much as possible. Throughout the development process, Figure 26
is used as a roadmap towards a feasible, practical solution for project SInBot.

Architecture

Fault-tolerance Extensibility Flexibility Maintainability Implementability

Rules of Reference

Artificial IntelligenceStrategic ControlData-CentricityModularity

Implementation

InterfacingSoftware Hardware

Fast Changeovers Dynamic Reconfigurability

Figure 26: The development approach of the SMS architecture: the relations between the
different aspects of the SInBot Manufacturing System
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5.1.3 Architecture Concept

The concept of the SInBot architecture is explained by discussing the rules of ref-
erence based on which the architecture is built. It shows the important decisions,
guidelines, and rules to which the architecture yields. The implementation of the
rules of reference towards the SInBot problem definition and project case propos-
als results in the SMS architecture. The rules of reference feature perspectives on
modularity, control, intelligence and data management. The proposed architecture
uses principles such as a shift from master-slave to masters-workers (see Modu-
larity on page 73), control strategy that allows decentralization and centralization,
distributed intelligence, and process-oriented task definitions. It presents an archi-
tecture by:

• Defining a service-based architecture based on peer-to-peer communication

• Combining a hybrid decentralized architecture and a real-time decoupled
information distribution system

• Utilizing a decentralized, distributed control strategy for dynamic task- and
sensor-driven robotic environments

• Enforcing a centralized control strategy and optimization for long-term
scheduling

• A modular approach to enable and stimulate the creation of interchangeable
modules and (sub)systems strengthening the reconfiguration abilities of the
SInBot Manufacturing System

The rules of reference introduce modules (or high level agents) coupled to man-
ufacturing entities. In manufacturing environments, many hardware systems are
protected from installing additional services, but still large data streams are flow-
ing from (and to) entities. The agents are given deliberation protocols, but safety
related data is also communicated. The need arises for a fast, reliable, fault-tolerant
communication system. This communication system can support the perspective of
using ’agents’, but prevents SInBot from using (mainly experimental) Multi Agent
System (MAS) or Holonic Manufacturing System (HMS) development platforms.
The SInBot Manufacturing System is designed as a series of heterarchically linked
modules, hybrid decentralized control with central optimization, and distributed
intelligence: a hybrid decentralized, distributed, modular architecture for flexi-
ble, extensible, and reconfigurable manufacturing systems.

5.2 the rules of reference

The nine rules of reference to support the development of efficient decentralized
manufacturing systems in which the SInBot system architecture is developed con-
tains the most important high level design decisions, rules, and guidelines. It pro-
vides structure in the assumptions that were made in the development of the sys-
tem architecture, and serves as a coat-rack for the further development in a case
implementation. It focusses on structural development, information management,
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control, and self-awareness of manufacturing entities. The topics of Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 are translated to rules and guidelines in relation with SMMEs and in-
dustrial robots in manufacturing environments. Each of the following paragraphs
describes and illustrates topics related to rules and guidelines concerning the fi-
nal architecture. The rules of reference are based on modularity, data-centricity,
strategic control, and artificial intelligence.

Figure 27: Helicopter view of the envisioned SInBot Manufacturing System

The helicopter view of the SInBot Manufacturing System presented in Figure 27
shows the modular structure and the loosely coupled interfaces to a central data-
kernel. The data-centric communication layer is easily extended by adding new
modules. Master modules (top layer of Figure 27) optimize the efficiency of the
system, the worker modules (bottom layer) perform tasks or facilitate the execution
of tasks. Worker modules consist of a device, and an interface to the system via
the communication layer. Master modules are relatively independent of hardware,
since they can be executed on any computer with a network connection. How
the control is defined in a system depends on how the different modules behave
and what role they are created for. The interaction between different modules, the
interpretation of data, and the decision making processes make up the better part
of the artificial intelligence; consisting of both a collective and an individual (or
local) artificial intelligence.

The concept of modularity thus plays a very important role. Each module is able
to communicate over a standardized communication layer, with a standardized
communication protocol, and exists of standardized components to reduce the
programming effort when developing and introducing new modules. Modularity
is further elaborated in Modularity.

The organization of communication defines the reliability, robustness, and con-
sequently the suitability and feasibility of the architecture for use in manufactur-
ing environments. The information management approach is discussed in Data-
centricity on page 75.

The design of the modules themselves, combined with flexibility in communica-
tion, defines the approach to control a manufacturing system. For SMMEs, a rapid
response to dynamic changes in product, process, or environment, is equally im-
portant as the ability to globally optimize the efficiency of a production facility. In
Strategic Control on page 76, the rules of reference regarding control are discussed.

Lastly, utilizing a modular approach combined with a flexible communication
kernel and a hybrid approach to control strategies, the approach to artificial intel-
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ligence (AI) can be further defined. A decentralized control strategy demands an
emphasis on local intelligence, where a centralized control strategy tends to cen-
tralize the AI. The balance between central and local intelligence is considered in
Artificial Intelligence on page 77.

5.2.1 Modularity

To enable distributed intelligence, simple reconfigurations, maintainability, flexi-
bility, and extensibility, production entities are modular. A modular design boosts
robustness, fault-tolerance, lowers the threshold for redundancy, and can have sig-
nificant benefits through the development of separate modules.[152] The rules of
reference dictate dedicated or integrated modules that can be swapped for sim-
ilar or identical modules. Some modules are required for achieving an efficient
operational environment. These efficiency-boosting modules are named masters
for reference convenience, and can be built to be redundant, re-initiated on other
network machines, and are continuously monitored for activity and liveliness. Op-
eration modules are named workers and enable production rather than produc-
tion planning or optimization. The SInBot architecture is a hybrid decentralized,
distributed, modular architecture for flexible, extensible, and reconfigurable man-
ufacturing systems. The words hybrid decentralized refer to the ability of the SInBot
Manufacturing System to switch from a decentralized to a centralized control strat-
egy (and back). The control strategy is determined by the design of the different
modules and the use of (optional) master modules. The modules are connected
through a common interface and data kernel (see Figure 28), allowing module
swaps and consequently an extensible system.

Figure 28: Modularity visualization of the SInBot system

Modules are organized as services in the light of the SOA definition and show
the behaviour of agents and holons in executing their tasks. Module examples are:
generators of production tasks, machinery, sensor networks, monitoring systems,
and any other entity that contributes to a manufacturing environment. In many
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ways, this proposed system resembles a MAS, in that there are multiple semi-
intelligent autonomous (self-containing) entities that interact with their environ-
ment, process data, perform algorithmic processes, and translate input to output
for other entities. On the other hand, the characteristics of Holons may very well
be applied to the different modules, since they are related to specific entities in
a manufacturing environment. In contrast to most MAS implementations, no bro-
kers are present to introduce agents since brokers require a central (or centralized)
maintained register of available agents. A module:

• wants to achieve its own goal (from agents)

• will compete with other modules for highest capacity utilization (from
agents)

• creates hierarchies during long-term scheduled processes (from holons)

• is related to a specific entity in the physical world (from holons)

• has the ability to travel through a network and physical world (from agents)

Next to these properties, modules also carry properties similar in both holons and
agents: they are autonomous, reactive to their environment, are pro-active, have
social abilities and use these to cooperate, are rational, and may contain learning
algorithms. Modules may compete in order to achieve a better efficiency rating.
Communication between modules is similar to peer-to-peer (p2p) communication;
though the central data kernel is displayed as an entity or system itself, it is not nec-
essarily composed of central hardware nor software. While the modular approach
would initiate flexibility and extensibility, the modules are constructed utilizing
these features to allow dynamic reconfigurability, in turn boosting the speed of
changeovers.

Master Modules

Master modules are centralized processes and likely to primarily involve the pro-
cessing of production tasks. Since these modules are centralized, there is typically
one active master of a specific type in a running system. Using only a single mod-
ule for important tasks will invite faults and bottlenecks, thus these modules have
liveliness checks and can be restarted on any available network unit if the mod-
ule has ’died’. The entire system is designed to allow these redundancies. Though
only a single specific master module may be required, more can be initiated if this
would improve reliability and robustness. Examples of centralized master mod-
ules are auctioneers and schedule optimizers since both depend on a centralized
deposition to achieve the desired operational efficiency. In other words, a master
module generally is aware of all (relevant) entities in a system and is dependent
on this awareness to function, where a worker module is not.

Some modules can be either master or worker, i.e. centralized or decentralized
processes. Task creators, task monitoring systems, production or process quality
monitors, and task modification systems (such as post-processors) can be used in
a centralized or decentralized form. By decentralizing these processes, redundant
modules can be used for -and increase- robustness and efficiency.
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Worker Modules

Worker modules interact with the physical environment, either pertain informa-
tion or perform tasks. In contrast to the Master modules, their liveliness is only
monitored by itself since a worker is not required to be present for the system to
function (though at least one worker is required for task execution). The architec-
ture is designed as a decoupled system. Monitoring the worker modules requires
a list of these modules on a central location, defeating the purpose of a decoupled
system. A failing worker module does not affect the system as a whole, revealing
part of the true robustness of the SInBot Manufacturing System. The software of
worker modules is layered to allow reuse of components for other worker mod-
ules. Examples of workers are sensors, AGVs, industrial robots, conveyor systems,
cranes, and (semi-)automated tool-racks.

Advantages of modular development

Modularity can be brought to different levels and phases of the system. Thus
far, modularity focussed on a relatively high level modularity of production sub-
systems. Within the proposed modules, the software can be built using common
libraries, design patterns, and general algorithms for interfacing and data process-
ing. These common building blocks can be reused and stimulate extensibility, im-
plementability, and maintainability. Layered software development is one way of
developing interconnecting modules, where each of the layers exists of multiple
building blocks, each may exist yet again of libraries, references, and common
code snippets.

There are certain disadvantages of working with modules on the level proposed
in the SMS, in both development and use phases. In the development phase, it is
more difficult to test modular systems with centralized modules until the mini-
mum required number of modules has a v0.1 version. For every early module test, A version 0.1 of a

software application can
receive input and send
output. Later versions
(>0.1) can process input
into output, but not
necessarily optimized
nor algorithmically
complete. Further
development includes
function, algorithm, and
code optimization.

a dummy testing environment is necessary. The actual data communication, inter-
pretation, and compatibility can be properly tested in very late stages. Compared
to a single code base, modularity increases initial programming time and effort,
much in line with development difficulties of many decoupled systems.

The rules of reference thus propose a modular approach in both development
and use phases. The guidelines can be defined as follows:

(1) Development and implementations both utilize modularity

(2) Modules are autonomous, pro-active, social, rational, and reactive

(3) Modules communicate using a flexible common data kernel

(4) A module can be either a master or worker, wherein masters invoke
(temporary) centralized control

5.2.2 Data-centricity

Information management systems in manufacturing environments are an impor-
tant aspect of system integration. Often these systems are a separate layer between
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the many layers from production planning to actual production. Information man-
agement in the SInBot Manufacturing System should be robust and fault-tolerant,
extensible, flexible, maintainable, and implementable. Data centric communication
systems offer great benefits compared to more traditional data models. Compared
to e.g. the message-centric approach where the role of the communication layer
is to transmit the message, a data-centric system also takes on the responsibility
of conveying the message to each node. Reliability and delivery checks (hand-
shakes), or the ability to work regardless of data loss can be the difference between
a safe/unsafe environment for human workers, or efficient/inefficient production.
A distributed data model is preferred, since it inherently increases robustness and
single points of failure from the communication system perspective. In these data
models, modules (or in this context: nodes) can receive data and send information
to other modules, but failure of a module does not result in failure of the data
system:

(5) Modules communicate through a distributed data model without the need for
vital central modules

5.2.3 Strategic Control

Manufacturing systems can benefit from both centralized and decentralized con-
trol. These hybrid solutions are most often proposed as a stable distribution be-
tween decentralized components and a centralized aspect. A dynamically chang-
ing ratio in which a system can verge to either side depending on the current
situation will invite further advantages to a dynamic manufacturing system.

The strategic control aspect is proposed as a heterarchic, decentralized, dis-
tributed manufacturing system, wherein a long term schedule can invoke a hi-
erarchic, centralized response; i.e. the system creates control hierarchies. The main
advantage is the elimination of single points of failure and a rapid response to
short-term dynamic changes in the manufacturing environment and schedule, as
well as the capability to reach a global optimum in scheduling long term opera-
tions by switching to hierarchic control.

The decentralized control is implemented with individual manufacturing enti-
ties as agents, trying to increase their workload until they reach their full capac-
ity. An auction system can divide tasks in a distributed manner, but often has a
centralized auctioneer. A centralized schedule optimizer can ensure a hierarchic
control switch in long term planning. Having a centralized optimizer also enables
grouping of certain tasks or entities in a single task or entity that can lead to new
synergies and increased efficiency. One example of improved efficiency due to syn-
ergies is the ability to filter specific tasks and converge these tasks instantly to the
only entity capable of this type of tasks. However, centralization of entities gener-
ates new single points of failure as well as potential bottlenecks, both which need
to be avoided in the system architecture. The rules of reference therefore use both
centralized and decentralized control:

(6) By decentralizing the control strategy, a system can respond to a dynamic
environment effectively and often efficiently
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(7) By centralizing control for long term processes, a system can optimize the
global efficiency

5.2.4 Artificial Intelligence

By decentralizing control and relying on the ability of modules to recover from e.g.
data loss or other problems generally related to control heterarchies, the level of
required artificial intelligence in modules is necessarily relatively high. In order to
achieve extensibility of a system, each module should be capable of speaking and
understanding the same language, a.k.a. protocol. This mutual understanding dic-
tates an interface layer in between the communication system and manufacturing
entity software or firmware. In industrial robots, an example of such an interface is
relatively common: the post-processor. A post-processor can read and interpret a
generic language and convert it into commands a controller can interpret. For the
SMS, there are two levels of required mutual understanding: (1) message or data
level and (2) task level. Each module should be able to read and interpret a generic
message protocol and its relevant task definition language.

Next to the ability to process data, manufacturing entities are self-aware of their
location and capabilities. By being self-aware, the task definition can maintain a
high level, and an entity can assess proposed tasks and the effort the task would
require. Another advantage is the option to distribute centralized processes dy-
namically in case of failure, e.g. if the centralized auctioneer fails, a simple set of
rules enables the other modules to deliberate task allocation amongst themselves.

Artificial intelligence on the rule of reference level is proposed as:

(8) Modules in a system are able to read, interpret, and process generic message
and task level definitions

(9) Modules in a system are self-aware to enable task assessment as well as being
capable of distributed task deliberation

5.3 the system architecture

The SInBot Manufacturing System was developed following the rules of reference,
using several modules connected through a data centric messaging service layer
(see Figure 29).[120] In the following paragraphs, this architecture is described in
more detail. The chosen approach to strategic control is described in Strategic Con-
trol: Dynamic State Transition on page 77, the modules are presented in Modularity:
Masters and Workers on page 81, the task definitions elaborated in Task Definition
on page 92, and the messaging service system briefly illustrated in The Messaging
Service System on page 93. The implementation and verification of the architecture
is presented in Chapter 6.

5.3.1 Strategic Control: Dynamic State Transition

One of the big advantages of (e.g.) Holonic Manufacturing Systems is the ability
to dynamically reconfigure the control structure. Even though decentralized sys-
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Figure 29: Exemplary (simplified) overview of the SInBot Architecture
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tems are presented as the common solution to complex problems in dynamic en-
vironments, centralization offers advantages not achievable in control heterarchies.
Note that a control hierarchy is different to linkage hierarchy or heterarchy. A con-
trol strategy may be hierarchical, while the underlying communication strategy
is strictly heterarchic. A typical example of heterarchic systems are Multi-Agent
Systems, while Holonic Manufacturing Systems tend to form control hierarchies
as per task requirement. A typical example of hierarchical control through heterar-
chic communication is a common Ethernet network connecting workstations and
production machinery in traditional manufacturing environments. Though every
workstation may connect to many production machines, the control strategy is
most often strictly hierarchical. The most important reason for having a control
hierarchy is the element of absolute control and long term efficiency. The most
important reason for a system to be decentralized is the flexibility and efficient
behaviour on dynamic changes in the environment. The process of a hybrid sys-
tem forming a control heterarchy or hierarchy based on a set of rules is called
dynamic control state transitioning. Holonic Manufacturing Systems have some of
the characteristics of a dynamic state transitioning system; the system proposed
in the architecture has these potential benefits as well. The following paragraphs
elaborate on the different structures suitable for the SInBot system, how the state
transitioning is achieved is described in Modularity: Masters and Workers on page
81.

Control Structures

The control hierarchy of a manufacturing system largely determines its ability to
respond to environment changes. Environmental changes can emerge from either
the strategic or operational side of the system. A centralized system requires a
top down alteration on fluctuating conditions, while a decentralized system com-
monly responds bottom up. As aforementioned, some conditions are favourable to
respond to in a top down approach, safety being one of them. Control strategies
can vary from deliberation between peers to specific control over a certain pro-
duction equipment group to enable optimum efficiency. Holonic Manufacturing
Systems are known for their ability to quickly change control hierarchies contribut-
ing to agility. The ideal control strategy is a hybrid one, in which the system can
respond decentralized on regular task fluctuations, while responding centralized
to safety or strategic task distribution to enable full control. The architecture is
constructed so there are four main occurring control hierarchies, see Figure 30: 1)
a control heterarchy in which production entities deliberate to quickly respond to
fluctuations in task introduction, 2) a single entity in a heterarchy may control a
group of entities in a centralized manner, 3) a hybrid control strategy consisting of
a control heterarchy restrained by a centralized entity in another heterarchy, and
4) a traditional control hierarchy.

Control structures (1) and (4) of Figure 30 were elaborately explained, yet hybrid
control strategies (2) and (3) are unique in the aspect that they should occur when
required. Control strategy (2) can occur when a centralized entity directly steers
tasks with unique requirements towards equipment that is able to perform these
tasks. A centralized ’branch’ occurs when a manufacturing facility contains multi-
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1) 2) 3) 4)

Figure 30: Control Structures: 1) Control heterarchy, 2) Hybrid control heterarchy with
centralized group, 3) Hybrid control heterarchy with semi-attached second het-
erarchy, 4) Control hierarchy

ple machines with diverging specifications. For example, there is no need for task
deliberation in a control heterarchy when there is only a single piece of equipment
capable of performing a machining task. The machining tasks are sent straight to
that single machine, while other tasks (e.g. pick and place, pre-machining) are dis-
tributed amongst the remaining manufacturing entities. Control strategy (3) may
occur when there is a clear separation between two groups of manufacturing enti-
ties. This separation may have its origin in physical or virtual differences between
the entities. One example of such a control strategy occurring is the distinction
between robots and AGVs. There is no need for the AGVs to acquire the tasks
targeting robots and vice versa. Another example may be the physical presence of
machinery, wherein a production facility comprises several different buildings. A
centralized entity distributes tasks between two heterarchies removing irrelevant
and unachievable tasks from both task distribution processes.

Communication Hierarchies

Next to control structures, communication structures partly determine how the
system responds to changes in task distribution. Using a heterarchic communica-
tion structure to create the opportunity for all entities to communicate is advan-
tageous for extensibility and flexibility, but restricting communication to entities
in specific domains can limit complexity and increase robustness and feasibility.
A common method to restrict data flow is to use (data) domains, creating small
networks within a larger network of devices: subnets. Figure 31 shows communica-
tion structures that may occur. For a large network with relatively complex entities
such as a manufacturing system, many different structures may exist in parallel.
For example, Figure 31(1) can be created to share general status information of all
manufacturing entities, while (3) may be the dynamically formed communication
structure caused by four different sensors in three uniquely positioned sensor sys-
tems sharing their information to three specific manufacturing entities. By using a
dynamic approach to both communication and control structures, the architecture
is more efficient and, a.o. by saving communication bandwidth, allows a much
greater extensibility.
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1) 2) 3)

Figure 31: Communication structures

Network

The network standard as prescribed in the SInBot Manufacturing System architec-
ture is a large two-way communication structure as elaborated in the previous para-
graph (Communication Hierarchies on page 80). The most common way to achieve
such a network for regular computers is to use Ethernet networking technology
such as Local Area Network (LAN: IEEE 802.3) or wireless LAN (WLAN: IEEE
802.11). The connection oriented Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the In-
ternet Protocol (IP) are the traditional protocols in a network, but the message-
oriented User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a competing protocol in the messaging
service system field. UDP is much faster, requires no previous connection but has
no protocol-integrated reliability or handshaking methods.

Though WLAN has taken over the consumer market, the industry has a certain
aversion to it concerning reliability and reception. For the SInBot architecture, a
wireless Ethernet connection is preferred, and assumes a heterarchic network with
multiple wireless network access points to decrease single points of failure (SPOF).
To counter the ’physical’ connection to a network as a bottleneck or SPOF, each
device in the network should be able to connect to at least two access points at any
given time or place.

5.3.2 Modularity: Masters and Workers

The modular approach of the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture is based
on the differentiation of centralized and decentralized modules. Modules them-
selves may be applications, or a combination of several interfaced applications.
The main purpose of using interoperable and ’swappable’ modules is to improve
the fault-tolerance, extensibility and maintainability of the system. Each and every
module should therefore be, by design or purpose, be fault-tolerant, dispensable,
maintainable, and contribute to the flexibility of the architecture.

Further extensibility in module development is reached by developing in multi-
ple layers. Layers are based on strategic, tactic, and operational processes. Worker
modules depend heavily on the operational side, while centralized modules are for
strategic purposes and therefore depend more on the strategic side of the software.
The different modules are explained in the upcoming paragraphs.
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Master Modules

Master modules provide the system with the benefits of a centralized system while
maintaining the benefits of a decentralized system based on workers. The main fea-
ture of a master module is to optimize work preparation and task performance of
worker modules. Centralization increases the fragility of a system, by making it sus-
ceptible to a system failure upon a single node malfunction. Even though the sys-
tem is built to maintain task execution on a master module failure, the robustness
of centralized entities can be improved. Every master module publishes incremen-
tal liveliness messages. These liveliness messages can be read by other modules
enabling the opportunity for modules capable of taking over when a master stops
broadcasting liveliness messages. In the SInBot Manufacturing System, there are
three master modules: the Auction Module, Capability Matching Module, and the
Strategic Task Allocation Module. These modules need to be present in single form;
using redundant master modules may result in ambiguous data causing potential
problems in task execution. Each of these modules is explained in more detail in
the upcoming paragraphs. The Task Creation Module and Task Monitoring Mod-
ule can be present in a single or in a redundant forms and can be deployed as
either masters or workers. These are discussed in Flexible Modules on page 89.

Figure 32: A master module and two master shells

A worker module can be present in single or redundant form, or not at all, mak-
ing the system of workers robust and fault-tolerant. In the SInBot Manufacturing
System architecture, using multiple master modules at the same time complicates
the use of centralized optimization processes that are required for a system to reach
a global optimum. The SMS architecture supports the use of ’dormant’ master mod-
ules, wherein a redundant master module is partly initialized (see Figure 32) as a
backup system. When the first master module fails, it stops publishing liveliness
messages and the redundant dormant master (master shell) will automatically ini-
tialize the remainder of its services and take over. Every master module starts as
this shell receiving only specific messages (see Figure 33). Through these messages,
each master shell can determine whether a master module is running anywhere
in the system. If the master shell determines there is no master module ’alive’, it
will start up master hosting services, may plug into additional information streams
and start sending liveliness messages.
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Figure 33: Exemplary initiation sequence with incremental handshake for centralized mod-
ules: 1) There is another module publishing liveliness messages, 2) there is no
other (dormant) master module, the master hosting services should initiate, 3)
there is at least one active master module, this application should remain dor-
mant, 4) there is no active master module, 5) this shell is not first in line to
activate master hosting services, it should remain in dormant state, 6) there
is no active master module, this shell is next in line, it should initate master
hosting services.
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The shell services need to be maintained; the fail-safe method of liveliness checks
and handshakes needs to be fault-tolerant as well. Each time a master shell is ini-
tiated, it first listens to liveliness messages through which the other master shells
or modules can be identified (see Figure 33). Based on this information, the shell
generates an identity for itself. At any given time, a master module can run into an
accidentally initiated duplicate through the liveliness checks. Based on the gener-
ated identity, the master modules can decide which should terminate and roll back
to a dormant state (e.g. the last initiated master module stays operational, the old-
est rolls back). In a rolled back state (i.e. dormant state or master shell), modules
generally loose most publishing privileges but maintain subscriptions.

auction module In decoupled systems, auction systems are common for a
good reason: they can be distributed and optimized. The SInBot Manufacturing
System architecture proposes a centralized auctioneer to enable an unambiguous
task allocation based on individual capabilities of worker modules. The process of
the auctioneer is relatively simple, and can be transferred to the worker modules
transforming the auction model in a distributed, decentralized model. In this case,
the worker modules deliberate amongst each other who has the best chance of
accomplishing the task and who can do it most efficiently. However, for a system
to be informed about which tasks are allocated to what entity, and to keep track
of (involuntary or accidentally) omitted tasks or auctions, a centralized auctioneer
increases the fault-tolerance and robustness. It also introduces a bottle-neck and
SPOF, for which a redundant dormant auctioneer is vital. The shell application
is a light-weight application with a data-centric communication service to check
the liveliness of other auctioneers present in the system. It also records incoming
tasks, bids, and auctions, in order to pick up where the expired auctioneer left
off (see Figure 34). When there is no proof of life, the auctioneer starts additional
communication services and starts processing tasks and bids into auctions. On
start up, it modifies its proof of life for other shell auctioneers to communicate its
advancement from shell to auctioneer.

Tasks, bids, and even auctions may accidentally be communicated more than
once or may get lost. The simplest way to resolve issues with expired or lost auc-
tions, tasks, or bids, is to use automated time-based expiration. Based on a task
identifier and a time log, duplicates can be removed, uncompleted tasks identified,
and the auctioneer can decide to re-auction a task or remove a duplicate auction.

Manufacturing entities (worker modules) place bids on incoming auctions based
on their abilities, schedule, location, and estimates of the cycle time. More intri-
cate models incorporate capability, expectations, and possible collaboration or task
combination synergies. After the auction deadline, the bids are analysed and a
completed auction and task description is distributed containing the identity of
the production entity that placed the winning bid.

capability matching module A manufacturing environment typically con-
tains a multitude of manufacturing equipment but seldom are all these machines
identical. By using a data-centric modular architecture, tasks and performance data
can be collected and reused to increase efficiency and effectiveness, i.e. use ’learn
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Figure 34: The Auction Module

and repeat’ or ’learn and avoid’. This simple process can intercept task data, mod-
ify it to better fit a task or machine profile, and broadcast the altered task for an
auctioneer or worker to pick up. This process stimulates the dynamic control state
transitioning mentioned earlier, in that the system gradually reaches a control hi-
erarchy when it receives the same tasks repeatedly. Learned patterns can also be
used for financial quotations, providing an automated and better view of task esti-
mates based on the actual manufacturing facility. At the same time, workers should
be able to learn from their performance data, improving their bidding habits. The
Capability Matching Module is a master module that can be used as an option to
increase the task allocation efficiency. It gathers tasks and task performance data to
find the most efficient worker-task or task-task combinations. When active, it scans
every task that a Task Creation Module produces for a possible improvement (see
Figure 35). For example, when the Capability Matcher finds a task that, in a set
time, has only successfully been executed by a particular worker, it can match the
task to this worker. If an Auctioneer is present, it will skip (or subsequently re-
move) an auction and send the task to the assigned entity. Thus using a Capability
Matcher has three main benefits:
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• Better estimate cycle times based on actual performance data in an automated
process

• Freeing the Auctioneer from initiating inefficient or unnecessary auctions
and consequently freeing the messaging service system from unnecessary
communication

• Providing the worker modules with relevant information to improve their
bidding habits

Capability Matching Shell

Capability Matching Master Module

Liveliness
Messages

Liveliness check Liveliness
Messages

Generate Profile List

Performance data
Generate Task & Worker 

Profiles

Match ProfilesTasks

Profiles

Tasks

Profiles

Figure 35: The Capability Matching Module

The learning approach is less than ideal in rapidly, dynamically changing envi-
ronments in terms of introducing and removing worker modules. The latter sce-
nario, in which a worker is removed, will instigate a rapid response of an un-
successfully task execution. The Capability Matcher will attempt to allocate tasks
to the removed worker module, and will receive no response. After a number of
times, it forces the Capability Matcher to change the worker-task profile. Commu-
nication delays are expected to be negligible compared to cycle times, making this
a valid approach. However, introducing new workers may be more challenging.
Each worker proposes a worker profile on introduction that is adapted to new per-
formance data constantly. This initial profile helps the Capability Matching Module
to continuously update its decision strategies. Another tool to broaden the view
of the Capability Matcher, is to add an expiration time and a match threshold to
each profile. The expiration time keeps the Capability Matcher up to date; if a
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worker-task match is a good match, it will be validated on a regular basis. The
match threshold stops the Capability Matcher assigning tasks to a specific worker
based on a limited amount of performance data.

strategic task allocation module Early in the project, a need was un-
earthed to separate operational (short term) and strategic (long term) control. Oper-
ational control is required in dynamic environments with scattered (mobile) robots,
human workers, dynamic task introductions, and other short-term events. While
the operational control can be fully distributed, some influence on strategic level
can be of great benefit. Functionalities may include: evoke actions, limit means,
task allocation based on an alternative strategy, start operating on the boundaries
of calculations, divert task profiles, and many more application-specific options.
One of the main benefits of having a Strategic Task Allocation Module (STAM)
is to be able to reach a global efficiency optimum under certain conditions. A
STAM may contain ’expensive’ (heuristic) scheduling algorithms not possible to
integrate in worker modules. All these techniques have problems in distributed
systems, mainly for their theoretical models and centralized computations; they
are inflexible, ’expensive’, and slow to satisfy real-world scheduling problems.[92]
However, when combined with the flexibility of the SInBot Manufacturing System
architecture and the cost-efficient local optima, it can create a powerful hybrid. Op-
timization algorithms can operate in the background and suggest improvements
to worker schedules based on the latest findings.

Next to centralized schedule optimization, a simple pattern recognition algo-
rithm can help identify a long-term schedule. If the same pattern of tasks is re-
quested (i.e. a relatively large batch size in manufacturing), the schedule would
require optimization only once. When a repeat of the available workers and re-
quested tasks occurs, the pattern can be recognised and the optimum schedule
applied (see Figure 36). Next to centralized (ad-hoc) schedule optimization, these
are only two examples of how the STAM benefits the SMS.

Worker Modules

Mentioned earlier in this chapter, worker modules are decentralized and dis-
tributed, and can be present in single, multiple, and redundant form. Manufac-
turing Equipment Modules are required to perform tasks, facilitated by Facilitat-
ing Modules. Industrial robots, automated guided vehicles, cranes, and other task
performing machinery are categorized as Manufacturing Equipment Modules. Sen-
sors and sensor systems are categorized as Facilitating Modules. The two worker
modules are explained in the following paragraphs. A profile contains the

basic capabilities of a
Manufacturing
Equipment Module.
These capabilities are
directly linked to the
Task Description Level
that is used to describe
tasks that are sent to
Manufacturing
Equipment Modules.

manufacturing equipment module The modules built around manufac-
turing equipment need to contain some artificial intelligence. For the SInBot Man-
ufacturing System to work efficiently, they need to be self-aware: know their loca-
tion, capabilities, and schedule. In Figure 37, the module for an industrial robot is
presented. As soon as a Manufacturing Equipment Module is introduced to the
system, it broadcasts a Profile based on the information the Worker has on itself
at that point in time. In later stages, this profile may get updated, in which case it
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Figure 36: The Strategic Task Allocation Module

broadcasts its updated profile. The Manufacturing Equipment Module needs Sen-
sor Data to find its position, task information to perform tasks, new profiles to
ensure its bids approach actual task performance, and modified task information
to update its schedule for the system to reach a global optimum. The minimum
required information a worker needs to operate, is Sensor Data and Tasks or, alterna-
tively if an Auctioneer is present, Sensor Data and Auctions. Based on its schedule,
it generates Bids that are picked up by either the Auction Module or other worker
modules.

When a Manufacturing Equipment Module finishes (or abandons) a task, it gen-
erates Performance Data. This data is generated regardless of the presence of a
Master Module that uses this kind of data. Additionally, more capabilities can be
added to allow a Manufacturing Equipment Module to broadcast task information
itself, either to get support (e.g. a relocation request to a mobile support vehicle),
or on a sudden awareness that it cannot perform a task itself and is still capable of
republishing this task.

facilitating module Worker Modules built for sensors typically require
only a publishing function. They share information regardless of what modules
are subscribing to their information. To create the awareness of Manufacturing
Equipment Modules, the architecture supports the addition of many decoupled
sensors and sensor networks.
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Figure 37: Example Worker module, robot

To minimize the required bandwidth of messaging service system, the sensor
modules do need some intelligence and interpretation algorithms. A simple sensor
can publish its information (e.g. temperature, light emittance, interrupts, etcetera)
directly, but vision-based systems would possibly ’stream’ too much information
over the message service system. These systems are required to integrate interpre-
tation processes, or share their output over a non-hard-real-time streaming layer.

Flexible Modules

In the SInBot architecture, there are two pure data processing modules that have
a significant resemblance to Master Modules: Task Monitoring Module and Task
Creation Module. A Task Monitoring Module optimizes the performance of the
system, while a Task Creation Module generates tasks for system. However, they
do not need to be aware of the entities in the system to function, and they can be
present in single or redundant form. Increasing the number of Task Monitors and
Task Creators does not increase the performance nor the efficiency of the system,
but rather enhances the reliability of both modules (and consequent fault-tolerance
of the system). These contradictions result in that the Task Monitor and Task Cre-
ator can be implemented in the form of a master (single form with redundant
shells), or as workers (redundant form, no shells). Both modules are further dis-
cussed in de following paragraphs.
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Figure 38: Example Worker module, sensor
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Figure 39: The Task Monitoring Module

task monitoring module The SInBot Manufacturing System architecture
can function without master modules, but benefits from a centralized auctioneer
in communication and scheduling efficiency. In a fault-tolerant system (rather than
a fault-proof system), data loss may occur and the system should be able to cope.
The SMS architecture prevents tasks from being ’forgotten’ by monitoring task
activities and invoking deadlines. After a deadline and no task activity, a task is
retransmitted. The Task Monitoring Module is responsible for finding ’forgotten’
or lost tasks and reintroducing them to the system, see Figure 39. Tasks can be
omitted when a worker module stops functioning and is not able to retransmit
the task itself, or data loss prevented the worker module to perform the task. The
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Task Monitor uses tasks, auctions, and bids, to calculate how long it should take
to perform the task. If the task was not successfully performed by the end of its
schedule, the original task is broadcast again. Since the Task Monitor does not
change the task, it can be present in redundant form to consolidate robustness.
It may also use the liveliness handshake presented in Figure 33 on page 83 since
there are no downsides to a quick restart, but since this module can be used in a
redundant state, it does not add much value. Additional functions such as keeping
statistics, graphic illustrations of task performance, and alerting the user when
a single task repeatedly requires a reintroduction, can be simply added on the
existing building blocks of this module.

A more challenging issue is how to deal with half-finished tasks. If a worker
module is ’aware’ of its failure, it can broadcast the remainder of the task as a new
task. The system can either accept the task as a new task and create an auction, or
a master module can intercept the half-finished task and subsequently generate a
new task. If the worker module fails and is not able to rebroadcast the remainder
of its task, a physical alarm to alert a human worker is the only alternative.

task creation module As mentioned earlier, there has to be a constant in-
troduction of tasks into the system for the system to operate. It is very possible
that in the foreseeable future, industrial robot software and alike are capable of
generating tasks from technical product data (see Figure 40). Locational tasks can
be generated from positional sensor networks (see Figure 41). Sensor-generate tasks
are used in e.g. pick-and-place scenarios wherein products are scattered unevenly
and detected by optical or image-based sensors. Both variants feature a liveliness
handshake method to ensure at least one Task Creation Module is operational.
However, similar to the Task Monitoring Module, the Task Creator can be present
in single or redundant state.

The ’life’ of a task created by the Task Creator can vary depending on the avail-
able operational modules, see Figure 42. The Task Monitoring Module attempts to
register every task any Task Creator generates in case this task gets lost or ’for-
gotten’, making the system of tasks fault-tolerant and very robust. The task itself
arrives at all active modules that are listening for tasks at roughly the same time:
Auction Module, Capability Matching Module, Strategic Task Allocation Module,
and Worker Modules. The Auctioneer starts the auction while simultaneously the
Strategic Task Allocation Module has registered the task and auction, and attempts
to optimize schedules and task patterns. If a Capability Matching Module is ac-
tive, the task is screened to find a potential profile match for fast task allocation.
If the Capability Matcher is not active or there is no profile match, the task is not
modified. Finally, through the auction, the task travels to a Worker Module. If the
Auctioneer is not present, the Worker Modules start a simpler version of an auction
themselves. The latter process is not explained in detail in the architecture, but is
supported and discussed in Software Programmable Logic Controller on page 122 of
Chapter 6.
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Figure 40: The Task Creation Module creating tasks from Technical Product Data through
(e.g.) manufacturing feature recognition in Computer Aided Design format

5.3.3 Task Definition

The proposed SInBot Manufacturing System architecture features different types
of data, in different quantities, with different speed and reliability requirements.
Though the system supports both high and low level task definitions to be passed
as messages, the SMS harmonizes with high level task descriptions. As explained
in Chapter 4, G-Code is a valid and commonly used mid-level task description most
industrial robots capable of machining tasks accept. For the SInBot Roelofs case
(see Case 1 on page 18), the G-Code approach is adequate, but efficiency in work
preparation will increase when introducing high level task descriptions such as
skill primitives. In the verification of the architecture, high level task descriptions
are used.

Though each type of communication has different requirements, the structure
of the messages is standardized. A generic message structure stimulates interoper-
ability and reduces interfacing issues. Data-centric communication services often
use the standardized Interface Definition (or Description) Language: IDL. IDL is a
specification language that is programming language independent. Multiple mes-
sage types can be defined and may contain any message. The message service
system ensures transportation, and the IDL can be reversely interpreted using any
operating platform and virtually any programming language. The proposed use
of a data-centric communication layer inherently invites the use of IDL, and it is
well suited for the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture.
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Figure 41: The Task Creation Module creating tasks from sensor data

5.3.4 The Messaging Service System

The SInBot Manufacturing System architecture revolves around a data centric mod-
ular structure. Described in Generic Communication Architectures: SOA on page 51,
there are generally two ways of sharing information: request/reply and publish/-
subscribe. The latter is particularly useful for decoupled systems since it is a ’push’
scheme rather than a ’pull’ scheme. The architecture specifically states that mod-
ules are not aware of one another, making a ’pull’ scheme inefficient. Secondly, the
publish/subscribe scheme is used in both very low level (sensor information) and
high level (task allocation) communication.

A major benefit for the SInBot Manufacturing System would be the transporta-
tion of safety-related data through the same messaging service system as regu-
lar task-related data. This is currently impossible and safety regulations prohibit
it due to redundancy requirements. A disrupted data-centric messaging service
with built-in redundancy should solve this issue. Working with industrial robots,
a requirement would be that the messaging service system is capable of hard real-
time communication with guaranteed delivery. Other types of messages can be
communicated using a fault-tolerant approach.

The types of messages that feature in the SMS architecture are: (Manufactur-
ing) Tasks, Auctions, Bids, Sensor Data, Logs, and (optionally) Safety Data. The Log
message is actually a collection of different (low priority) messages such as Per-
formance Data, Liveliness Messages, Profiles, and other implementation-dependent
information. Consequently, new interfaces are easily generated, the sensors can for
instance be improved by allowing configuration data in the Log message type to
flow within the system, see Figure 43.
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Figure 42: Task data flow in the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture
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Data Distribution Service (DDS) software was mentioned in DDS on page 54 of
Chapter 4 as a robust, fault-tolerant, high-performance communication layer. The
advantageous characteristics of a DDS-based communication layer make it the ob-
vious choice for future dynamic manufacturing environments. Its extensible and Note that working with

the OMG standards does
not mean the messaging
service system is limited
to a DDS system. Due
to the (OMG) standards,
CORBA, OROCOS, or
even ROS’ own
messaging service can be
implemented.

fault-tolerant nature (amongst other prominent advantages) is not only favourable
in military systems but also in civil projects and in the industry. Applied correctly,
the SInBot Manufacturing System mimics the features of both MAS and HMS,
and will allow dynamic reconfigurations (combined with the right software and
hardware) and extensibility of the system. DDS software following the Object Man-
agement Group (OMG) standard communicates in the OMG Interface Definition
Language (OMG IDL) format, allowing the interoperability between a variety of
message service systems providers.

5.4 dynamic reconfigurations

Dynamic reconfiguration is defined in project SInBot as the continuous process
of reconfiguring a production facility to maintain efficiency in successful task exe-
cution. A production system that supports dynamic reconfiguration may and can
therefore experience frequent changeovers. Case 1 on page 18 would benefit from
an architecture capable of dynamic reconfigurations, similarly stated in both Smart
Industry and Industrie 4.0 where these are mentioned as great benefits to the man-
ufacturing industry. The modular, decentralized approach of the SInBot Manu-
facturing System combined with a highly extensible communication architecture
allows the dynamic removal and introduction of manufacturing entities. The ar-
chitecture presented in the previous paragraphs theoretically allows automated
changeovers within a range of production processes defined by the initial imple-
mentation. It allows both high and low level programming of production entities,
centralized and decentralized control, and can choose to utilize the distributed
intelligence bestowed on every master or worker module or ignore it. The ma-
jor difference between dynamic reconfiguration as a requirement, and the higher
level set of requirements ’extensibility, flexibility and fault-tolerance’, is that the
latter set facilitates the introduction of dynamic reconfigurability to the system.
Though the high level requirements can be met following the rules of reference
and subsequent architecture, dynamic reconfigurability can only be achieved if it
is implemented in each module’s software and hardware. Modules must be able
to connect and disconnect to ensure relevant data sharing based on e.g. their posi-
tion, task, tool, or other. On the other hand, dynamic reconfigurations are largely
dependent on the hardware being able to translate reconfiguration requests and
perform the necessary actions to a satisfying degree (e.g. in terms of accuracy or
speed).

For the previously mentioned SInBot Case 1, one possible application features the
use of AGVs to automatically reconfigure industrial robots along large composite
parts. Implementation of the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture requires
the industrial robots to produce relocation tasks for separate AGVs (like Figure 44)
to move to a new position, or the use of mobile industrial robots that reconfigure
themselves. Both require internal and external sensors to maintain safety, identify
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Figure 44: Kuka Titan mounted on a mobile base, moved by a large Kuka OmniMove [153]

obstacles and parts, and navigate to the correct location, supported by the pro-
posed system architecture.

The architecture supports direct communication for robot cooperation by de-
fault, but the Manufacturing Equipment Modules need to be able to generate task
requests. The Strategic Task Allocation Module can impose cooperation if it is
cost-effective and more efficient. Direct communication from worker to worker is
theoretically possible, but distilling tasks to a new set of tasks to be performed
by a group of workers requires some additional intelligence in the Manufacturing
Equipment Modules. Actual cooperation protocols are not included in the archi-
tecture proposal, but can be integrated easily due to the modular approach.

5.5 conclusion

This chapter proposed a system architecture for the SInBot Manufacturing System,
a hybrid decentralized, distributed, modular architecture for flexible, extensible,
and reconfigurable manufacturing systems.

First, the context, approach, and environment, and first concept of the SInBot
Manufacturing System was described. The SMS is conceptualized as a service-
based architecture based on peer-to-peer communication with hybrid decentral-
ized control. In stable task-driven production environments, a centralized control
strategy is enforced. The architecture features modularity to enable and stimulate
the creation of interchangeable modules and (sub)systems strengthening the recon-
figuration abilities of the SInBot Manufacturing System.

Based on this concept, the rules of reference were distilled and described
wherein an architecture can be designed and developed. The architecture is built
with autonomous, pro-active, social, rational, and reactive modules that communi-
cate using a flexible common data kernel. All modules are able to read, interpret,
and process a generic message and task level, and are self-aware to enable task
assessment and distributed task allocation. The data kernel uses a distributed data
model without the need for vital central nodes. A hybrid decentralized control
strategy enables the system to respond to dynamic environments, and allows the
system to optimize global efficiency in longer production runs.
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The SMS architecture emerged from the aforementioned properties, and takes
into account the SInBot project, the SInBot cases, and the general trend the manu-
facturing industry is following as described by Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry.
For the architecture to live up to expectations, it needs to be fault-tolerant, ex-
tensible, flexible, maintainable, and implementable. The different modules were
introduced and explained, elaborating on how the five pillars of the architecture
are mirrored in the master and worker modules.

The SInBot Manufacturing System architecture enables dynamic reconfigurabil-
ity, but requires implementation in the relevant modules before application. Auto-
mated reconfigurations are also an option that would fit well with the SInBot case,
but implementation will depend on available hardware and software

Though promising, the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture is a theoret-
ical model based on the rules of reference, which are in turn based on both the
problem definition and literature review. The consequently required verification is
discussed in Chapter 6.





6
T H E S M S C O N T R O L S T R AT E G Y; A C A S E S T U D Y

The architecture proposed in Chapter 5 potentially solves part of the challenges
of project SInBot. To verify the idea, approach, the rules of reference, and the
architecture itself, it is applied to a case based on Case 1 on page 18, developed
into a functional case implementation, and evaluated. This chapter discusses the
design, development, and performance of the resulting case implementation.

In Chapter 1, the new generation of manufacturing facilities were investigated.
Research initiatives such as Industrie 4.0 and Smart Industry share their vision of
autonomy, flexibility, cooperation, and communication in the production environ-
ment. The use of flexible equipment able to perform a variety of tasks is insepara-
ble from this vision; industrial robots and autonomous vehicles will play an even
bigger role in the next generation of production facilities.

Looking at the current implementation automated manufacturing, especially us-
ing versatile equipment such as industrial robots and Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGV), a new approach is needed with respect to communication and control. To
illustrate, the state-of-the-art and new automation paradigms are described in the
two following paragraphs.

State of the Art

State-of-the-art manufacturing facilities rely on hierarchic communication and cen-
tralized control between various types of production entities. Discussed in Chap-
ter 2, using centralized control is difficult to combine with fluctuating and dynamic
task processes, resulting in manufacturing scenario 1 and 2 from Manufacturing Co-
operation Scenarios on page 27 in Chapter 2. In these scenarios, automatons such as
the industrial robot are used to automate repetitive tasks, but rarely interact or in-
terfere (thus no cooperation) to reduce work preparation time and effort. Explained
in Chapter 3, the cost of automating a facility enduring frequent changeovers using
current state-of-the-art technology is out of reach of the typical European small to
medium sized manufacturing enterprise (SMME).

Most industrial robots are stationary (a small portion is installed on a track) and
all tasks are preprogrammed to achieve the best efficiency in task performance.
The production tasks are known when these production cells are developed, built,
and assembled (see Chapter 3) and is built and programmed accordingly.

Some production facilities and automated warehouses use AGVs to move mate-
rials and products between different production or logistic nodes. The AGVs move
material and products autonomously. The guiding systems used for these AGVs
are rails, hidden (magnetic, radio waves or other) or a physical track, and their
tasks are scheduled and allocated by a centralized control hub (often by Enterprise
Resource Planning and Manufacturing Execution System software).

Communication between different production entities is dedicated and re-
stricted, creating strict communication hierarchies and limiting the control strat-

99
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egy, discussed in Communication: Hierarchy versus Heterarchy and Control Strategies:
Decentralized versus Centralized from page 38 of Chapter 3. Artificial intelligence is
mainly centralized, which is inherent to the control and communication hierarchy,
but restricts the ability for production entities to respond quickly to changes in
their environment.

One of these state-of-the-art production facilities is the BMW factory in Spartan-
burg, and is discussed in the following paragraph.

Figure 45: Part of the BMW Spartanburg production facility body shop, producing a BMW
X series

State of the Art: Example

The BMW Spartanburg production facility example of quickscan : financial

implications of frequent changeovers on page 171 in the Appendix pro-
duces multiple different cars on a single production line. It relies on strict commu-
nication between the chained production cells, cell controllers, and central control
hubs.[154–156] The control strategy is centralized, as well as most of the artificial in-
telligence. Some of the production cells have sensors to adapt the preprogrammed
tasks to accommodate small changes in e.g. positioning of parts, or to switch the
production cell to a different preprogrammed task set for a different product.

Centralized control hubs maintain the product schedule, and the facility can
switch between different types of preprogrammed products. The production cells
use the manufacturing scenario 2 as discussed in Manufacturing Cooperation Scenar-
ios on page 27 of Chapter 2: the robots may experience interference, but there is no
cooperation. The cells are preprogrammed so the ’collaboration’ is hard-coded.

The production line consists of a large number of these production cells, each
consisting of a number of stationary industrial robots, see Figure 45. Since program-
ming is time-consuming, this facility produces in large batches. The changeovers
this facility does make, do not involve any reconfigurations, but rather forces equip-
ment in a production cell to perform a different set of preprogrammed tasks.
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The production line is built around a track, moving unfinished products and
parts through the chained production cells. Additionally, track-guided AGVs move
parts such as engines to the relevant assembly positions.

Though the factory is able to produce different types of BMWs thus changing
over within a product family, switching to an entirely new product family would
require a complete rebuilt of the factory. State-of-the-art production facilities such
as the BMW Spartanburg production facility that use industrial robots for manu-
facturing tasks, are too rigid to support cost-efficient production of small batches
and frequent changeovers.

Future Situation

The future production facilities will differ from the current state-of-the-art in many
aspects. Similar to the approach of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and Holonic
Manufacturing Systems (HMS) discussed in Chapter 3, the new approach will
be based on network centric communication and granular, flexible, intelligent
manufacturing.[7] Digitization of information and communication will play an
even bigger role, enabling horizontal and vertical integration throughout the prod-
uct value chain.[8]

Manufacturing facilities in the new production paradigm will be able to re-
spond quickly and cost-efficiently to dynamic introductions of new (and previ-
ously unknown) tasks, where short-term scheduling is based on entity capability
and availability, rather than relying solely on a centralized global schedule. Where
the current state-of-the-art enables some customization of products, new produc-
tion facilities can support a wider range of customization and personalization. The
customer now plays a more important role and is not only involved in the use
phase of products, but also in the production stages. This kind of flexibility in pro-
duction requires decentralized control as considered Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, for
centralized control strategies are not able to cope with short-term scheduling and
dynamically changing products, tasks, and environments.

Manufacturing scenario 3 and 4 from Manufacturing Cooperation Scenarios on
page 27 of Chapter 2 enable a more flexible production facility, where sensor-driven
control makes automation (of .e.g. welding processes [157]) and cooperation cost-
efficient, and industrial robots rapidly deployable. In this paradigm, SMMEs can
utilize industrial robots and other versatile equipment (such as AGVs) and auto-
mated processes previously inaccessible due to the high cost of automating (see
Chapter 3). The new control strategies involve task deliberation on different levels
to be able to respond to changes in the manufacturing environment (low level) and
produce cost-efficiently (high level).

Introduced in Societal impact of the 4th industrial revolution on page 3 of Chap-
ter 1, the future production facility contains robots and other automatons that are
capable of responding to a dynamic production environment, reconfigure, coop-
erate, generate and retain knowledge, all while being spatially dispersed.[8] Au-
tomated Guided Vehicles no longer need actual guidance, but find their way in
ever-changing surroundings, and are used to relocate and mobilize parts, products,
robots, waste, and other components. Artificial Intelligence is now primarily local-
ized, enabling the use of self-aware and self-controlled automatons, discussed in
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Chapter 3. The use of sensors in the environment and on machines, enable automa-
tons to respond adequately and safely to human workers and new manufacturing
scenarios.

Communication flows freely free between entities, allowing a different level of
control strategies as discussed in Communication: Hierarchy versus Heterarchy and
Control Strategies: Decentralized versus Centralized of Chapter 3. To achieve this net-
worked manufacturing, dynamic networks and the expansion of relevant network
infrastructures are needed, as well as the specification of network service quality,
considered in Chapter 1.

For a manufacturing system to support the type of flexibility described for this
new production paradigm, it requires a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) as
described in Generic Communication Architectures: SOA on page 51 of Chapter 4. To
achieve the level of plug-and-produce to allow an extensible, flexible system to
emerge, the SOA needs to implemented to support this same type of flexibility,
illustrated in Conceptualization on page 68 of Chapter 5. To develop an architecture
based on SOA, able to support plug-and-produce, and is cost-efficient to imple-
ment and develop, it needs to follow the nine rules of reference based on modular-
ity, data-centricity, strategic control, and artificial intelligence stated in The Rules of
Reference on page 71 of Chapter 5.

The architecture presented in The System Architecture on page 77 of Chapter 5
is designed according to the rules of reference, to allow dynamic control state
transitioning between centralized and decentralized (described in Strategic Control:
Dynamic State Transition on page 77 of Chapter 5), advanced modularity to reduce
development complexity and increase extensibility (described in Modularity: Mas-
ters and Workers on page 81), high level standardized task definitions to increase
flexibility and extensibility (described in Task Definition on page 92), and utilizing a
communication layer that supports hard-real-time, reliable, flexible, and extensible,
communication (described in The Messaging Service System on page 93). Implemen-
tations of this architecture can use decoupled sensor networks and robots, auto-
mated reconfiguration of production equipment (see Dynamic Reconfigurations on
page 95), and many other features supporting cost-efficient, frequent changeovers
and small-batch manufacturing.

Future Situation: Example

The case described in Case 1 on page 18 was investigated within project SInBot
and deemed infeasible utilizing the current state-of-the-art. Manually producing
the large fibre-reinforced plastic dump truck loading bay (also known as a tipper)
is too costly, yet the cost of automation is too high either. In the new production
paradigm, multiple mobile industrial robots can perform machining operations on
different locations and dynamically reconfigure, see Figure 46.

The manufacturing control system is based on a MAS, focusing on strategic level
control as discussed in Chapter 3. Robots are able to assess tasks and keep their
own schedule, enabling the production facility to produce in short batches, use
different materials, products, and cycle times. The use of a high level standardized
task definitions, a high-performance communication architecture, and a modular
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Figure 46: Visualization of the Luinstra case, wherein two mobile industrial robots can
perform a range of tasks on different locations, working on different products.

approach in system development, allows the implementation of equipment of dif-
ferent brands, types, and ages.

The resulting production facility will likely contain different types of automa-
tons, like robots and AGVs. These robots can perform a wide range of tasks, from
pick-and-place to machining, and are able to respond quickly to a new task, prod-
uct, or a change in their direct environment such as an unexpected encounter with
a human worker or another robots.

In a production facility that produces different types of products in a wide range
of dimensions, different types of AGVs are present with different capabilities. Sim-
ilar to the task allocation of robots, a capability-based allocation is required, such
as an auction model explained in Task Deliberation on page 45 of Chapter 3. The ar-
chitecture presented in The System Architecture on page 77 of Chapter 5 is designed
for the new production paradigm, and its characteristics suit the new paradigm
production facility example. The case example can be translated to a laboratory
setting to evaluate the architecture’s feasibility and suitability to the case, wherein
mobile robotic arms and external sensors cooperate to perform spatially dispersed
tasks. The robots can move freely, assess tasks, and maintain their own schedule.
This case implementation and its components are further explained and presented
in the next section: Case Implementation. This implementation demonstrates the
capabilities of the architecture, and is used to evaluate the consequent (advanta-
geous or disadvantageous) effects of applying the architecture. As the case imple-
mentation is built for this purpose, there is no reference material to compare the
behaviour and performance of the system against. A theoretical analysis of task
performance efficiency is executed based on centralized and decentralized control,
and discussed in Reference Control Strategy on page 129. The evaluation of the case
implementation and its performance is discussed in SMS Control Strategy Verifica-
tion and Evaluation on page 133.

6.1 case implementation

The case implementation is proposed as cooperating mobile robots retrieving ran-
domly distributed coloured objects in a confined space, see Figure 47. Through
the data-centric message layer, the different elements of the system communicate
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about tasks and sensor data among others. The Sensor Module (see page 111) dis-
played in top half of Figure 47, is a camera-based image processing module that
communicates about the locations of objects and robots. Viewers can interact with
the system by introducing, relocating, or removing coloured objects, creating a
dynamic interactive environment.

Sensor 
Module

Sensor 
Module

Coloured
Object

Rover-1

Rover-2

Sensor Module
View

Object Target

Figure 47: The SMS case implementation, a dynamic task performing system featuring
rovers with robotic arms and coloured objects in an arena

The tasks are created by a Task Creator (see page 114), and distributed through
an Auctioneer (see page 116). The Task Monitor ensures that tasks are not forgotten
or omitted. Combined with the Robots (see page 118) and sensors, a minimalistic
functional SInBot Manufacturing System architecture is created, from henceforth
referred to as the light-weight architecture (LWA) depicted in Figure 48. The global
optimization modules Strategic Task Allocation Module (STAM) and Capability
Matcher described in Chapter 5 on page 67 are not used in the case implementation
due to time constraints. The consequent system is capable of spatial sensing, task
execution, and fully extensible. The components are chosen and built to adhere
to the rules of reference and the architecture: they are fault-tolerant, extensible,
flexible, maintainable, and -when possible to evaluate- feasible and implementable
in European SMMEs.

The mobile robot and sensor can be replaced or relocated without affecting the
system, and new robots or sensors can be introduced without altering other mod-
ules or the system as a whole. The type of task needs to be specified for the worker
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CAD2CAMCAD2CAMCAD2CAMTask CreatorAuctioneer Task Monitor
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Figure 48: Light-Weight Architecture: the least number of modules required to utilize the
hybrid decentralized SInBot Manufacturing System

modules only, to the extent that the robot (Manufacturing Equipment Module)
needs to know what it is looking for, and it needs to be familiar with a ’retrieve’
task. Where to perform a ’retrieve’ task, how to get there, or what task to perform
first, is dynamically generated by each individual robot.

The development of the case implementation yields the first information regard-
ing feasibility, extensibility, and implementability. Building the module interfaces
generates valuable information concerning the required effort of extending the
system. An additional module was created that shows the task related messages
flowing through the system to enhance the visualization aspects of the case imple-
mentation. This Graphical Message Interface (see page 124) is also used to evaluate
the effort and time required to build new modules and connect these to the exist-
ing system; one of the aspects of extensibility. The following paragraphs elaborate
on the different elements of the system, starting with the Message Service system
and the task definition.

6.1.1 Message Service

The message service system is responsible for conveying information between
modules. In decoupled systems, message systems need to be reliable yet fault-
tolerant, extensible, and implementable with minimum effort and costs. In Message
Service Evaluation, the viable options considered in Chapter 4 are evaluated to find
the most suitable message service system for the case implementation, and its use
and configuration discussed.
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The message service system is responsible for the conveyance of messages, the
content of these messages is defined in Task Definitions on page 109. The different
information topics considered in Chapter 5 are further explained, and their contents
explicated.

Message Service Evaluation

Discussed in Chapter 4, there are many ways to build a decentralized system. Soft-
ware systems based on SOA show great potential in robotic systems, such as the
Robotic Operating System (ROS). Many MAS and HMS are based on SOA or simi-
lar methodologies and contain numerous (mostly experimental) features that solve
some of the problems described in project SInBot. For project SInBot, it is impor-
tant that the system can be translated to a functioning manufacturing environment
in a relatively short amount of time. This requires the subsystems and components
to have a high Technology Readiness Level (TRL), i.e. does not require a large
amount of development before it can be implemented.

The options mentioned in Chapter 4 include SOA-based generic communication
architectures and implementations thereof, but it is not an exhaustive list. An im-
plementation of SOA can be used for the development of robot control software or
processing entities, and may contain useful libraries to reduce required build effort.
A dedicated communication platform requires a separate approach to building the
control software in turn offering more reliability (and flexibility in software de-
velopment). These dedicated messaging service systems do not contain anything
other than communication services and are commonly built to operate on virtually
any operating system or basic software platform (wherein most agent-based soft-
ware require at least a common building and development platform such as JAVA
[99, 158]).

When reviewing the requirements in project SInBot and comparing these with
the characteristics of the described software tool kits and dedicated communica-
tion platforms, Data Distribution Service (DDS) systems offer the greatest advan-
tages. It is currently implementable, widely available, purposefully flexible and ex-
tensible, fault-tolerant, reliable, and can be combined with existing software. The
Object Management Group (OMG) maintains the DDS standard, ensuring DDS
distributions from different vendors are interoperable. Next to DDS, ROS provides
a communication layer as well (see Robot Operating System on page 57): the Com-
mon Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA).[123, 159] This particular sys-
tem works with a main node, containing information about the participants, not
unlike some other data-centric systems.[160] There are extensions to auto-discover
the main node (also known as the master-node), manoeuvring ROS’ communica-
tion method close to DDS systems using automatic topic discovery. Alternatively,
ROS’ communication layer can be disregarded completely and a DDS-based sys-
tem or Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS) messaging service installed in its
place. Since ROS is being developed into an industrial version (ROS-INDUSTRIAL
[161]) resulting in a more stable, robust software package, it may prove to be valid
contender also.

The case implementation’s goals could theoretically be reached without actual
implementation of a DDS software system or ROS; an implementation that would
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function in an SMME is beneficial but not indispensable for the evaluation of the ar-
chitecture. In order to find out whether it is feasible to integrate a full DDS system
in the case implementation, (proprietary) DDS systems were examined and com-
pared to evaluate their compatibility in the architecture. ROS and an emulation
of the communication layer (e.g. a web-based database approach) are also exam-
ined. Unmistakably, a DDS system implementation in the early stages of the case
implementation’s development would reduce further research and development
costs and time, and yield important insights and recommendations following the
implementation process. Consequently, four major DDS players were examined
on three categories: Performance, Application, and Liveliness (see Figure 49). At the
time of writing, multiple DDS implementations are viable contenders. OpenDDS
[162], CoreDX DDS [163], RTI Connext [125, 164–169], and OpenSplice [170, 171]
were selected to evaluate. Other DDS implementations are MilSoft DDS [172], In-
terCOM DDS, and ETRI DDS, but were not selected due to a smaller supporting
community. The selection criteria reflect the compatibility with the system archi-
tecture, but also the consequences of building the case implementation with these
middleware solutions.

Most of the commercial data-centric communication systems are high-end pack-
ages; a relatively small budget limited the options to open-source or research li-
censes. All the categories were evaluated with the most complete software version.
The application category focusses on the implementation of the software system,
evaluating the level of complexity measured in the required prior knowledge of
the implementer and the indirect support the providers offer. The liveliness cate-
gory evaluates the update policies of the software provider (i.e. the update polices
on their Open Source or Community editions) and the size of their support commu-
nity. The performance of these systems applied to the case implementation is likely
not to differ much between different DDS software providers, the OMG standard
compliance differs only slightly.

As mentioned earlier, using a work-around and implement an emulation of a
DDS system can yield adequate results also. For emulation of a flexible communica-
tion layer, an easy implementation option would be to define a central (e.g. MySQL)
database containing all information in an orderly fashion. The most prominent
advantage is a relatively low development effort and independence of a specific
language or platform. Interfaces to network databases are easily written in a vari-
ety of languages and support virtually all platforms. This example of a web-based
emulation of a flexible communication layer will yield no results concerning the
application of the architecture in the industry, since a real-world implementation
would be slow, unreliable, and create the same problems and bottle-necks as a
centralized data distribution, in a distributed architecture. If failure occurs in any Note that the evaluation

of these messaging
services was performed
in 2012. Each vendor
has had new releases
since then, though -at
the time of writing- the
OMG DDS standard
was still up-to-date

entity that shares information or in the database itself, it would translate to pro-
ductions faults, safety issues, and machine damage.

OpenDDS was chosen as the message service system in the case implementation
for its all-round performance (see Figure 49). Alternatives like ROS and web-based
emulation were discarded for implementing a DDS system would yield more re-
sults during development than just a functioning system architecture-based sys-
tem, and there proved to be little advantage of not using a DDS system. Another
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previously mentioned advantage of using the OMG DDS standard, is that it al-
lows easy integration of other messaging service systems that adhere to the same
standard.

OpenDDS can be integrated directly into master and worker modules with all
configuration options available in the main software. Alternatively, the OpenDDS
participants can be decoupled from the master and worker modules and use a
communication protocol to talk to dedicated OpenDDS services. A programming
language that is not natively supported by a DDS distribution can be shaped
into an Application Programming Interface (API) wrapper, e.g. ’wrapping’ C++
functions in a .NET language to allow the DDS API to be controlled through the
wrapper.[173] Protected software and hardware require client/server type com-
munication, since manufacturing hardware and software often offer communica-
tion sockets / buses. The case implementation applies two methods: 1) direct in-
tegration of DDS in a C++ application and 2) client-server type data ’push’ viaThe default Quality of

Service settings were
used for the case

implementation, but can
be varied depending on

the implementation
requirements.

’pipelines’. This allows more freedom in designing the OpenDDS participants and
the main software, eases debugging and updates, and creates the opportunity to
switch from communication layer or software module while maintaining most of
the original software. Such an approach consequently results in in multi-service,
multi-process, multilingual programming of the case implementation applications.
Based on the inter-process communication (IPC) performance analysis (see Message
Service Integration Performance Analysis on page 198 in the Appendix), the applica-
tions developed to operate on Microsoft Windows use Named Pipes for IPC, andA Named Pipe is an

extension to a
conventional unnamed

pipe on Unix-based
systems and is used as a
communication channel

between different
processes or applications

on the same computer.
Microsoft Windows

contains its own variant
and, contrary to

unnamed pipes, can
outlive a process and be

deleted if no longer
necessary.

separated executable services for DDS services, using a strict reference and nam-
ing protocol related to the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture and chosen
topics (see API definition on page 204 in the Appendix). These decisions are based
on their performance and their resemblance to worst-case scenario interoperability
between message service systems and manufacturing equipment.

Figure 49: Graphs showing the performance, application, and liveness result of the messaging
service system comparison [65]
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Task Definitions

The system architecture is defined as using a data-centric communication layer fea-
turing at least five data topics: 1) Manufacturing Tasks, 2) Auctions, 3) Bids, 4) Sensor-
Data, and 5) Logs. A sixth optional topic for the case implementation is SafetyZones,
providing the system with a unique channel of communicating forbidden or re-
stricted locational zones in a certain area. In each of these topics, any connected
module can publish data or subscribe to data using the topic-specific Interface
Description Language (IDL) format. IDL is a specification language designed to
describe a software component’s interface. It is language-independent and easily
readable (see Figure 50). IDL can bridge gaps between operating systems, archi-
tectures, and programming languages, and provides a logical structure in which
to present the required data flows through the system. Within a DDS system, par-
ticipants can filter on domain and topic. Each module in the system architecture
requires updates (and shares information) on specific topics to function. Each topic
contains a relevant data set. For instance, the topic of manufacturing tasks contains
a priority and deadline next to the task itself a.o., while an external sensor only
needs to share perceived data. Each topic is explained in the following paragraphs.

manufacturing tasks The most important content of a manufacturing task
is a description of the task itself. Robots in industry are commonly programmed
in their proprietary programming language, but the most common general man-
ufacturing task description is G-Code, i.e. a Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
program.[174–176] Even though G-Code is a relatively stable standard, CNC pro-
grams might not work when executed on a different type of manufacturing hard-
ware. Currently, the G-Code is submitted through serial port or Ethernet protocols
[177] to a controller of the robot, or converted to a proprietary language (such as
Val3) and loaded on the controller in advance. Subsequently, it is important to leave
a clear space for task geometry and task information in the task IDL. To aid in the
scheduling process, the task contains a priority and a deadline.[39] These defini-
tions allows a worker module to compare the task with its own schedule, neglect
tasks in the schedule that have lower priorities, and choose to accept or reject pro-
posed or auctioned task. Should the task be accepted, the worker module requires
to know where to perform the task, i.e. know the products location, identification,
and configuration. Last but not least, the task itself should be identifiable for the
system to recognize and follow the progress. A task identifier should therefore
be part of the manufacturing information. This also allows the addition of another
kind of information: parent and child tasks. A task may require that other tasks are
carried out first, denoting those as parents. A prerequisite for the manufacturing
task to be completed, is that the denoted tasks are finished or scheduled ahead of
time. The format and content of a task is shown in Figure 50.

auctions The Auctioneer distributes auctions which have to contain enough
information for the robots to place bids. The auction can therefore contain the en-
tire task, or a task reference. Each auction has a unique identifier for tracing its
life-cycle and status. After a certain time period or by reaching a number of bids,
the auction is finalized and republished with an additional parameter: the auction
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module SInBotDataType

{

#pragma DCPS_DATA_TYPE "SInBotDataType::mfg_task"

#pragma DCPS_DATA_KEY "mfg_task_ID"

struct mfg_task {

int mfg_task_ID;

string focus_group;

string mfg_task;

int product_ID;

int priority;

double best_accuracy;

TimeBase::deadline time;

string parental_tasks;

string task_geometry;

};

};

Figure 50: The IDL format of a task topic message, as used in the OpenDDS implementa-
tion

winner. The auction focus is meant for specifying the worker modules that are al-
lowed to bid on a particular auction, related to strategic control or centralization of
the control structure. The remainder of the parameters are required for calculating
an appropriate bid. The auction IDL contains the following data containers:

• Auction Identifier
• Auction Winner
• Auction Focus
• Task Identifier
• Product Identifier
• Priority
• Best Accuracy
• Deadline
• Parent Identifiers
• Task Geometry

Since the proposed parameters are guidelines rather than fixed data containers,
the ’Task Identifier’ may contain the entire task or the aforementioned reference to
a task. Depending on the implementation, each has its advantages and disadvan-
tages. The case implementation attaches the entire task to each auction, since the
task descriptions are generally small in requisite storage space.

bids All Manufacturing Equipment Modules can place bids on auctions. The
bid’s topic contains only a few parameters: the identification number of the bidder,
the auction identifier of the auction on which it is bidding, and the bid itself. Topic
containers are kept as small as possible for an extending environment; this is one
of the topics that may experience rapid progression of growth.

• Identifier
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• Auction Identifier
• Bid

sensordata In the case implementation, the sensor data topic contains an iden-
tifier to specify what the sensor is looking at, and positional data as to where the
identified object is. Identifiers of positional objects can be a black-and-white marker
(e.g. a Quick Response or QR Code), or simply be a ’red spot’. The SensorData topic
is expected to be well used and thus needs to be kept small. It therefore contains
a perceived identifier (what the sensor is looking at) and the location (where this
object is positioned).

• Perceived Identifier
• Location

logs The topic Logs contains a range of parameters that are low-priority. It may
consist of the shell-application related proof of life, performance and profile infor-
mation, and data logging containers such as an error log. Naturally, an identifier is
needed to place the information with a specific module or component. In the case
implementation, the logs are used to test message and processing latencies, e.g.
compare the Task Creator logs against the logs of the Manufacturing Equipment
Modules to quantify the time from task creation to task completion.

• Proof of Life
• Identifier
• Task Identifier
• Last 10 from Schedule
• Performance
• Profile
• Error log
• Config.ini

6.1.2 Sensor Module

The sensor module identifies and locates coloured objects and robots, and is there-
fore responsible for the first phase of task introduction. Sensors are common to use
in the industry, and are becoming increasingly important in 4

th Industrial Revo-
lution (IR-4). They are a necessity in improving the work preparation efficiency of
industrial robots, as well as improving task flexibility and accuracy. However, the
sensors referred to in this paragraph are spatial sensors. Though there are many
options (acoustic, positional, optical, pressure / force, etcetera), the most versa-
tile sensor is a camera combined with image processing. This combination can
be used to track objects, movement, and to enhance or ensure safety for human
workers. Digital cameras are very common and relatively cheap depending on the
required specifications, and image processing software tools are widely available.
The use of sensors to spot objects enables dynamic task generation, and allows
users to modify tasks in real time while interacting with the case implementation.
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The SInBot Manufacturing System architecture is developed specifically to utilize
the self-awareness of robots using both embedded and external sensors or sensor
networks. Industrial robots in the industry generally use embedded or dedicated
sensory equipment for small adjustments or simple checks (force sensors for grip-
pers, optical sensors for checking if a gripper succeeded, and more). The use of an
external sensor (network) introduces a variety of new challenges for the industry
and for fault-tolerant system architectures. A small experiment was conducted toThe experiment

described here provided
insight in how to process

environment data,
communicate through

different platforms and
programming languages,

accuracy degradation,
communication and
reaction speed, and

reliability of the chosen
protocols.

verify the approach of using external sensor networks to generate tasks for the
robotic arms before the development of the sensor unit. Two robotic arms were
connected to computers with robot control software. These computers had access
to a database that continuously updated positions of objects and the robotic arms.
The sensors used to locate the objects were the infra-red cameras of the Microsoft
Surface Table (PixelSense) detecting small 2-dimensional black and white markers,
producing basically the same information with a similar frequency and latency as
the envisioned camera-based sensor unit would. The result was a functional sensor
driven dual-robot system, wherein objects could be relocated manually and picked
up by the robotic arm that could reach the object. The full experiment is described
in Sensor-driven Robotic Arm Control on page 194 in the Appendix. The outcome of
this experiment resulted in the required implementation-specific update frequency
of the position information (10 - 100Hz), the expected delay between ’sensing’ and
’acting’ (50 - 500 ms), and a range of smaller parameters that were used in the
further development of the case implementation.

An autonomous, device independent network sensor node fits the best with the
architecture’s intent. The case implementation requires a positional sensor to locate
object such as task objects, obstacles, and robots. Image processing is rapidly gain-
ing interest, partly due to the increase in processing power of affordable portable
computers and hand-held devices with integrated cameras such as smart-phones.
Virtual reality and augmented reality are increasingly easy to use and adapt. The
Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) is one of the best known and
accessible libraries, that, paired with e.g. Aruco, can track and identify objects,
markers, colours, and shapes in real-time by analysing images from e.g. a web
cam feed. A standalone sensor unit was developed that included power supply,
small computer, network device, and a High Definition (HD) web-cam housed in a
ceiling mounted case (see Figure 51). The computer runs a light version of Ubuntu,
and a custom C++ application based on OpenCV, Aruco, and OpenDDS. With the
OpenCV libraries, the application recognises coloured objects (initially focussing
on the colour red), while Aruco libraries ensured the recognition of 9-bit markers.
As many times as the web-cam allows (20 - 50 times per second), a new image is
pulled and analysed, after which the results are published via OpenDDS as sensor
data, see Figure 52. With a mounting height of 210cm, the accuracy of the sensor is
±0, 5cm in marker positions and the covered area ≈ 46046cm2 (286 * 161 cm for a
camera resolution of 1280 * 720 pixels).

One or multiple standalone sensor units can be used without modification to the
software, hardware, or the entire system. When powered up, the device connects
to the messaging service to start collecting configuration instructions via logs. A
specific marker (the calibration marker) is used to note a global position (default
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Figure 51: The standalone sensor unit mounted on a dropped (grid) ceiling

Facilitating Module

Interpret sensor information Sensor Data

Integrated DDS

Figure 52: A schematic representation of the sensor module application.
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Figure 53: Simplified data processing view of the Task Creator application

this position is G(x,y,z) = (0,0,0)) but can be altered via a configuration message
via the log topic. The sensor unit starts publishing marker identification numbers
and their positions, along with the locations of coloured spots once the calibration
marker is found. This method allows dynamic reconfiguration of sensor units, ad-
dition or removal of sensor units, and even allows the sensor unit to be mounted
on a mobile device without loosing the capability of publishing global positions of
objects. Additionally, the dimensions of the markers are fixed, thus the sensor unit
can be lowered to increase the accuracy if needed. The loss in covered area can be
compensated by using multiple sensor units.If multiple sensors locate

the same object or robot,
a small algoritm is

required to distinguish
false readings from

correct readings on the
robot or Task Creator

side. On multiple correct
location readings that

deviate slightly, e.g. an
average can be used.

6.1.3 Task Creator

The Task Creator dynamically introduces tasks to the case implementation by trans-
lating information from the sensor unit to tasks. The benefits of this approach in the
case implementation are 1) there is no need to manually create tasks, 2) by interact-
ing with the physical environment, the case implementation (and consequently the
architecture) is challenged and can be evaluated, and 3) tasks are quickly reintro-
duced by literally tipping the object collection bin. A low maintenance, appealing,
interactive testing environment is thus created.

The Task Creation Module depicted in Figure 41 on page 93 was implemented
(see Figure 53) and the main application consists of two separate components: 1)
filtering sensor input and 2) prediction algorithm. The filter simply forwards all
sensory data regarding coloured objects to a task generation algorithm. This al-
gorithm is responsible for translating sensor input to tasks and receives locations
of sensed coloured ’spots’. Poor lighting conditions, obstructions, or movement of
the coloured objects can cause the sensor input to produce many false pieces of
information. Therefore, the algorithm first stamps a ’shelf life’ on each sensed spot
and collects tenable spots in a list. Spots that are past their expiration time are
removed to maintain an up-to-date overview of the coloured objects. Even with a
shelf life of one tenth of a second, each real life coloured object can be represented
by as little as 2 or as many as 25 tenable sensed coloured spots. By comparing the
distance between the sensed coloured spots, the algorithm calculates the likelihood
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Figure 54: The implementation of the Task Creator application, in this case more appropri-
ately named: TaskConverter

of the spots being a coloured object and, assuming the spots represent an object, a
position estimate.

Each newly defined coloured object is published immediately and subsequently
stored in a list (the ’Master Task List’ in Figure 54). If the same object is found
after another iteration, it is not transmitted immediately, but published intermit-
tently along with the other items on this list, with a custom delay. This allows
other application that depend on the publication of tasks to also equip the ’shelf
life’ principle. The delay can be configured via the configuration option in log
transmissions and its default is 2 seconds.

The estimates generated by the Task Creator application are, assuming starting
conditions as in Camera Module Component Specifications on page 192 in the Ap-
pendix, ±0, 5cm. Each newly defined coloured object that is defined as a task is
appointed a task identifier. A rolling coloured object can generate 100 or so tasks
that are quickly disposed upon reaching their shelf life. Static coloured objects can
occasionally be appointed a new task identifier caused by an inaccuracy of the
prediction algorithm combined with the accuracy of the sensor unit and external
factors such as the passing of a robot, another coloured object, or changing lighting
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Figure 55: Schematic representation of functions in the software Auctioneer application

conditions. These changes have little negative effect on the overall functioning ofNoticable effects were
a.o. twitching of the

robot when a task
temporarily disappears

from its schedule due to
a new task identifyer,

but quickly reappears on
the schedule since it

most often is the most
efficient task to perform.

the system since it can react quickly for its inherent fault-tolerance.

6.1.4 Auctioneer

The Auctioneer translates the tasks into auctions for the robots to place bids on. It
is based on a simple time-based auction model. The centralization of the Auction
Module can promote the general efficiency of a complete system and has the ad-
vantage of pertaining a central location where tasks and auctions are processed,
thus a central place where the task allocation algorithm (or even strategy) can
be modified. Alternatively and when all Auction Modules fail, the robots can bid
directly on tasks and listen to bids themselves.

The Auctioneer application starts as a shell as explained in Modularity: Masters
and Workers on page 81 of Chapter 5, collecting tasks, auctions, and bids. The dormant
application is brought to life when there is no active Auctioneer in the system.
Depicted in Figure 55, the new Auctioneer maintains its collection of open auctions
current bids, and starts to translate further tasks into auctions. Robots can bid on
open auctions, and -after a certain number of time or bids- the auction is closed
and a winner is announced and published by retransmitting a modified auction
message.

Shown in Figure 56, the Auctioneer has similar options to the Task Creator ap-
plication. It displays both a list of auctions (removing auctions that have been
closed after 5 seconds), and a list of bids related to the displayed auctions. Auc-
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tions are closed when 1) a minimum number of bids is recorded by the Auctioneer,
or 2) the auction expires. It typically takes much less than a second for all bids
to arrive, consequently auctions tend to close when the minimum number of bids
are received rather than by expiration. For flexibility, the minimum required num-
ber of bids can be set to 0 (telling the application there is no minimum number
of bids) and the auction expiration becomes leading. This is a valuable addition
in a dynamic environment, for it eliminates the need to modify the auctioneer
when more (new) worker modules are introduced. Alternatively, the Auctioneer
can be programmed to learn from the incoming number of bids and predict the
minimum required number of bids. Other settings include limiting the number of
auctions that can be opened each second, and a data storage synchronization fre-
quency. Lastly, the Auctioneer doubles as a task monitor. For simplicity, the tasks

Figure 56: The simple Auctioneer application

are not monitored for completion, but it re-auctions familiar tasks at set intervals.
On default, every task that has an associated auction identifier (thus has been auc- Nervous behaviour

occurs when the most
efficient task to execute
changes every few
seconds, or even multiple
times per second. The
robot starts executing a
task, stops, starts
executing a different
task, and repeats this
process.

tioned off already), is re-auctioned every 2 seconds. This process ensures omitted
tasks are not ignored. The short re-auctioning interval works best with a single
rover performing all the tasks. For more than one rover, the short interval can be
maintained, but experience taught that this can cause ’nervous’ behaviour by the
rovers, for the exact sequence in which auctions are opened can cause differences
in schedules. Re-auctioning with longer intervals solves this issue, and in a more
advanced implementation, an actual task monitor will eliminate these behavioural
issues altogether. Re-auctioning tasks at set intervals is sufficient or the case imple-
mentation.
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6.1.5 Robots

The robots in the case implementation resemble mobile industrial robots arms and
consist of a robotic arm mounted on a rover, see Figure 57. Rovers on page 118 and
Robotic Arms on page 121 elaborate on these components, discussing the suitability
for the case implementation, their configuration, and performance.

Figure 57: One of the case implementation robot workers, referred to as Rover-1

Both the rover and the robotic arm are controlled through an integrated Ar-
duino micro-computer performing the basic operations on kinematic and opera-
tional level. The strategic level is located on an external controller, discussed in
Software Programmable Logic Controller on page 122. Figure 58 shows the relations
between these components.

Rovers

Rovers, or mobile platforms, is a term mainly used to describe mobile mounts
for sensors, actuators, and processing equipment. The most common rover is a
battery powered, electric motor driven platform with 3 or 4 wheels. Autonomous
rovers in the industry are the previously mentioned Automated Guided Vehicles
- and despite being used for years- are gaining in popularity for the last decades.
Automated warehousing solutions have been using AGVs for a long time, but
the AGV is increasingly used as a mount for industrial robotic arms.[178] The
advantages of mounting a robotic arm on a mobile platform are numerous, as are
the technical challenges related to the increased mobility of robotic arms. The case
implementation’s purpose to demonstrate the capabilities of the system invites its
application in complex problems, and since the architecture was developed to cope
with future manufacturing scenarios, the case implementation uses robotic arms
mounted on rovers.

Not unlike robotic arms, rovers come in many shapes and sizes, but mainly
for consumers and educational purposes. Though there are industrial mobile plat-
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sPLC DDS

Arduino Controller

Rover

Robotic Arm

Figure 58: The relations between the components (robotic arm, rover, controller, and
software-only Programmable Logic Controller (sPLC)) that make a robot mod-
ule in the case implementation

forms, there is a large gap in prices rendering small industrial rovers far outside
the project budget. Table 16 on page 191 in the Appendix discloses a list of mobile
platforms that were considered for the case implementation. Since the rovers in this
list did not contain a suitable mobile platform (due to budget, battery life, scale,
etc.), Rover-1 was designed and developed, see Figure 59. A single micro-computer The initial phases of the

rover build were
executed by a bachelor
student as a graduation
assignment. The design
and prototype were later
modified and rebuilt for
use in the case
implementation.

is used as a on-board controller for both the robotic arm and the rover. It resulted
in a relatively large, heavy, slow, but precise rover, with a long operating time,
suitable for the unmodified AL5D robotic arm (see Robotic Arms on page 121). The
specifications of this rover can be found in Table 13 on page 188 in the Appendix.

Next to Rover-1, a smaller, cheaper rover was prototyped as a variant. It has
significantly less operating time, but is much faster (and less accurate). It is based
on a radio-controlled car’s chassis and drive system. Since the mechatronics were
already developed for the slower rover, it was easily adapted and applied to Rover-
2. Rover-2 is specified in Table 14 on page 189 in the Appendix.

Both rovers use an Arduino based controller to handle commands and feature
a relatively small amount of artificial intelligence. The programming structure on
the controller utilizes the layered programming approach depicted in Figure 60.
The navigation layer receives robot states and the location of the task, and filters
out the relative location of the rover. It is the highest layer of intelligence in the
rover itself and contains functions to steer the rover and move the robotic arm,
e.g. go straight, make turn, and avoid obstacles. The obstacle avoidance layer con-
tains functions to adapt the path of the robot to avoid obstructions. The last layer
is the kinematic layer, and contains functions closest to the hardware drivers and
basic algorithmic operations, e.g. move left wheel, move robotic arm joint, and
check sensor values. Most of the actual artificial intelligence is relocated to an ex-
ternal software controller. The external software controller is explained in Software
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Figure 59: Rover-1 in the arena, surrounded by the coloured balls, with the AL5D mounted
on top. Two markers are visible: one on the rover, and a calibration marker in
the bottom-right corner.

Figure 60: Architecture of the mobile robotic arms represented as a 5-layer intercommuni-
cating process group adapted from [48]

Programmable Logic Controller on page 122. The rover can handle different types
of commands from the software-only Programmable Logic Controller (sPLC): G-
Code (e.g. G01 XYZ), and low and high skill primitives (e.g. grab, hover, home,
forward, backward, stop, etc.). The skill primitives are communicated through a
synchronization of states. The external controller sends the absolute position of
the robot, the current objective, and the location of the current objective intermit-
tently. This layering of tasks contributes to the overall reliability of robot controller
software.

Among the challenges in the development of the rovers were the limited capabil-
ities of the internal arduino controllers. Being single threaded, they cannot actively
control e.g. motor drivers while processing state information. The approach of
Rover-1 and Rover-2 differs in the motion aspect. Rover-1 processes states while
maintaining movement at all times. It is slow, and therefore this poses no prob-
lems provided that the synchronization frequency stays below an accepted rate.
Rover-2 uses a more complicated approach wherein distance to target is compared
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to its current location. If the position of the rover is close to the target location, it
stops movement to process a state.

Robotic Arms

Mentioned previously, the case implementation uses articulated robotic arms to
visualize and demonstrate the full extent of the architecture and its purpose. The
most convenient controllers for these robotic arms connect directly to a network
such as a Wireless Ethernet network. There are many robotic arms on the market
for consumers, education and small industrial use. Most of these robotic arms are
articulated robots. Table 15 on page 190 in the Appendix provides an outline of
the robots considered for the case implementation. Based on the budget and the
fact that the case implementation concept does not require high payloads or ac-
curacies, the Lynxmotion AL5D (Figure 61) was chosen as the robotic arm for the
case implementation. The AL5D is a small articulated robotic arm with 5 degrees
of freedom.[179] It is ideal for educational and experimental purposes for its low
accuracy, small payload and work envelope. This robot is easily controlled via PC
or micro-controllers such as Arduino boards.[180] The specifications of this robotic The second AL5D arm

was later retrofitted with
a shorter forearm
reducing the
elbow-to-wrist distance
for a stiffer, faster, and
more accurate arm so it
would better suit the
mobile platform it was
mounted on.

Figure 61: The Lynxmotion AL5D [179]

arm are listed in Table 11 on page 186 in the Appendix. For object retrieval, small
metal screws were inserted in the objects, and the end-effectors of the robots were
equipped with magnets. This approach counteracts the inaccuracy of the robotic
arm and decreases development and coding complexity compared to using the
regular (or modified) gripper as shown in Figure 61. The regular (somewhat lim-
ited) computer-platform controller (BotBoarduino) was replaced with an Arduino
Mega to enhance processing speed and connectivity to other components such as
wireless network controllers.

To test the reliability of the robotic arm and its kinematic model, and to evaluate
the effort required to program the robotic arm, the two micro-controllers were
programmed to interpret G-Code and run a single G-Code program. A master-
slave approach was used in which one micro-controller sent commands to the
second to start small snippets of the G-Code program. The experiment is further A snippet is a small

piece of re-usable code.specified in Cooperation in G-Code on page 196 in the Appendix. The robotic arms
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were able to operate for 8 hours straight without problems, were fairly easy to
program, and therefore deemed more than sufficient for the case implementation.

Lastly, the robotic arms were mounted on the rovers and the software was mod-
ified to allow an external PLC (see Software Programmable Logic Controller on page
122) to use skill primitives. These skill primitives include ’grab’, ’release’, ’hover’,
’search’, and other short commands on which the internal controller runs a se-
quence of G-Code commands to steer the robot. Adding low level skill primitives
is relatively simple, as is combining low level skill primitives into higher level skill
primitives. A command like ’getObject’ might contain lower level skill primitives
such as ’hover’, ’sweep’, ’grab’, ’home’, etcetera. Used correctly, skill primitives
are transferable to other robot arms or other handling devices. Programming lan-
guages like G-Code contain machine-oriented aspects, and thus are not always
translatable to other machines.

The robotic arms pick up the coloured objects. The coloured objects are embod-
ied by plastic balls (see Figure 62) for they are light and have the tendency to roll.
For practicality reasons, a fence is required to stop the objects from leaving the
area observed by the sensors.

Figure 62: The coloured plastic balls with inserted metal screws for magnetism. The plastic
ball is approximately 6cm in diameter

Software Programmable Logic Controller

Every robot is controlled by some sort of controller. The robots in the case imple-
mentation have drivers and low level controllers on-board, but require an external
controller to incorporate more artificial intelligence. The robots and rovers are con-
trolled by a sPLC. The software logically requires a computer to operate, but since
it can be any computer in the network, it is relatively independent of its hardware.
It features a wireless connection to the relatively unintelligent robot, and contains
most of the artificial intelligence required to function in the system. The capabili-
ties of the robot are known, and a schedule of tasks is kept internally. The sPLC
connects to the data-centric messaging layer, where it subscribes to auctions, tasks,
logs, safety zones, and sensor data (see Figure 63). It compares auctions to schedule,
evaluates the capabilities of the robot with respect to the described task, and places
bids. The sPLC thus publishes bids and logs of past events. The sensor data (and
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optionally safety zone data) it receives is interpreted, filtered to find the location
of the robot and current task, and forwards these to the robot in the form of skill
primitives.

sPLC

Startup Log (Profile)

Log
Update profile, update 

configuration, 

Auctions, 
Tasks

Generate Auction Bid

Tasks,
Auctions,

Bids

Generate Schedule

Bids

Perform Tasks
Log
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Update task and robot 
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DDS Service

DDS Service

DDS Service

DDS Service

DDS Service

DDS Service

DDS Service

State

DDS Comm Named Pipe TCP Socket

Robot

BidsDDS Service

Figure 63: Schematic representation of functions in the software PLC application, the
greyed out items are not implemented but required for a distributed auction.

The application is programmed using the Microsoft .NET 4.5 Framework in
both C# and Visual Basic. It features debugging and monitoring functions in both
console mode and windowed mode (see Figure 64). It auto-initiates all required
services and configurations after completing five steps as shown in the figure. 1)
Choose the configuration file to select the correct robot, 2) start up the DDS ser-
vices, 3) connect to the robot, 4) let the software find the relative and absolute
position of the robot, and 5) commence auction bidding and task execution.

The robot and sPLC communicate over a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
socket connection. The robot and sPLC are connected and communicate through a
synchronization process, wherein a state is transmitted intermittently with a con-
figurable interval. Processing the state frequently is a fairly costly process for the
robot, but increases the accuracy. However, while the state is being processed, the
robot cannot perform a task, or, alternatively, change what it is doing (turning,
driving, etc.) which can either decrease accuracy or speed. Discussed previously,
both rovers use a different approach that suit the individual robot. The Rover-1 can-
not change its course while processing a state, but is a slow robot and can handle a
relatively high number of state processes per second before its accuracy decreases.
The Rover-2 stops driving when it is close to a target while it is processing a state.
Since Rover-2 is a fast rover, the loss in speed is tolerable. These issues are solved
when Global or Local Positioning Systems are allocated to the robots themselves
in an industrial implementation.
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Figure 64: The simple sPLC application

The sPLC can process an incoming auction and publish a bid within 20ms, and
can update the position and status of the robot with a frequency of 200Hz. The
position can subsequently be synchronized with the rover over a TCP socket with
a frequency of 100Hz. The rover cannot interpret the state this fast, but since this
is a serial process, the latency in this process is (roughly) 1

100s. The actual latency
between the position of the rover, via image processing in the sensor unit, to the
sPLC, and lastly to the rover, is 80± 20ms.

6.1.6 Graphical Message Interface

For demonstration purposes, the case implementation was extended with a graph-
ical representation of data flow in the format of a twitter feed, see Figure 65. When
the case implementation was demonstrated, a large monitor showed the messages
flowing through the system. The message perspective enables users to see through
the physical visualization and see part of the architecture.

The application itself consists mostly of reused parts of the other module ap-
plications, using the same class libraries (see Modularity in the case implementation:
Object-Oriented Programming with Class Libraries). The extensibility and flexibility of
both the architecture and implementation allowed this application to be created
within a day. However, it proved to be one of the most useful facets of the case
implementation in explaining the architecture to viewers.
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Figure 65: The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the Twitter (Data) Feed, showing the
messages flowing through the system related to the execution of tasks.

6.1.7 Modularity in the case implementation: Object-Oriented Programming with Class
Libraries

Throughout the development stages of the architecture and architecture implemen-
tation, the modular approach is maintained. In the implementation phase, each
application has similar needs: to connect to the messaging service through sepa-
rate services, to receive and send messages, to store and manage these messages,
and (optionally) connect to hardware. The module applications were developed in
the Microsoft .NET 4.5 Framework, wherein messaging operations use a separate
processing thread. The most common functions are stored in class libraries, thus
the software is created using a multi-service, multi-threading, object-oriented ap-
proach. A total of 23 classes were created and combined in three class libraries of
the type dynamic-link libraries (DLL).

The Service Tool library contains DDS service classes with service management
and handling functions such as ’start’, ’stop’, ’status check’, as well as socket com-
munication classes for the utilizationg of tcp sockets and named-pipes. The Data
Tool library contains data manipulation classes such as the structure conversion
classes (from e.g. character arrays to .NET structures), data management and stor-
age classes, data search and search optimization classes, and time management
classes. Lastly, the Meta Tool library consists of higher level classes such as the
’Juggling’ classes for initiating multiple services and objects to create an overlap in
receiving data on newly discovered publishers, and multi-threading, multi-service
classes with event handlers and attached data storage objects. This modular ap-
proach is partly possible because of the standardized message service and message
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Figure 66: An overview of the hardware used in the case implementation

protocols. Contrarily, the industry commonly uses a numerous number of different
messaging and message protocol standards prohibiting the reuse and recycling of
applications, classes, functions, and operations.

These libraries ensure a rapid development of applications. The communication
protocol or API for the module applications is defined in API definition on page
204 in the Appendix.

6.2 case implementation overview

Thus far, the idea and components of the case implementation were discussed.
In this section, an overview of the case implementation is presented to show the
system entities, applications, and their relations.

An overview of the hardware in the case implementation is presented in Fig-
ure 66. Up to five computers are used at the same time for the various system
modules, though every application can be started on any computers or laptop con-
nected to the network. Figure 66 does not show the shell applications; these can be
initiated on any of the five pictured computers.

The case implementation is a simple robot object retrieval application, which is
also apparent from the hardware overview. The complexity of developing software
based on SOA becomes more apparent in the overview of the software and how
these applications are connected, see Figure 67. The total number of applications
(services) that are used in the case implementation is 43 (34 DDS services + 7 main
applications +2 arduino applications). The modularity and consequent reusability
of components on system level is relatively high; the total number of unique appli-
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cations used is 16 (10 DDS services + 5 main applications + 1 arduino application).
Each new application still needs to be developed, but the DDS services are reusable
and connected to the main applications using IPC.
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Figure 67: An overview of all software applications and communication types in the case
implementation

Though Figure 67 gives some idea of the reusability of the applications on sys-
tem level, it becomes more evident when looking more closely at the Auctioneer
application (described on page 116). Figure 68 shows the Auctioneer application
as a main application and its dependency on classes (and subsequent instances
of these classes). The main application of the Auctioneer initiates class instances
(objects) to perform data-related generically usable operations: subscriptions, pub-
lications, data filtering, data storing, data manipulation, keep schedules, and many
others.
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Figure 68: A detailed overview of the Auctioneer application and the use of class libraries

Each new application can use these classes and has access to all data transmitted
through the Data Distribution Service with minimum effort. This level of modu-
larity can be instigated in the industry to increase the extensibility and flexibility
of manufacturing systems. The impact on an industrial implementation is further
discussed in SMS Translation on page 140.
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6.3 reference control strategy

Since the architecture is newly developed and the challenge for which the archi-
tecture was implemented is not a common problem, there is little reference to
compare the performance of the case implementation against. A theoretical cen-
tralization of the case implementation can provide the theoretical best and worst
case scenarios. This reference study was performed to compare the simple auc-
tion (decentralized control) strategy to a centralized control strategy thus yielding
important information regarding the expected task performance efficiency of the
case implementation. The auction algorithm is a very simple algorithm, wherein
each robot attempts to convoke as many tasks as possible to fill its schedule. It
is a competition strategy without any optimizations to achieve more efficiency in
overall task performance. It is therefore expected that it is outperformed by the
centralized control strategy. This reference study provides an indication whether
this expectation is met for the case implementation, and to what extent.

The Light-Weight Architecture as proposed in Figure 48 on page 105 has a de-
centralized control strategy. However, the case implementation can be translated
relatively easily into a system with a centralized control strategy, creating a heterar-
chically linked system with centralized control. Centralizing the Case Implementation
discusses how the system can be centralized. Task Performance Scenarios on page
129 considers the comparison between the centralized and decentralized control
strategy in two simple task performance scenarios. This comparison illustrates the
expected performance of the system in long-term scheduling problems.

The outcome of the comparison and related assumptions made in this case study
are discussed in Evaluation and discussion on page 132, placing the results into
perspective.

6.3.1 Centralizing the Case Implementation

The architecture can be completely centralized by introducing (or replacing the
Auctioneer by) a STAM wherein the latter strategically allocates tasks based on
a schedule (see Figure 69). The control strategy of the newly formed architecture
consequently changes to centralized. One of the prerequisites of centralizing the
control strategy of the case implementation, is that the participants of the system
are known to the superior entities. The subordinate entities are to disregard most
of their artificial intelligence since their actions are controlled by their superiors. As
elaborately discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, centralizing the system has many
disadvantages. One of the advantages of centralizing the system is that task distri-
bution can be optimized on a global level, allowing the efficiency of the system to
reach a global optimum. A major disadvantage is the rigidity of a centralized sys-
tem, wherein a modification or problem in a single entity affects the entire system.

6.3.2 Task Performance Scenarios

The case implementation treats the retrieval of coloured objects as tasks, in which
each object has a location and a unique identifier. The rovers pick up the objects
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Figure 69: Hierarchic control in the case implementation

and bring them to the target. Rover-1 is a slow rover (denoted as ’Rov 1’ in the
top view presented in Figure 70) moves one unit of length (dx) each second: 1dx/s.
Rover-2 is faster and moves two units of length each second: 2dx/s. For simplifica-
tion purposes, grab, pick-up, and drop-off times are discarded, as well as obstacle
avoidance. Each robotic arms has a reach of dy, and is limited to movement of
in the x-axis. This limitation has the benefit of not requiring obstacle avoidance
strategies and the duration of each task can be expressed in terms of dx only.

The tasks of each scenario can be executed in different orders, giving each sce-
nario multiple outcomes. This reference study focusses on three: the fastest solu-
tion, the fastest- balanced solution, and the basic auction solution. In some cases,
it is beneficial to balance the utilization of equipment, instead of only utilizing the
full capacity of the fastest equipment. A balanced solution is a solution where both
rovers take roughly the same time to perform their tasks. One of the great advan-
tages of a centralized system is the option to optimize task performance to one or
more parameters, such as speed or equipment usage. The basic auction algorithm
is expected to be able to rapidly respond to dynamic changes, but not necessarily
yield the fastest nor the balanced solution.

Task Performance: Scenario 1

Before starting the task execution, the distance of Rover-1 to any coloured object
and subsequent target location is 7dx (see Figure 70). If Rover-1 picks up coloured
object (1) and drops it off at the target, it would require Rover-1 to move 1dx+ 6dx
and it would thus take 7 seconds. Starting at the target location, if Rover-1 would
then pick up coloured object (2), it would take 5dx+5dx

1dx/s = 10s.
If the other rover, Rover-2, would pick up coloured object (4) from its starting

position, it would require Rover-2 to move 1dx+ 3dx, moving at 2dx/s, taking 2

seconds. Subsequently, if Rover-2 would then pick up coloured object (3) starting
from the target position, it would take 4dx+4dx

2dx/s = 4s.
In this scenario, four general observations can be made:

• Observation 1: The Rover-1 always takes 7 seconds for its first task.
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Figure 70: Case Study Task Performance: Scenario 1

• Observation 2: For Rover-2, the distance to the first task is always 2dx shorter
than the distance to any task thereafter.

• Observation 3: Rover-1 will always take at least 6 seconds for the second task,
totalling the minimum time for the first two tasks to be completed by Rover-1
to 6dx+7dx

1dx/s = 13s.

• Observation 4: For Rover-2 to perform three tasks, it takes a minimum of
4dx+8dx+10dx

2dx/s = 11s.

From these observations, the fastest time for the completion of four tasks, is 11

seconds. In the fastest solution, the faster rover (Rover-2), retrieves object (4),(3),
and (2), while the slower rover (Rover-1), only retrieves object (1). This solution
is depicted in the bar graph presented in Figure 71a, wherein the faster Rover-2
features the symbol ’F’, and the slow Rover-1 the symbol ’S’. Figure 71b shows a
more balanced solution, but increases the total time to task completion.

Figure 71: Bar graph showing the Task Performance Scenario 1 solutions: a) the fastest
centralized solution and b) the fastest, balanced centralized solution, and c) the
decentralized (auction) solution.

The auction and scheduling solution used in the case implementation is based on
distance from rover to object, and object to target. Additionally, rovers will attempt
to prioritize tasks that have the lowest cost, thus from which the objects are closest
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to the rover. For this scenario, Rover-1 would only win the auction for the task
closest to the rover, thus object (1). The other objects are consequently retrieved by
Rover-2. In this particular scenario, the solution for the auction system is also the
fastest solution (see Figure 71c).

Task Performance: Scenario 2

Figure 72: Case Study Task Performance: Scenario 2

By simply switching rover starting positions, a different scenario is created (see
Figure 72). Again, four general observations can be made from which the fastest
solution can be discovered.

• Observation 1: In this situation, the duration of Rover-2’s first task is always
7dx

2dx/s = 3, 5s.

• Observation 2: For Rover-1, the distance to the first task is always 2dx shorter
than the duration of any task thereafter.

• Observation 3: The second task of Rover-1 will always take a minimum of 6

seconds. The shortest time for Rover-1 to perform two tasks is 12 seconds.

• Observation 4: The minimum amount of time it takes for Rover-2 to perform
three tasks is 7dx+6dx+8dx

2dx/s = 10, 5s.

From these observations, the fastest time in which all four tasks can be performed
is 10,5 seconds. The fastest solution is depicted in Figure 73a, a more balanced
solution in Figure 73b.

In the simple auction model, the auction of both object (2) and object (4) would
be won by Rover-1, resulting in a poor solution for task performance scenario 2

of 14 seconds. This emphasizes the model striving for a local optima, wherein a
global optimum is not achieved.

6.3.3 Evaluation and discussion

The reference study to the centralization of the case implementation provides an
indication for the efficiency in task performance of the case implementation. A
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Figure 73: Bar graph showing the Task Performance Scenario 2 solutions: a) the fastest
centralized solution and b) the fastest, balanced centralized solution, and c) the
decentralized (auction) solution.

centralized control strategy can optimize task performance for specific parameters,
in this reference study illustrated by the fastest and most balanced solutions. Auc-
tion based systems do not yield the fastest task performance, but aspire each rover
to collect as many tasks as possible. More advanced auction systems and collab-
oration between robots can ’nudge’ the solutions towards a global optimum, but
only a true centralized control strategy will continuously reach this optimum.

The scenarios presented as a theoretical reference study are examples of ’task
bursts’ or incremental task introductions. The gap in efficiency between the central-
ized and auction-based system is relatively large, shown in solutions of Task Perfor-
mance Scenario 2. However, the case implementation was created for continuous
task introduction, wherein the efficiency gap is expected to be considerably smaller.
Moreover, the verification environment is dynamic, with continuously changing
obstacles, tasks, and priorities. Each time the environment changes, a centralized
system needs to recalculate and redirect tasks. The decentralized, auction-based
approach is made for a dynamic environment. In this environment, a centralized
control strategy is incapable of reacting rapidly and efficiently to frequent changes.
In such a situations, a decentralized approach yielding local optima may result in
a greater overall efficiency.

Note that this theoretical reference study was executed to pertain a yardstick
to compare the behaviour and performance of the case implementation against.
From the reference study and as expected, the simple auction algorithm will not
yield the most efficient solution for relatively long-term task scheduling.

6.4 sms control strategy verification and evaluation

The case implementation was designed, developed, and built primarily to verify
that the expected behaviour and performance of the case implementation can be
achieved, and to evaluate the consequent (advantageous or disadvantageous) ef-
fects of applying the architecture.

The verification of the case implementation consists of a set of statements that
need to be verified (see Table 3 on page 135 in SMS Verification), a qualitative evalu-
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ation of the required time and effort to implement the architecture, and the quan-
titative performance indicators of a functional case implementation.

The case implementation itself is proof that the architecture can be translated
into a functional implementation. A more quantitative evaluation is that of the ex-
tensibility due to modularity and data-centricity, by introducing a new module to
an existing system. The previously discussed Graphical Message Interface (see page
124) is used to provide this information. The case implementation is tested vig-
orously to find potential bottlenecks, deadlocks, interoperability issues, and any
other problems that may be caused by either the architecture or the implementa-
tion.

Lastly, the operational case implementation is tested and the qualitative data
concerning communication efficiency, node-to-node and module-to-module perfor-
mance, module interpretation latencies, and alike are accumulated. These figures
are used to consider the viability and feasibility of the approach for application in
an industrial case. The evaluation and translation of the architecture are discussed
in SMS Evaluation on page 138 and SMS Translation on page 140 respectively.

6.4.1 SMS Verification

The SInBot Manufacturing System (SMS) architecture should enable the system to
be fault-tolerant, extensible, flexible, and maintainable, and these key features need
to be verified. The case implementation was designed and built to be extensible,
flexible, and maintainable, using an approach that has a relatively high degree of
fault-tolerance. It is therefore expected that the resulting system will adhere to
most of the requirements summarized from Chapter 5 listed in Table 3. Though
fault-tolerance is an important pillar of the SMS architecture, it overlaps largely
with extensibility, maintainability, and flexibility. This overlap is marked with an
asterisk (*) in Table 3, and further shows whether the SMS architecture supports the
implementation of the requirement and whether the feature was implemented in
the case implementation. Extensibility, Maintainability, and Flexibility on page 134

to 137 elaborate on the verification.

Extensibility

The extensibility of a system is the capability to add functions, operations, compo-
nents, sub-systems, or systems to an existing system with minimum effort.[5] For
SMMEs, it is important that the resulting system responds to the new situation
accordingly, e.g. changes the task distribution and redistributes workload. Also a
very important addition to the definition by [5], is the ability of a system to keep
functioning after the removal of equipment (or, more exhaustive: the removal of
functions, operations, components, sub-systems, or systems).

Hardware reconfigurations have been tested thoroughly, wherein sensor unit,
rovers, robotic arms, and specific configuration parameters were changed, replaced,
relocated (such as maximum speed, approach distance, but also higher level pa-
rameters such as bid calculations, priority allocations, etcetera) both off-line and
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Table 3: How to test the system for extensibility, maintainability, and flexibility. (*) repre-
sents overlap with testing the fault-tolerance of the system. Column ’C’ represents
whether the case implementation complies with the stated requirements; column
’A’ whether an implementation of the architecture can comply with the stated
requirements.

Extensibility The ability of the system to... C A

...support in-line/on-line hardware reconfigurations X X

...support in-line/on-line module reconfigurations X X

...function after equipment removal* X X

...acknowledge vital equipment removal* X X

...allow the introduction of new equipment X X

...distribute tasks logically to new equipment X X

...dynamically distribute workload X X

Maintainability The ability of the system to support system users in...

...worker module breakdown o X

...master module breakdown X X

...network unit breakdown o X

...re-routing information streams X X

...reconfiguring a worker module X X

...reconfiguring a worker’s hardware X X

...reconfiguring a master module X X

Flexibility The system is insensitive to...

...worker module breakdowns* X X

...master module breakdowns* X X

...network unit breakdown* X X

...task content modification X X

...introducing previously unsupported workers X X

...introducing previously unsupported masters X X

...temporary communication disruptions* X X
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on-line/in-line. Task execution continues as long as there is at least one robot with
corresponding sPLC and sensor unit operational.

Master modules are built to restart when other components in the system no
longer see a ’proof of life’, making module reconfigurations a relatively safe pro-
cess. After removal of an application, robot, sensor, or processing equipment (such
as a notebook running one or multiple applications), the system quickly recov-
ers by restarting the necessary software through shell (dormant) applications and
re-allocating tasks to available robots. (Re)starting master modules such as the Auc-
tion Module takes up to 5 seconds depending on the notebook’s performance in
this implementation during which no auctions are started or ended. During this
time, task execution continues, for the schedule in each robot is maintained. Ta-
ble 19 on page 207 in the Appendix provides the event responses of the system on
the possible module failures. The moment a shell application leaves its dormant
state, a log containing its new status is published which is essentially a response
report of the event.

The decoupled approach of the architecture, as well as the layered -and segre-
gated service- approach in software development, enables the introduction of new
software with minimum effort. The content of the messages and task descriptions
are also decoupled from the method of achieving the task or the acquisition pro-
cess of pertaining the information. Already discussed in the previous paragraphs,
the introduction of a GUI to show the messages ’flowing’ through the system; a
Twitter Feed was created. The effort required was the design of the GUI, and the
programming of string constructors to display incoming messages. The DDS ser-
vices, libraries for the API, message filtering, structuring, and storing, were the
same and unchanged as used in the development of all other (Windows based)
modules.

After new introductions such as a task-performing worker module, the tasks
need to be distributed according to the chosen strategy (e.g. most-efficient, cost-
effective, fastest, etcetera). The case implementation uses an auction system, ensur-
ing each entity that is capable to bid will be allocated tasks logically.

Maintainability

One of the most important aspects of the maintainability of a system, is the effort it
takes to deal with (sub)system breakdowns. In the case implementation, a master
module breakdown is first noticeable when a log message of a shell application tak-
ing over the failed module’s tasks is published. These messages are easily filtered
and routed to a specific user interface; the Twitter Feed in this particular case. In
an industrial application, this same method may apply but information regarding
master module failure would be displayed on e.g. a worker’s hand-held device or
work station.

Worker module failures however, are not noticed that directly in terms of com-
munication via the message service system. If a part of the worker fails, it stops
performing its task. In the case of the rovers, tasks are automatically rerouted but
the rover stops moving. As discussed in Extensibility on page 134, the removal and
failure of worker modules was elaborately tested, supporting the users in their
maintenance is dependent on the implementation of the architecture to a specific
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case. If an industrial robot cooperating with an other large piece of equipment fails,
maintenance support is vital. In the case implementation, failure of a robot leads
to a more challenging task for the system or the inability of the system to perform
tasks. Though the architecture supports the detection of worker module failure, it
was not implemented in the case implementation. The consequent step is to repair
or replace the robot, and to ensure the system maintains task performance. The
modularity, extensibility, and flexibility of the system ensures that any other task
performing robot can be introduced while the system is operational, and task per-
formance can regain its original level. In this aspect, worker module breakdowns
are in part supported by the case implementation, since replacing a broken robot
does not affect the system.

In an industrial environment that relies on a communication network for task
distribution and safety messages, it is vital to rapidly identify a failed network unit.
The case implementation uses a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) connection,
ensuring a stable connection on network unit breakdown if all modules are within
reach of at least two network hubs (routers). Though the architecture supports the
identification of a network unit breakdown, it was not implemented and tested
in the case implementation. However, upon failure, the information streams are
rerouted through a new hub automatically, and any modules that are no longer
responding restarted automatically (see Extensibility on page 134). New network
hubs can be connected without affecting the system or its communication, thus
again partly supporting the maintenance on the case implementation.

The case implementation does feature a range of reconfiguration options in the
master and worker module implementations, in position, task, and functionality.
All modules utilize both a graphical user interface and a console for modification
and monitoring. On top of these options, some functions can be adjusted exter-
nally through the configuration option in logs. For example, both the identifica-
tion number of the marker and the global position it represents can be modified
by publishing a modification log stating its new identification number and loca-
tion. This feature can be used in an industrial setting to allow human workers to
modify equipment from a hand-held device or work station.

Flexibility

Both the architecture and case implementation were built to be flexible and fault-
tolerant. Module breakdowns, network unit breakdowns, introduction of a new
type of workers or master were all extensively tested and did not affect the system.
Disrupting all communications only leads to the system ’resetting’, caused by tasks
that go past their ’due time’ and need to be reintroduced after the network is
restored.

Lastly, changing the task content does not change the system, assuming the
auction-bidding approach is maintained.
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6.4.2 SMS Evaluation

In the previous section (SMS Verification), the characteristics of the case implemen-
tation were verified to be as designed, developed, and built. In this section, the
Task Execution Behaviour (see page 138), Task Performance Efficiency (see page 139),
and Case implementation Performance (see page 139) are considered to evaluate the
architecture and its application. Case implementation was expected to adhere to
the requirements discussed in SMS Verification on page 134, the topics discussed
in the following paragraphs are the consequent result of combining all elements of
the system in its dynamic environment.

Task Execution Behaviour

In the early stages of development of the case implementation, the control was
centralized and a single robot was used to measure the latencies of messages, com-
mands, and reactions and compare against the values described in Message Service
Integration Performance Analysis on page 198 in the Appendix. When the control
was decentralized, the first behaviour that was not directly programmed in either
robot or facilitating subsystem occurred. Moments of indecisiveness eventualized,
as well as some chasing of moving coloured objects. The indecisiveness of the rover
occurred mainly because of the combination of obstacle avoidance and task prior-
ities. Whenever an obstacle avoidance algorithm was triggered, the rover veered
from its path and retrieved the object that would maximize the rover’s efficiency.
When the obstacle avoidance algorithm is triggered multiple times in a short pe-
riod, and in a small area, the indecisiveness emerged. Secondly, when a coloured
object is literally thrown in the sensor unit’s line of sight and is perceived by the
rover as the task that should be executed at this moment, the rover starts chasing
the object. Both behaviours can 1) be explained by the choice of decision, schedul-
ing, and auction algorithms, and 2) were not prohibiting the system to carry out
tasks, but rather decreased the overall performance of the case implementation
(note: not the performance of the software, middleware, or the architecture). The
case implementation ran for approximately 150 hours without deadlocks or (seri-
ous) problems using a single robot.

In the laboratory environment, without a real area restriction other than the line
of sight of the camera unit, introducing a second sPLC and robot did not require
a change in the system and subsequently did not change the performance of the
system. However, task performance did change, as Rover-2 (which has a greater
acceleration and speed than Rover-1) ’stole’ almost every task. Shown in Figure 60
on page 120, when triggering an obstacle avoidance operation, all above layers are
temporarily ’on hold’. Since Rover-2 can respond more rapidly, it adjusts more
easily to an environment with more obstacles. While Rover-1 performed a single
task, Rover-2 performed multiple (up to four) tasks and outbid Rover-1 causing the
latter to spend part of its time waiting to win an auction. This behaviour can again
be explained by the choice of scheduling and auction algorithm. By adjusting the
sPLC of Rover-1 to place a better bid than is actually feasible, the task allocation
can be distributed more evenly, but does not necessarily increase the efficiency of
the case implementation as a whole.
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The grounds of the behaviour of both robots lay in the scheduling and auc-
tion algorithms, and are subject to changes in the number of available tasks, the
’sensed’ area of the sensor unit, and naturally, the locations of the dynamically
introduced coloured objects causing a change in the number of required obstacle
avoidances. The components themselves are performing adequately, but the inter-
action between the various components can invoke accountable behaviour that is
hard to predict. In more complex implementations, this behaviour need to be care-
fully monitored. The efficiency of the case implementation in executing tasks is not
directly related to the performance of the software, middleware, and architecture.
These behaviours are therefore described qualitatively and not quantified.

Task Performance Efficiency

Applying the scenario to the case implementation and starting task performance
resulted in very different outcomes than theoretically predicted. Due to camera
inaccuracy, communication or decision delays, and obstacle avoidance algorithms,
the ideal routes are rarely followed. In practice, the faster rover performs nearly
every task, while the slower rover constantly changes its path to accommodate
its route to the dynamic environment. In a small confined space with a relatively
large number of dynamic obstacles, both rovers are far more efficient working
individually than combined.

In the current system, the tasks and task division are updated multiple times
each second according to new parameters resulting from obstacle avoidance, route
following errors due to camera inaccuracy, and other challenges not easily pre-
dicted in theoretical studies. In addition, the complete system had no problem
when the arena was turned into a "bowling ally"; throwing in additional objects
(tasks) and bumping the already-present objects around while task performance
was in process, posed absolutely no issues. A rover might give chase for a second
before a stationary object would be a more efficient task to execute according to the
auction rules, and normal task performance would resume. The only system that
is affected is the rover. Any other system is not affected compared to a stationary
field of tasks.

Optimizing obstacle avoidance algorithms, smaller turn radii on the rovers, bet-
ter camera accuracy, and a larger arena will produce results closer to the proposed
scenarios. However, since these scenarios were simplified and do not take into
account obstacles, any result will only approach the theoretical situations, never
reach it.

Case implementation Performance

The average duration of a task is 30 to 90 seconds, depending on the distance
between object and target, and the number of obstacles each robot has to avoid.
The case implementation can handle up to 8 coloured objects in the arena and
two rovers. Introducing significantly more objects or an additional rover causes
the obstacle avoidance algorithms to take over completely and task performance
is halted. The arena is cleared of 8 coloured objects in ≈ 4− 8 minutes, and new
tasks can be introduced all at once, or incrementally over a longer period of time.
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Transport services were configured to use multi-cast with the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) which, in combination with a high quantity of messages, can cause
(old) network equipment to slow down. OpenDDS features additional transport
service settings, also used in other DDS implementations. A DDS implementation
for a radar, for example, featured 2000 updates a second to weapon via (directed)
unicast, and 10 updates a second to 50 monitors via multicast.[121] An indus-
try implementation can thus be adapted to suit the application, allowing a more
robust system. The resulting case implementation broadcast maximum 4500 mes-
sages each second divided between a maximum of 34 OpenDDS nodes belonging
to 6 modules. Combined, these messages amassed to ≈ 150kb/s over a wireless
802.11b/g 54mbps network. Varies optimizations can reduce this bandwidth usage
dramatically, one of which is the use of a Task Monitor instead of solely using the
shelf-life principle for task performance reliability. The same network was used for
the server/client connection between robots and sPLCs and posed no significant
problems.

Table 4 summarizes the performance specifications of the case implementation.
OpenDDS specifies its performance with a message latency of 50µs and can link
systems through communicating over five million messages per second. The typi-
cal latency from DDS node to node in the case implementation is 150µs, the max-
imum number of messages communicated between two nodes is 7000 per second.
The time between the sensor unit sensing a coloured object and task creation in the
Task Creator is approximately 4ms. When using the flexible separate DDS services
with socket connection to each application, the average time between message gen-
eration in application A and message interpretation in application B is 11, 6ms (see
also Figure 74). When using one subscriber-publisher set, the maximum message
frequency is 200. Some of the modules feature 5 subscribers, and can theoretically
reach a frequency of 1000 messages per second. Lastly, the minimum delay from
introducing a coloured object to the sPLC starting task execution is 50ms, and
though the number of SensorData messages can reach 500 per second, the Task
Creator can interpret a maximum of 200 messages per second.

In any system, delays and package loss are relatively normal, depending on the
stability of the software entities. In terms of task communication, a delay up to hun-
dreds of milliseconds can be acceptable. In terms of safety, this is not acceptable.
In the case implementation, package loss occurred occasionally on many different
levels: from serial connection to IPC (but none were detected in the DDS layer). The
problem can be either of the type ’missing data’ or ’faulty data’. The Task Creator
was adapted to compare incoming messages to their expected content, and regis-
ter each data set that contained unexpected content. The result was a registered
package loss every 100.000 data sets, mostly missing the last byte or bytes. Though
not of any significance to the case implementation or its performance, it needs to
be taken into account on implementation in an industry setting.

6.4.3 SMS Translation

The case implementation’s performance can be used to evaluate the architecture’s
applicability to the proposed problem. As far as generalization of the results, is
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Figure 74: The results of measuring the latencies 500 sent messages, from one module to
another, using a wireless 802.11b/g network, including data interpretation of
the receiving module.

only applicable to systems with a similar task-to-communication ratio involving
cycle times, delays, task durations, and similar reliabilities of hardware and appli-
cations. The development of the case implementation as well as the components
are more valuable in this aspect. Though the content of tasks will differ in an
industrial setting, the applications could be implemented directly in a system fol-
lowing the SInBot architecture. The content of the messages are relatively irrelevant
to most of the applications but the task performing modules, thus a Task Creation
Module needs to be created. The Auctioneer can be ’updated’ and maintained. The
Auctioneer and even the Twitter Feed, can be perceived as working concept appli-
cations for industrial application. The sPLC is predominantly application-specific
but the approach that was used is realistic. The sPLC and robots can communi-
cate on different levels: low level, G-Code, and Skill Primitives. In an industrial
showcase, the first step in creating a more intelligent industrial robot is likely to be
an intermediate artificial intelligence entity communicating with the robot via G-
Code; similar to the sPLC and robot. Communication speeds and frequencies were

Table 4: Case implementation Performance Specification

Specification Latency Max Message Frequency

OpenDDS ≈ 50µs 5M+ s−1

DDS Node to Node 150± 50µs 7000 s−1

SensorData to Task Creator ≈ 4ms 50 s−1

Module to Module (10 nodes) N(11, 6± 1, 1)ms 1000 s−1

Module to Module (2 nodes) N(11, 6± 1, 1)ms 200 s−1

Object to task execution ≈ 50ms 200 s−1
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Figure 75: A hardware overview of industry example ’Industry (Small)’ described in Table 5

chosen to mimic the current industrial standards. Though it is far from conclusive,
the sPLC and robot combination shows much promise for the chosen approach.

The case implementation was discussed on system and application level in Case
Implementation Overview on page 126. The data obtained from the evaluation of the
case implementation can be used to evaluate the implementability and feasibility
of the architecture in an industrial setting.

A basic industry example is presented in Figure 75, wherein 3 robots, 1 AGV,
10 localization sensors, and all master modules discussed in Chapter 5 are present.
Using the same localization method as the case implementation, 10 sensor modules
can monitor an area of approximately 20 x 10 meters with an accuracy of ±5mm.
Shown in the column ’Industry (Small)’ of Table 5, a total of 63 DDS nodes will
transmit 177 kb of data each second on average. This example demonstrates that a
small extension of the case implementation is very feasible.

When the industry example is extended (see column ’Industry (Large)’ in Table 5)
the impact on DDS nodes and bandwidth usage increases. Using the same extrap-
olation from the case implementation data, a manufacturing system with a.o. 14*) The SMS architecture

does not require
additional master

modules for handling
different production cells

or equipment groups.
The introduction of these

additional modules in
the example is to

illustrate the effect on
DDS nodes and

bandwidth usage.

robots and 100 sensor modules consumes approximately 660 kb of data each sec-
ond, spread over 260 DDS nodes. Additional Task Creators can be introduced, as
well as additional Auctioneers to handle different production cells or equipment
groups.*

The number of robots in the last example may not be easily exceeded by Euro-
pean SMMEs, finding the limit of a typical network provides some perspective in
the true extensibility of the SInBot Manufacturing System. The maximum speed
(i.e. throughput) of a typical consumer-model wireless 802.11n router is 300 Mbps,
or 38400 kb/s. The throughput limit is reached (extrapolating from Table 4 on page
141) when introducing e.g. 10.000 sensor modules, 500 graphical user interfaces,
and 500 robots (sPLCs). Though a normal consumer router is theoretically capable
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Table 5: Extensibility of the system and the system load

Modules Case Study Industry (Small) Industry (Large)

Auctioneer 1 1 2*

Task Creator 1 1 3*

Capability Matcher 0 1 1

STAM 0 1 1

Task Monitor 0 1 2*

sPLC 1 5 14

Graphical User Interface 1 1 5

Sensor Module 1 5 100

DDS nodes 34 63 260

Bandwidth usage 150 kb/s 177 kb/s 660 kb/s

of connecting such a vast number of devices, industry-grade network equipment
is needed to ensure stable and reliable communication. New routers also use new
protocols, such as the 802.11ac standard that uses wider channels, and is able to
cope with a throughput up to 7 Gbps.[181] For European SMMEs, the theoreti-
cal limits of the system using current state of the art components is more or less
irrelevant, since a production company using 500 robots is likely to be a Large
Enterprise.

6.5 conclusion

The case implementation is an implementation of the SInBot Manufacturing Sys-
tem architecture to verify its capabilities and evaluate the architecture. An im-
plementation of the SMS architecture should be flexible, extensible, maintainable,
fault-tolerant, and implementable. A list of requirements was presented to evaluate
the design, development, build, and performance of the case implementation. As
a secondary goal, the case implementation is used to demonstrate the capabilities
and inner workings of the architecture to system users and viewers.

For the demonstration, verification, and evaluation of the architecture, it was
applied to an object-retrieval challenge. The worker modules are represented by
rovers with a robotic arm, retrieving dynamically scattered coloured objects in an
arena. A camera-based sensor unit publishes the locations of rovers and objects.
The locations of objects are translated to tasks by a Task Creator and allocated
by an Auctioneer. Robots can bid on tasks by taking into account their schedule
and estimated task duration. The bids are calculated by an external software pro-
grammable logic controller, connected to the robot. To ensure all tasks are executed
and the robots can improve their task performance efficiency, tasks and auctions
have shelf-lives. They expire, forcing each module to update their schedule or list.
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The auction model that is used to distribute tasks is rather simple. The robots
try to fill their schedule with as many tasks as possible. For a given set of tasks, the
Auctioneer will therefore not necessarily find the most efficient solution. A theoret-
ical control strategy reference study was executed wherein two task scenarios were
investigated. The task execution of both a centralized control strategy and the de-
centralized control strategy (auction) were compared, resulting in an indication of
the case implementation efficiency. The decentralized control strategy is expected
to perform just as well, or better if either tasks are introduced continuously or the
dynamic continuously changing environment is taken into account.

By implementing the architecture, the development, capabilities, and the subsys-
tem performance of the case implementation can be evaluated. The architecture
was implemented as planned, and can be controlled with a centralized and de-
centralized strategy. The global optimization modules (Strategic Task Allocation
Module and Capability Matching Module) were not implemented. Though the
data-centric messaging system has a steep learning curve and defining the stan-
dards and protocols for the interfaces was time consuming, applying the interface
to a new application was very time-efficient. The modular approach through all
software layers enabled library and interface reuse and recycling, increasing the
development efficiency. Two main approaches were used to link applications to
the messaging service system: integrated and segregated. The latter proved a very
efficient and flexible approach.

The messaging service system of choice was OpenDDS, which proved fast, re-
liable, and rapidly deployable. The Object Management Group manages the DDS
standard, ensuring interoperability with other DDS vendors. Transport services of
OpenDDS were configured to use multi-cast with UDP which, in combination with
a high quantity of messages, can cause (old) network equipment to slow down.
OpenDDS features additional transport service settings (e.g. unicast), also used in
other DDS implementations to ensure fast and reliable communication. Combined
with the modular approach used in the case implementation, the SInBot Manu-
facturing System is a flexible and extensible system. It is reasonable to expect that
SMMEs will not build their production facilities at one point in time but will rather
add, modify, and remove equipment from different brands and vendors over a pe-
riod of years. This requires a different level of flexibility and extensibility for which
this approach is very well suited.

The architecture was proposed to feature a decentralized, distributed auction
back-up system. Though this was not implemented in the case implementation, it
essentially eliminates the Auctioneer. However, a decentralized auction approach
generally requires a (dynamic) master node that announces the opening and clos-
ing of auctions. Without a master node, communication issues may result in
’sloppy’ task allocation in turn resulting in multiple robots (or none at all) trying
to achieve the same task. Using a dynamic master node is very similar to the Auc-
tion Module proposed in the SMS architecture. Thus in this particular case and
approach, the proposed centralized auctioneer with shell-services is more fault-
tolerant due to the added redundancy.

Chapter 5 presented the nine rules of reference to support the development of effi-
cient decentralized manufacturing systems. For the development of future flexible
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manufacturing facilities, these rules of reference are inescapable. The architecture
adhered to these rules, but is not the only possible architecture design solution.
The case implementation is an implementation of the architecture, but this is also
not the only possible solution. The case implementation is a successful implemen-
tation of the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture, and excelled in task per-
formance in dynamic environments. Like the architecture, it was verified to adhere
to the requirements of extensibility, flexibility, maintainability, and fault-tolerance,
and shows promise towards the implementability in European SMMEs. The ex-
tensibility limit of the architecture in terms of DDS nodes and bandwidth usage
far exceeds the practical reach of European SMMEs and will further increase by
utilizing the latest network equipment. Additionally, throughout the design, devel-
opment, build, and evaluation, there were no signs that could invalidate the SMS
architecture. Consequently can be concluded that the SInBot Manufacturing Sys-
tem architecture is a plausible approach to the organization of communication and
control in efficient decentralized manufacturing systems. The case implementation
is easily extended with additional modules and can be modified to be used in an
industrial case.





7
C O N C L U S I O N

The next industrial revolution (IR-4) can be described as the investigation and de-
velopment of fully describable, manageable, context-sensitive and controllable or
self-regulating manufacturing systems by the industry adopting the Internet of
Things. The customer is given a central stage by extending communication infras-
tructures from supplier and manufacturer to the customer. It has the potential
to prepare manufacturing companies for dynamic and fluctuating markets, re-
shoring of previously out-sourced and off-shored manufacturing processes, and
improve the (perceived) quality of products. The research initiatives Industrie 4.0
and Smart Industry emphasize that Europe aims to grow a new breed of indus-
try capable of dealing with high demands of the information society: outstanding
quality, volatile consumer demands, competitive markets, whilst competing with
low-margin high-volume products from low-wage manufacturing countries. The
impact of IR-4 projects and implementations ranges from changes in products to
processes, and will influence the required skills of human workers in this new
breed of industry. Low skilled jobs will disappear, new jobs will emerge; both
high-skilled and jobs that cannot be fully understood yet. More products may be
personalized and will captivate the product cycle from design to production. Vast
research and development opportunities will appear in expanding Human Robot
Collaboration systems and cost-efficient automated manufacturing of small batch
sizes. Project SInBot is one of the projects focusing on rapid deployment of ver-
satile machinery for small batch sizes in small to medium sized manufacturing
enterprises. SInBot specifically aims to diminish work preparation and changeover
costs for industrial robots and give European small to medium sized manufactur-
ing enterprises a competitive advantage.

Centralized control in current manufacturing environments and preprogram-
ming of routine tasks make industrial robots suitable for repetitive work, but the
work preparation and deployment for manufacturing tasks time-consuming and
cost-inefficient. One of the main reasons is that a centralized control strategy re-
sults in static and predictable systems. This strategy is particularly useful when
a production facility produces identical (or very similar) products in a specific
way for a long stretch of time. However, small to medium sized manufacturing
enterprises need to be agile in order to be competitive, consequently requiring
more dynamic and strategic control. Manufacturing systems need to be able to
respond to changes, such as the introduction or removal of equipment, e.g. due to
changes in the product or production process. Sensor-controlled industrial robots
with cognitive abilities operate more efficiently than preprogrammed machines
in dynamic environments. Data and information must be available to subsystems
that need it, rather than only shared with a predefined machine or cell as is cur-
rent practice. Combined with enhanced connectivity of manufacturing equipment,
manufacturing systems move towards cyber-physical systems. These systems need
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to be reliable, implementable, maintainable, and extensible, particularly for small
to medium sized manufacturing enterprises. They need a system that allows new
equipment to be introduced without the need to modify other parts of the system
or the system itself. The goal of this research is to develop a manufacturing sys-
tem capable of supporting European small to medium sized manufacturing enter-
prises in rapid deployment of versatile equipment, to improve the cost-efficiency
of (re)configurations and changeovers in dynamic production environments: the
SInBot Manufacturing System (SMS).

The field of flexible automation and robotics have been a popular research area
for decades, and is still thriving. For most challenges mentioned in project SInBot,
possible solutions are available in scientific research. Agent based systems, auc-
tion based task allocation, holonic manufacturing systems, and real-time commu-
nication are some of the relevant topics for project SInBot. Though these (mostly
experimental) systems may provide some solutions, it is vital that a facilitating
system architecture is developed that can be used in small to medium sized manu-
facturing enterprises, but also benefits from continuous developments in the field
of robotics. .

Traditional manufacturing systems connect equipment and processing entities in
a strict hierarchical manner. When elements in a task performing system are linked
hierarchically, it is near unavoidable to use a centralized control strategy. New
equipment can be connected via e.g. Ethernet, enabling a heterarchic network of
manufacturing machines. These heterarchically linked entities form a fault-tolerant
network, and enable the use of other than centralized control strategies.

A centralized control strategy can optimize the efficiency of an entire system,
but inherently lacks robustness and flexibility. Decentralized control strategies can
respond rapidly in a dynamic environment, but lack the ability to reach a global
optimum. Combining both control strategies can potentially yield a robust sys-
tem capable of rapid response in dynamic situations and able to reach a global
optimum in performance and efficiency. The bare-bones of the SMS should thus
be decentralized, allowing a rapid response on reconfigurations, addition of new
entities, failures, and other effects of a dynamic environment. Amending, central-
ized entities can in turn optimize the system’s conditions for e.g. performance,
efficiency, or quality.

Multi Agent Systems (MAS) are heterarchically structured systems of au-
tonomous agents that address similar challenges as project SInBot. The downside
of a MAS is the lack of a global optimization process, thus reaching only local op-
tima in task performance. Secondly, existing MAS platforms generally lack the ma-
turity to be applied in industrial settings. Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS)
are very similar to MAS in many ways, and also address similar challenges present
in SInBot. A decentralized HMS suffers from similar problems as a MAS, and both
can benefit from a hybrid control strategy for global optimization.

Hybrid control structures with central optimization processes can be enhanced
with an auction model using a combination of ad hoc and dedicated task allocation
strategies. This model is used as a task deliberation process in a decentralized
system. Schedule optimization can be added as an optional process for global
optimization.
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Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) are often used to create decentralized sys-
tems and enable robust, flexible, distributed processing of complex problems with
limited costs and enhances interoperability. These systems are notoriously com-
plex to program, inheriting potential problems from both regular programming
and decoupled development.

The market demand for flexibility and robustness of data transport has brought
forth software developers developing new SOA based communication architec-
tures and messaging service technologies. In decoupled systems, using the right
combination of software architectures and messaging service systems is vital. As-
pects like reliability, message speed, fault-tolerance, and interoperability need to
conform. The SInBot Manufacturing System utilizes the principles and basic ar-
chitecture of Service Oriented Architectures, combined with state-of-the-art mes-
saging service systems to handle both manufacturing and safety related communi-
cations. There is not a single software platform that adheres to the requirements,
goals, and vision of project SInBot, thus the architecture needs to be developed
and is proposed as the assembly of commercial and open-source (or alternatively;
components) off the shelf. Data Distribution Service (DDS) systems are gaining
momentum in decentralized environments for (a.o.) its rich quality of service set-
tings and wide employability. Combined with an auction based task allocation
strategy, it provides a well-formed structure for the SInBot Manufacturing System
architecture.

The system architecture for the SInBot Manufacturing System is proposed as
a hybrid decentralized, distributed, modular architecture for flexible, extensible,
and reconfigurable manufacturing systems. Nine rules of reference to support the
development of efficient decentralized manufacturing systems were defined de-
scribing important aspects of an architecture. It describes the use of autonomous,
pro-active, social, rational, and reactive modules that communicate using a flexible
common data kernel. All these modules are able to read, interpret, and process a
generic message and task level, and are self-aware to enable task assessment and
distributed task allocation. The data kernel uses a distributed data model without
the need for vital central nodes. A hybrid decentralized control strategy enables
the system to respond to dynamic environments, and allows the system to opti-
mize global efficiency in longer production runs.

The SMS architecture is designed according to the rules of reference for the SIn-
Bot project and cases. The resulting architecture is fault-tolerant, extensible, flex-
ible, maintainable, and implementable. It enables dynamic reconfigurability, but
requires implementation in the relevant modules before application. Automated
reconfigurations are also an option that would fit well with the SInBot case, but
implementation will depend on available hardware and software.

To verify its capabilities and evaluate the architecture, the SInBot Manufacturing
System was translated to a case implementation. As an implementation of the SMS
architecture, it should inherit the properties of the architecture; flexible, extensible,
maintainable, fault-tolerant, and implementable. A list of requirements was pre-
sented to evaluate the design, development, build, and performance of the case
implementation. As a secondary goal, the case implementation is used to demon-
strate the capabilities and inner workings of the architecture to system users and
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viewers. The case in which the architecture was implemented can be described
as an object-retrieval challenge wherein coloured objects are retrieved by mobile
robots. A camera-based sensor unit publishes locations of these robots and objects.
The object locations are translated to tasks by a Task Creator and allocated by an
Auctioneer. The robot modules retrieve the dynamically scattered coloured objects
by bidding on tasks taking into account their capabilities, schedule, and estimated
task duration.

The architecture was implemented as planned and can be controlled with a cen-
tralized and decentralized strategy. The data-centric messaging system (OpenDDS)
has a steep learning curve and defining the standards and protocols for the inter-
faces was time consuming. Adversely, applying the interface to a new application
was very time-efficient. A modular approach through all software layers enabled
library and interface reuse and recycling, increasing the development efficiency.
Two main approaches were used to link applications to the messaging service sys-
tem; integrated and segregated. The latter was substantiated as a very efficient and
flexible approach.

OpenDDS proved to be a fast, reliable, and rapidly deployable messaging ser-
vice system. The Object Management Group manages the DDS standard, ensuring
interoperability with other DDS vendors. Transport services of OpenDDS were
configured to use multi-cast with User Datagram Protocol (UDP) which, in com-
bination with a high quantity of messages, can cause (old) network equipment to
slow down. OpenDDS features additional transport service settings (e.g. unicast),
also used in other DDS implementations to ensure fast and reliable communica-
tion. Combined with the modular approach used in the case implementation, the
SInBot Manufacturing System is a flexible and extensible system. It is reasonable to
expect that small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises will not build their
production facilities at one point in time but will rather add, modify, and remove
equipment from different brands and vendors over a period of years. This requires
a different level of flexibility and extensibility for which this approach is very well
suited.

The goal of this research was to design a manufacturing system capable
of supporting European small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises in
rapid deployment of versatile equipment, to improve the cost-efficiency of
(re)configurations and changeovers in dynamic production environments: the SIn-
Bot Manufacturing System. The rules of reference are unavoidable for the devel-
opment of these facilities. The architecture adhered to these rules, but is not the
only architecture solution that can be derived from the rules of reference. The
case implementation is a successful implementation of the SInBot Manufacturing
System architecture, and excelled in task performance in dynamic environments.
Like the architecture, it was verified to adhere to the requirements of extensibility,
flexibility, maintainability, fault-tolerance, and shows promise towards the imple-
mentability in European small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises. The
extensibility limit of the architecture in terms of DDS nodes and bandwidth usage
far exceeds the practical reach of European SMMEs and will further increase by
utilizing the latest network equipment. Additionally, throughout the design, de-
velopment, build, and evaluation, there were no signs, bottlenecks, problems, or
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issues that discard the viability of the SMS architecture. Consequently can be con-
cluded that the SInBot Manufacturing System architecture is a plausible approach
to the organization of communication and control in efficient decentralized man-
ufacturing systems. The case implementation is easily extended with additional
modules and can be modified to be used in an industrial case.

7.1 recommendations for future work

The case implementation provided valuable insights in the application of the SMS
architecture. Applying the architecture to an industrial case would provide ad-
ditional information regarding the feasibility and implementability of the SInBot
Manufacturing System. Such an implementation requires the master modules to be
extended, and the Strategic Task Allocation Module and Task Monitor to be devel-
oped further. Using industrial hardware and software, the actual effort to connect
industrial equipment to the SMS can be analysed. The SMS is theoretically capable
of supporting safety in the manufacturing environments mainly because it uses
a reliable, fault-tolerant, hard-real-time messaging service system. Since normal
safety related sensors and hardware are strictly linked through a fast, direct con-
nection, the consequences of using the messaging layer for the conveyance of safety
related data need to be charted. Additionally, the abundant use of undirected mul-
ticast messaging may prove problematic when extending the system. The use of
other transportation type, their use in the SMS, and their effect on flexibility and
extensibility need to be further defined.

A more concrete recommendation on continuing the line of research started with
the SInBot Manufacturing System, is the optimization of message and message con-
tent. The use of data bundling in e.g. pre-interpreted sensor data can reduce the
number of messages and data flowing through the system significantly. For ex-
ample, the case implementation sensor unit currently creates a message for every
piece of information it generates from a single image. This particular sensor unit
can process up to 50 images per second, averagely containing 50 pieces of informa-
tion regarding robots and coloured objects. The number of published messages per
second quickly reaches 500. By bundling relevant data (such as combining the data
of coloured objects in a single message), the number of messages can be reduced
by a factory of 25. Such optimizations reduce the load on network equipment and
consequently increases the extensibility of the system.

The generalization of the approach used in project SInBot be further investigated
also. It is likely that the architecture can be used in any task-performing scenario;
from service robotics to domotica solutions. The validity of the SMS architecture
implementation in these areas is yet to be substantiated, outlining new fields of
future work.
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A
Q U I C K S C A N : S M E S I N E U R O P E

In 2005, there were almost 20 million active enterprises within the EU-27 in the non-
financial business economy. 99.8% of those enterprises were Small and Medium
sized Enterprises (SME) by the European definition (see Table 6). Roughly 67% of
the total workforce is employed by SMEs and 57.6% of total added value comes
from SMEs.[182] The balance between micro, small, medium, and large enterprises
can differ for each country (see Figure 76 and Figure 77), but SMEs maintain a
strong presence throughout Europe. Though many SMEs are in some way or an-
other involved in manufacturing, over 250.000 are focussed on manufacturing and
qualify for the term SMME (small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises).[67]

Figure 76: Relative shares of enterprise types in manufacturing based on number of per-
sons employed [7]

SMMEs in Europe are facing difficulties competing with larger enterprises or
international market penetration of (cheaper) off-shore production facilities. Even
in 1998, the lack of capital was identified as a major problem related to the success
of SMEs in Europe, directly linked to the large investments indisputably required
for automation. Then and now, the importance of quality and fast adaptation to
the changes in the market were emphasized.[184, 185]

Table 6: Definitions of micro, small and medium sized enterprises in Europe [183]

Size Staff Turnover Amount

Medium <250 <AC43.000.000 210.000

Small <50 <AC10.000.000 1.350.000

Micro <10 <AC2.000.000 18.040.000
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Figure 77: Labour productivity 2012, as defined by euros of additional value added per
additional hour worked [7]

Eventually, the need arose for more autonomy, flexibility, and agility in manu-
facturing systems, placing a strong emphasis on cooperating robots and human
workers. Possible solutions of cooperating robots and humans were identified as
the development of user-friendly and highly graphical Human Machine Interface
(HMI) applications, exploration of the utilization of consumer input-output devices
(such as smart-phones, smart glasses, smart watches, etc), and the exploration of
available software packages commonly used for engineering.[186] The role of Com-
puter Integrated Manufacturing has never been bigger, weighing heavily on the In-
formation Technology departments of SMMEs. Even more so when more and more
SMMEs are cooperating to supply the market with competitive products.[187]

A common need for European SMMEs is flexible manufacturing, mass cus-
tomization, and a decrease in configuration and programming times.[67] Increas-
ing the artificial intelligent of industrial robots is one solution. Another view on
the problem is described as the need for more human-machine collaboration, such
as intuitive teaching methods. Combined, it describes the need for efficient work
preparation for manufacturing facilities consisting of versatile machinery.[188]



B
Q U I C K S C A N : F I N A N C I A L I M P L I C AT I O N S O F F R E Q U E N T
C H A N G E O V E R S

small to medium sized manufacturing enterprises (SMME) can benefit from de-
ploying the versatile industrial robot for agile production. However, the financial
implications of frequent changeovers are assumed to be too high and the required
effort too great for their use in SMMEs. A simple method of finding out the poten-
tial financial consequences of changeovers in European manufacturing facilities is
to breakdown product and production costs. The cost breakdown presents a more
quantified view on effective work preparation costs and can illustrate the major
challenge for SMMEs in Europe. When the figures are broken down into small
enough pieces, reference material from known production facilities can be used to
identify opportunities and threads of introducing rapid and frequent changeovers.
An analogy-based equation [189] was used to estimate the work preparation cost
factor of total product cost. The cost of a product can be broken down into the
cost of material, development, operational costs, overhead, and profit.[190] Note
that this equation was not meant to provide a true quantitative output, but to em-
phasize important parameters in the work preparation process of industrial robots
in SMMEs. In table Table 7, the relevant parameters and associated symbol are
presented.

Starting with the product price breakdown, there are five components (Equa-
tion 1).

Pproduct = Pmaterial + Pproduction + Pdev + Pprofit + Poverhead (1)

The production component (Pproduction in Equation 2) consists of pure operat-
ing costs, but also the cost of not operating (Pidle) due to maintenance, problems,
or overcapacity. Naturally, machines are bought and scrapped through the years,
leading to an amortization component. The component of most significance for
this analysis, is the cost of changeovers. This component is broken down further
to examine its financial impact on manufacturing facilities.

Pproduction = Pchangeover + Poperating + Pidle + Pamortization (2)

Breaking down the production component, the total work preparation costs
can be seen as all costs related to changeovers in a production environment. A
changeover typically consists of the cost of reprogramming and the cost of down-
time due to reprogramming (see Equation 3). There may be other costs related to
a changeover (such as new equipment, henceforth unused equipment, changes in
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Table 7: The units used in Equation 1 to Equation 5.

Pproduct Total cost of a product per total cost of a product (100 %) (AC)

Pmaterial The total cost of material per product per total cost of product

Pproduction The total cost of production per product per total cost of product

Pdev The total R&D cost of a product per total cost of product

Pprofit The total profit for one product per total cost of product

Poverhead The cost of overhead per one product per total cost of product

Pchangeover The total cost of changeover per total cost of product

Poperating The total operating costs per product per total cost of a product

Pidle The cost of idle processes per product per total cost of a product

Pamortization The amortization costs per product per total cost of a product

Preprog The cost of reprogramming per total cost of product

Ploss The cost of downtime per total cost of product

neng Number of Engineers

ceng Costs per engineer (
AC
hr

)

nmach Number of Machines

nreprog Number of changeovers

treprog Changeover time (hr)

cprod Total cost of a product (AC)

nprod Batch size

ttotal Total cycle time (hr)

cprofit Total profit per product (AC)
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amortization time, etcetera), but these are assumed negligible compared to the
figures presented in Equation 3.

Pchangeover = Preprog + Ploss (3)

Reprogramming of industrial robots is a tedious task. It takes a number of skilled
workers some time to program a new task, but (depending on required accuracy
and cycle time) it can take much longer to optimize the performance of the robot
to quality specifications. In this analysis, the reprogramming costs are assumed to
contain any costs related to repositioning, retooling, reprogramming, optimizing,
and restarting a manufacturing machine. The influence of reprogramming on the
cost per product can be estimated by taking into account the number and costs of
engineers (neng and ceng), the number of relevant production machines (nmach),
the number of changeovers (nreprog), the time it takes to reprogram (treprog),
the total number of products (nprod) and the total cost per product (cprod), see
Equation 4.

Preprog =
neng · ceng ·nmach ·nreprog · treprog

cprod ·nprod
(4)

The loss of profit due to off-line production lines and machines can be calculated
multiplying three fractions: 1) the total number of products produced in the total
time the production facility was operational, 2) the number of products that could
have been produced if the production facility was operational during reprogram-
ming processes, and 3) the relative lost profit compared to the cost of a product,
see Equation 5.

Ploss =
nprod

ttotal − (nreprog · treprog)
·
nreprog · treprog

nprod
·
cprofit

cprod
(5)

ttotal > (nreprog · treprog)

With these equations, the financial impact of frequent changeovers can be exam-
ined using data from actual production facilities.

b.1 bmw spartanburg

BMW Spartanburg is a factory producing a range of BMW models. They use
mainly articulated industrial robots that are hard-coded to do small specific tasks
with cycle times of approximately 2 minutes maximum. Courtesy of National Ge-
ographic [154] and the BMW production plant Spartanburg website [155, 156],
rough estimations of the production figures are generated for a large scale manu-
facturing automotive facility. BMW Spartanburg produces (at the time of writing)
around 1000 cars per day. The factory consists of one production line, but is split
in three for general purposes: the Body Shop, Paint Shop and Assembly Area. The
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Table 8: The quantities per unit used in Equation 3, Equation 4, and Equation 5 to calculate
the financial impact of changeovers in the examples provided.

Variable BMW Grunewald1 STODT Roelofs Grunewald2

neng 2 2 1 2 2

ceng AC50/hr [191] AC50/hr AC65/hr AC75/hr AC50/hr

nmach 477 1 1 4 1

nreprog 1 4 306 5 4

treprog 8,64 hrs 4,5 hrs 3 hrs 4 hrs 540 hrs

cprod AC20.000 AC1.000 AC111 AC30.000 AC1.000

nprod 300.000 1.000 7.661 1.000 1.000

ttotal 8.736 hrs 2.000 hrs 8.736 hrs 4.000 hrs 2.000

cprofit AC2000 AC100 AC11,1 AC3000 AC100

creprog 0,01% 0,09% 7,02% 0,04% 10,80%

closs 0,01% 0,05% 1,17% 0,05% 11,74%

cchangeover 0,02% 0,14% 8,19% 0,09% 22,54%

Body Shop alone is home to 477 industrial robots. The Paint Shop uses teaching as
their primary programming method, the Body Shop a combination of teaching and
off-line programming. The production line has been reconfigured multiple times,
and adjusted over an 18 year period (assumed to require updates or changes every
year), but the general line is still much the same as it was originally developed.
Since the number of robots of the body shop is known, the calculations of this case
specifically target the influence of frequent changeovers in the body shop on the
cost of a product in the BMW manufacturing facility.

result Large batch sizes are a good match for industrial robots, in a sense
proven by the very low influence on infrequent changeovers in the BMW Spar-
tanburg facility. With a 0,02% component in the cost of product, it is hardly no-
ticeable. However, in terms of absolute turnover, BMW spends over AC1.000.000 on
changeovers if the body shop is reconfigured or updated yearly. Due to the high
throughput, the profit loss by idle machinery runs up a bill almost equal to the
cost of reprogramming.

b.2 grunewald

Grunewald’s current production process is mainly based on large gantry machines,
but they are trying to implement industrial robots for their low investment costs
and flexibility in deployment. Their focus is on accuracy and quality, rather than
cost-efficiency. In Table 8, Grunewald1 resembles their current production process,
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Grunewald2 resembles their production process if the industrial robot was already
implemented.

b.2.1 Grunewald1

One example from the production facility of Grunewald is the production of car-
bon fibre roofs of sports cars. The production uses an automated mill, and a cycle
equals about 90 minutes, for batch sizes of 1000 products. It would take a well
trained engineer roughly 4,5 hours to properly program the milling machine. Af-
ter milling, the cost of the product is estimated on AC1.000.

result The current manufacturing strategy of Grunewald enables them to re-
configure with minimal costs. With a small portion of 0,14%, changeovers have a
slight financial impact on the production facility. Batch sizes of 1000 products are
relatively small, but with cycle times of 1,5 hours per product, a single machine
can work a good part of a year on a single programmed product. Increasing the
frequency of changeovers will have significant financial implications for the com-
pany.

b.2.2 Grunewald2

If the example from Grunewald1 is translated to a scenario using a traditionally
implemented industrial robot, the programming time would increase to roughly
540 hours.[52] This drastically changes the implications of frequent changeovers
and renders the use of industrial robots infeasible at this point in time.

result The results from this case clearly present the issues with switching to in-
dustrial robots at this point in time. The changeover costs devour almost a quarter
of the product costs. These figures will result in a price increase and (or) conse-
quently in a profit decrease. The goal of project SInBot is to reduce the work prepa-
ration time (treprog) for Grunewald by improving the absolute path accuracy, and
in-line calibration and optimization. Since a large portion of the work preparation
time is optimization of the robot trajectory to adhere to quality specifications (i.e.
accuracy), improving the accuracy will reduce work preparation time.

b.3 stodt

STODT is a company in the Netherlands with 24 employees, producing aluminium
lathed products in a showcase production facility. They are using industrial robots
for product handling, and serve as an example of a fully automated production
facility with Off-line Programming adhering machinery. STODT can give SInBot
another perspective, and pave the way towards the goals of SInBot. STODT has
several CNC Lathe and Milling machines, and an example can be derived from
taking a single machine. This machine can run 24/7, with on average 3 hours of
programming and 1,5 hours of cleaning, maintenance and error handling every day.
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Extrapolating from a specific example [192], it can produce on average 22 products
per day, for 348 days each year. The product cost for clients is AC111,13 for the
exemplary product, and the machine is reprogrammed around 306 times each year.
With an average batch size of 25 products, STODT shows a dramatic difference in
frequent changeovers between SMMEs with CNC machines and SM/MEs with
high performance industrial milling robots.

result STODT is used to small batch sizes resulting in a relatively large fi-
nancial impact of changeovers. Per cost of a product, roughly 8% is reserved for
reprogramming and loss of profit due to idle machinery. However, STODT uses
mostly off-line programming, and the loss of profit portion will likely turn out
slightly less than predicted in the equations.

b.4 roelofs

For comparison, the flexible automated tipper factory scenario (see Case 1 on page
18) figures are presented as estimated from the research in.[193] The estimated
cost price of the product is AC30.000, engineering wages are assumed to increase
due to the higher expected skill set of human workers, while the average repro-
gramming cycle should be high due to the flexible nature of the factory, but the
average variation in products is estimated to be around 5. Projects like SInBot have
contributed to a decrease in work preparation time, wherein 2 engineers can recon-
figure a manufacturing environment in roughly 4 hours for a manufacturing cycle
of 4 hours.

result If this scenarios becomes reality, the financial impact of changeovers
of 0,09% is negligible. However, when using the traditional implementation of in-
dustrial robots, work preparation would take two engineers 1440 hours, and the
changeover impact would easily exceed the 100% resulting in an absolute infea-
sible product. Project SInBot focusses on providing the industrial robots with en-
vironment awareness and intelligence to provide the engineers with higher level
programming utilities. Ultimately, this should result in a severe reduction of work
preparation costs.

b.5 conclusion

The financial impact of changeovers on a production facility may look small (in
mass production facilities that rarely experience changeovers, it is often less than
0,1% of the product selling price), but is often not taken into account when calcu-
lating the cost of a product. Companies like STODT and Grunewald are used to
frequent changeovers and incorporate the additional costs (of 7-8% of the product’s
selling price) into their prices. The product prices are based on material, produc-
tion (mostly operating and amortization) costs, development costs, overhead, and
profit. However, increasing the frequency of changeovers quickly devours a large
part of the product price (see Figure 78). The Grunewald1 example breaks the 0,1%
barrier already at 3 or more changeovers each year. If they would changeover ev-
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ery two days, the changeover costs are over 10% of the product costs, diminishing
any potential profit. By employing industrial robots, they should not change their
production configuration for 10 years to maintain a financial impact less than 1%
of the product costs. In short, industrial robots effectively eliminate cost-efficient
changeovers for small batch production.

Another important note resulting from this analysis is that the financial impact
of frequent changeovers is largely related to the cycle time of a production process.
A very short cycle time results in relatively cheap work preparation, shown in the
BMW case. Large cycle times combined with frequent changeovers approach the
constraint of Equation 5, wherein ttotal − (nreprog · treprog) nears zero. In this
case, closs rapidly approaches infinity and frequent changeovers lose their cost-
efficiency even faster.

Figure 78: Financial implications of changing frequency of changeovers





C
Q U I C K S C A N : R E S O L U T I O N - I M PA I R E D A C C U R A C Y

Accuracy is a major problem when the manufacturing industry uses industrial
(articulated) robots. Though repeatability is suitable for the majority of tasks, ab-
solute positioning and path following are inadequate. The repeatability of a stiff
robot arm can for instance be ±0.05mm, while the absolute positioning accuracy
is ±2.0mm. In path following, the joint elasticity (often called joint overshoot) is
of influence on the path accuracy, as well as component stiffness. Combined, these
result in a ’wobble’ and consequently in ragged paths. STODT and Grunewald
have proposed to use an industrial robot for testing these parameters, specifically
an ABB IRB6660.[37]. The joint resolution and tolerances are known, as well as the
expected performance provided by ABB. The SInBot cases require an industrial
robot capable of milling parts with a path following accuracy (not repeatability) of
±0, 1mm. Even before physical tests with the actual robot, the theoretical highest
and lowest accuracy can be derived from the robot specifications. This analysis
is the interpretation of a mathematical model of the ABB IRB6660 calculating the
accuracy during a path following motion.

In this analysis, it is assumed that sensor-driven control allows the robot to
improve its accuracy towards repeatability. The term accuracy henceforth used is
closer to the repeatability value than the values of absolute positioning and path
following accuracy.

c.1 introduction

The ABB IRB 6660 is being advertised by ABB as a pre-machining robot, mostly
meaning it is stiffer than common pick-and-place robots. The 6 rotational joints
of the ABB IRB6660 have different rotational boundaries. Figure 79 presents the
boundaries used in the analysis, Figure 80 features the dimensions of the IRB6660.

The application calculates inaccuracies in the (x,y)-plane as presented in Fig-
ure 80. With the model, two analysis are performed: 1) to find the best accuracy
possible for positioning the robot on a certain point, and 2) to find the average,
peak, and nadir accuracy of a line following task. A milling or drilling task re-
quires a specific spatial arrangement of the tool. The rotational stance of the wrist
(J2 in Figure 80) and wrist-rotation (Jw in Figure 80) are therefore predefined and
cannot contribute to the overall accuracy of the robot. Lastly, it is expected that
accuracy has a relation to the distance between end-effector and robot base. The
analysis will confirm or reject this assumption.
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Figure 79: The application view on the ABB IRB6660

c.2 mathematical model

Figure 79 can be simplified as shown in figure Figure 80. Joints J1, J2, and J3 can
be changed to position the end-effector of the robot. Joints Jb and Jw influence the
z-axis of Figure 79 and are therefore excluded from the model.

Figure 80: The simplified model of the ABB IRB6660 used for the accuracy analysis.

Arm lengths are assumed to be absolute based on the assumption that the joints
are responsible for the majority of inaccuracies. The base-height (or height to the
first (x,y)-plane joint) is neglected. If the arm / limb lengths are considered abso-
lute, using the base-height does not contribute to significant inaccuracies. The de-
viations caused by the first rotational joint (Base) are virtually independent from
the shoulder joint height. The ABB IRB6660 uses an electric motor and driver with
a discrete positioning method. This means that every axis has a specific resolu-
tion, and a best case scenario accuracy can be calculated through the resolutions
of all axis. As mentioned earlier, the analysis is focussed on the best possible theo-
retical accuracy. Line following therefore discards inaccuracies due to momentum
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or impulse, as well as end-effector (a.o. gyroscopic) forces generated by the (e.g.
milling and drilling) processes. By using the positioning accuracy parameters, the
model automatically assumes line following can be done by rapid and subsequent
repositioning of the robot arm.

The model requires a position or path input before it can calculate the best and
worst accuracy. Inverse kinematics are used to calculate the joint angles required
for the end-effector position. However, not every angle can be precisely matched
by the ABB IRB6660 (see Figure 81). The difference between required angle and
the joint resolution causes an inaccuracy, but also forces the robot arm to make a
decision. The required angle can be rounded up or down to the nearest possible
angle that fits in the joint resolution. The analysis provides the user with two
options: 1) always round up for every joint angle or 2) round up or down to the
nearest possible joint angle, see Figure 82. Option 2 is referred to as intelligent angle
selection (IAS) in this analysis, and evaluates the combined position of the joints
and can adjust joints if it results in a more accurate position of the end-effector.

Figure 81: Every joint has a resolution and may not be able to match the required angle
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Figure 82: Intelligent Angle Selection or IAS means to pick angle 2 in a), but angle 1 in b)

Another cause of inaccuracies is the stiffness of joints, arms, or components
within. A wobble can occur due to finite stiffness of arms, slack in the gears, wear
and tear of cogs, belts, etc. A wobble can be caused by a load or, in case of rapid
movement (impulse), the deviations can be more complex. This analysis is per-
formed with for a milling robot and those forces are much harder to predict: they
are dependent on end-effector speed, feed rate, spindle speed, material properties,
etcetera. The model can predict the worst case scenario caused by wobble.
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IAS and wobble are thus two options the application can use to calculate theoret-
ical accuracy of the ABB6660. The angle selection method influences the accuracy,
with resolution (ρ), and the difference between required and possible joint angle
(δα). When there is no intelligent angle selection, the joint deviation is as Equation 6.
When IAS is used, the joint deviation is either smaller or equal, see Equation 7.

0 6 δα < ρ (6)

0 6 δα <
ρ

2
(7)

A wobble influences the model, with joint wobble (γ) and resulting angle devi-
ation of a joint (δθ) as shown in Equation 8. A worst case scenario wobble occurs
when both the joint deviation (δθ) and joint wobble (γ) have the same direction.

δθ = δα+ γ (8)

Lastly, the model incorporates an option to calculate the deviation of the end-
effector in two different ways. The first is to calculate the deviation from the tool
tip to the point where the tool tip is supposed to be. This would be the common
method to calculate inaccuracies. However, to a potential end-user, the path accu-
racy is more important, which is to calculate the absolute distance between tool
tip and tool path, disregarding the tool tip’s supposed position. This deviation
is always smaller or equal to the common deviation calculation and is therefore
referred to as Optimistic Deviation Calculation (ODC) as shown in Figure 83.

Figure 83: The difference between the common deviation calculation and optimistic devia-
tion calculation.

c.3 verifying the mathematical model

ABB states that this robot can deviate up to ±0, 21mm from its target milling
path. Positioning with a minimum load can cause inaccuracies up to ±0, 11mm. Its
repeatability is ±0, 07mm. By running the mathematical model from Mathematical
Model on page 180 with IAS, wobble, and ODC turned off, the repeatability can be
calculated. By comparing the result with the positioning performance from ABB,
the wobble values can be estimated. The results are presented in Table 9. Now all
values are known, the mathematical model can analyse a combination of different
scenarios and line fragments to find the robot’s suitability for milling tasks in
project SInBot.
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Table 9: User input resolution and wobble

Axis Resolution Joint Deviation

J1 1 · 10−3◦ ±1, 5 · 10−5◦

J2 3 · 10−3◦ ±3 · 10−5◦

J3 5 · 10−3◦ ±5 · 10−5◦

c.4 results

The model is translated to an application (see Figure 84) and several runs with
different line segments were analysed. After verifying the application produces
results within expected boundaries, a single line segment was chosen to test the
different scenarios (regarding IAS, ODC, and wobble). The requirement from SInBot
is to obtain a positioning and line following accuracy of less than ±0, 1mm to be
able to comfortably mill automotive parts. Table 10 shows the resulting (worst) de-
viation in different combinations of IAS, ODC, and Wobble. The largest deviations
were indeed found when the end-effector was farthest from the robot base.

Figure 84: Screenshot of the accuracy scanner

c.5 conclusion

The IAS has a significant influence on deviations (> 10% − 25%), while ODC only
slightly affects the overall accuracy (< 1%). The flexibility of arms and joints is re-
sponsible for the larger part of the deviations. For project SInBot, the ABB IRB6660

can theoretically, in the best case scenario, be used for milling automotive parts.
However, when introducing loads, high speeds, milling forces, and other external
influences, this robot needs to be re-evaluated. Additionally, this analysis predicts
the deviations in path following wherein a path deviation correction method is
applied. Current absolute positioning accuracy does not conform the SInBot re-
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Table 10: Maximum deviations per option combination

IAS ODC Wobble Maximum Deviation (mm)

1 on on off ± 0,056

2 on off off ± 0,056

3 off off off ± 0,071

4 off on off ± 0,070

5 on on on ± 0,106

6 on off on ± 0,106

7 off off on ± 0,119

8 off on on ± 0,119

quirements. However, by in-line calibration and path correction, accuracy can be
improved to near repeatability.[73] This approach is available in the industry to
some degree [194] but needs to be improved to utilize the robot’s full capabilities.



D
E X P E R I M E N T S

d.1 hardware specifications

This section contains the hardware properties and specifications of the robotic arms
(see AL5D on page 185), the mobile platforms also known as rovers (see Rovers on
page 187), and the camera-based sensor unit (see Sensor Unit on page 192). In
Alternatives for Robot Arms and Rovers on page 189, a list of prices of robotic arms
and rovers is presented.

d.1.1 AL5D

The Lynxmotion AL5D [179] is constructed of a set of Hitec servos: a HS-475HB
in the base, a HS-805BB in the shoulder, and a HS-755HB in the elbow. It is a
robotic arm with 4 degrees of freedom and a limited load capacity, but well suited
for educational purposes. Table 11 lists the specifications of the AL5D variant used
on Rover-1 (see Figure 85), Table 12 presents the robotic arm used on Rover-2 (see
Figure 86).

185
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Figure 85: The Lynxmotion AL5D with the original range, as used on Rover-1

Table 11: Specifications of the AL5D robot arm with original range

No of axis 4

Distance (shoulder-to-elbow axis) 146mm

Distance (elbow-to-wrist axis) 187mm

Servo motion control local closed loop

Height (arm parked) 184mm

Height (reaching up) 483mm

Median forward reach 260mm

Lift weight (arm extended) 370g

Weight (without batteries) 880g

Range of motion per axis 180 degrees

Accuracy of motion per axis ≈ 1◦

Servo voltage 6 vdc

Accuracy ±20mm
Repeatability ±6.5mm
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Figure 86: The shortened Lynxmotion AL5D with the limited range, as used on Rover-2

Table 12: Specifications of the shortened AL5D robot arm with limited range

No of axis 4

Distance (shoulder-to-elbow axis) 146mm

Distance (elbow-to-wrist axis) 118mm

Servo motion control local closed loop

Height (arm parked) 184mm

Height (reaching up) 417mm

Median forward reach 194mm

Lift weight (arm extended) 370g

Weight (without batteries) 880g

Range of motion per axis 180 degrees

Accuracy of motion per axis ≈ 1◦

Servo voltage 6 vdc

Accuracy ±10mm
Repeatability ±4.5mm

d.1.2 Rovers

Table 13 and Table 14 list the specifications of Rover-1 (see Figure 87) and Rover-2
(Figure 88) respectively.
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Figure 87: A side view of Rover-1

Table 13: Specifications of Rover-1

Maximum Speed 0.2 m/s

Maximum Load 5+ kg

Drive 2 wheel Differential drive

Battery 12V 3.2Ah SLA

Controller Arduino Mega 2560

Motor Driver EasyDriver

WiFi Board Adafruit CC3000

Motor 2x12V 2.3kg*cm Stepper

Wheels 2 x ∅52 mm

Tyre 66 mm SBR

Gear reduction 8:1
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Figure 88: A side view of Rover-2

Table 14: Specifications of Rover-2

Maximum Speed 0.9 m/s

Maximum Load 2.5 kg

Drive 4-wheel Diff-Drive

Board Battery 6.0V 650 mAh, NiCD

Drive Battery 7.4V 2200 mAh, Li-ion

Controller Arduino Mega 2560

Motor Driver L298N H-Bridge

WiFi Board Adafruit CC3000

Motor 2x6.0V 12000 RPMmax

Wheels ABS CUSTOM ∅42mm

Tyre 1 x 24 mm SBR

Gear reduction 13:1

d.1.3 Alternatives for Robot Arms and Rovers

Table 15 lists the different options for educational robotic arms. Most of these are
unsuited for industry use. Table 16 lists the different mobile platforms (or Rovers)
that are frequently used in research phases.
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Table 15: Robot arms and their prices [195]

Robot Arm Price

AGV-M6 $76.000

Motoman SV3 $40.000

Adept Viper S650 $36.682

AMOR Robot Arm $35.000

Epson C3-A601S $33.965

UR-6-85-5-A $33.951

KUKA KR5 SIXX R650 $27.172

Motoman SSF 2000 $27.172

Staubli TX40 $27.172

Kawasaki FS02 $27.172

Katana 450 $24.900

ABB IRB 120 $23.096

Mitsubishi RV-1A-S11 $23.096

Kuka YouBot Arm $15.700

ST Robotics R17 $13.900

NeuroArm 3.1 $7.262

Pioneer Arm $4.795

Modular PowerCube Arm for PowerBot $3.333

Seekur Jr Outdoor Manipulator $3.333

Gamma 1500 $3.333

Gamma 300 $3.333

Edubot100 $1.746

SG6-UT $673

RCS-6 $618

Lynxmotion AL5A-AL5D $462

Arm trainer $95
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Table 16: Available (small scale) rovers and their prices [195, 196]

Rovers Price

Aldebaran Robotics (NAO) $15.600

Robotis: DARwIn-OP) $12.000

Kuka YouBot mobile base $10.000

Scout (Dr Robot) $8.750

K-Team Corporation: Koala $8.400

Adept MobileRobots: Pioneer AT $6.495

Adept MobileRobots: Pioneer DX $4.000

K-Team Corporation: Khepera $3.200

Adept MobileRobots: AmigoBot $1.695

K-Team Corporation: Kilobot (x10) $1.200

K-Team Corporation: K-Junior $800

Surveyor (SRV-1) $495

Vex Robotics: VEX $400

Lynxmotion 4WD1 Rover $369

TETRIX $380

Robotis: Bioloid $350

Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0 $280

VEX Robotics: VEX IQ $250

Rover-1 $200

IRobot Create $130

Rover-2 $128
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d.1.4 Sensor Unit

The sensor unit as described in Sensor Module on page 111 is built from the compo-
nents listed in Table 17. The entire self-contained sensor unit consists of a minimum
number of components, allowing further research with multiple of these units cov-
ering a larger area. The performance specifications are listed in Table 18.

Table 17: Camera Module Component Specifications

Motherboard: ASRock E35LM1

Size mini-ITX

CPU AMD Zacate E-240 APU

Memory Crucial 2GB PC3-8500 DDR3 SDRAM

Drive: Kingston USB Drive

Size 16Gb

Network: TP-Link USB Adapter

Wireless Networks 802.11b/g/n

Power: PicoPSU

Power output 12V DC | 120W

Camera: Live! Cam HD

Resolution 1280x720

Refresh rate 25-40Hz

Table 18: Performance specifications of the Camera Module

Markers 10x10cm, 9-bit

Processing cycles 20-50Hz

Processing load ≈ 50%
Recommended mounting height (RMH) 210 cm

Accuracy (at RMH) ±10mm | ±3◦

Area (at RMH) 2,86x1,61cm

d.1.5 Hardware Usage

The case implementation is created to run on a Microsoft Windows Vista or a more
recent version of the Microsoft Windows Operating System. Three notebooks were
used: An Acer Aspire 5738G running Window 7 Home Premium (64bit), a HP Elite-
Book 8560W running Windows 7 Enterprise edition (64bit), and a Dell Latitude
D830 with Windows Vista Enterprise (32bit). All notebooks connect through WiFi
to the dedicated network facilitated by two Belkin (F5D7231-4, 802.11g) routers
and can run all applications of the case implementation. Theoretically, all applica-
tions of the different modules of the case implementation can be executed on a
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single notebook, but this significantly reduces the fault-tolerance of the system as
a whole.

The sensor unit discussed in Sensor Module on page 111 is essentially also a com-
puter, running a Unix-based Operating System. The heavy emphasis on Windows
is the result of most software and middleware surrounding advanced messaging
service systems focussing on Unix-based operating systems, though most Euro-
pean SMMEs and their workers use a Microsoft Windows Operating System. By
using Microsoft Windows, the implementability increases for two reasons: 1) if the
middleware operates, functions, and performs as required on computers with a
Microsoft Windows Operating System when Unix-based Operating Systems are
natively supported, it is likely the system can run on most (if not all) Windows
and Unix-based systems, and 2) the workers of SMMEs have the knowledge and
skill level required to work with Microsoft Windows Operating Systems.
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d.2 sensor-driven robotic arm control

A small experiment was executed to analyse a sensor-driven robotic arm control
approach. Two robotic arms are placed on the Microsoft Pixelsense [197] table at
opposite sides. Their work envelop is small enough not to experience too much
interference, but do overlap slightly. One of the robotic arms is tasked with finish-
ing a game of tic-tac-toe, wherein it should grab one or two appropriate keys and
place them in their relative slots (see Figure 89). The keys can be placed in either
robot’s work envelop, forcing the two to cooperate. However, there is no direct
communication between the two robots. The Microsoft Pixelsense identifies the
keys, the slot-grid, and both robotic arms, and sends their identifiers along with
their locations and orientation to a MySQL database. Both robots have access to
this database.

Figure 89: The two AL5D robotic arms cooperatively finishing a game of tic-tac-toe

The robotic arm in this experiment is the AL5D with 5 degrees of freedom.
Compared to the AL5D presented in Table 11 on page 186, it has a wrist rotation
to ease the process of picking up blocks. Both robotic arms are controlled via a
computer running a single application. This application connects to the database
and starts by identifying if the connected robotic arm is within reach of the tic-tac-
toe slot-grid, or it serves as the facilitating robot. If within reach, it analyses the tic-
tac-toe game and determines which keys it needs to finish the game. Subsequently,
it grabs these keys and places them in the appropriate slots (creating a row of
three keys of the same colour). If the appropriate keys are not within reach, the
robotic arm waits for the keys to enter its work envelop. The facilitating robotic
arm features the exact same application. If the application detects that its robotic
arm is not within reach of the slot-grid, but the keys required to finish the tic-tac-
toe game are within reach, it grabs these objects and places them within reach of
the other robotic arm.
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d.2.1 Results

The robotic arms were capable of finishing tic-tac-toe games without serious prob-
lems. The latency between object movement and robotic arm movements was ac-
ceptable (<200ms), the robotic arms’ accuracy adequate, the software stable and
more than capable of performing the necessary operations for a long duration of
time. One of the main issues after initiating multiple ’games’ of tic-tac-toe, was the
reoccurring data package loss. Two types of problems were found after analysing
the performance logs: 1) package loss resulting in singularities causing faulty be-
haviour of the robotic arm, and 2) package loss resulting in meaningless commands
for the application or robotic arm. The loss of information occurred in robotic arm
controller to computer, and computer to database. Further development of the
verification system need to incorporate intermediate message content checks to
prevent as much as possible the transmission of faulty or incomplete data. In the
case of these messages getting through, the different entities that send and receive
information need to be fault-tolerant.

Parameters such as the ideal update frequency for object locations (10 - 100Hz),
and the speed with which the applications were able to interpret sensor data and
generate robotic arm commands (50 - 500ms) were also distilled from this experi-
ment. During the development stages, the accuracy of the robotic arms was anal-
ysed and improved, the approach to application and class-library based Applica-
tion Programming Interface was defined, and many other aspects of the verifica-
tion system tested.
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d.3 cooperation in g-code

The experiment described in Sensor-driven Robotic Arm Control on page 194 was
extended to include more cooperation and robot programming in G-Code. By
building a G-Code interpreter, a more vivid analogy is created to an industry
implementation later on in the case implementation.

The two robotic arms were mounted on a board to fix their positions. One of the
robotic arms was fitted with a small electric motor capable of holding a small drill
bit, the other robot holds a piece of foam (see Figure 90). A small G-Code program
is created wherein a number of holes is drilled on both sides of the piece of foam,
requiring the handling robot to rotate the work piece at the appropriate moment.
Both robots have their own controller, and both are programmed to interpret G-
Code, translate it to end-effector movements, and subsequently to joint movements
via an inverse kinematic model. For this experiment, the G-Code program itself is
hard-coded in both controllers. One of the robots functions as a master, signalling
the slave robot when to start a specific part of the G-Code sequence. For direct
communication between the two controllers, Inter-Integrated Circuit or I2C wasThe I2C multi-master,

multi-slave,
single-ended, serial
computer bus was

developed by Philips and
patented in 1980. It is

normally used to
communicate between

components on
motherboards or other

embedded electronic
systems. It is a fast and

reliable method of
communication.

the best solution at the time of writing.
This experiment allowed refinements to the kinematic model, robotic arm accu-

racy, and to test the viability of using G-Code as the ’intermediate level’ robot arm
programming language.

Figure 90: The experiment setting of two cooperating AL5Ds in a master-slave configura-
tion communicating and commanded through Gcode. The picture was made
on the Dutch TechniShow, an exhibition on industrial production technology,
metal, tools and appliances, processing and treatment, where the experiment
setting served as an early demonstrator for the SInBot project

The cooperation in G-Code was tested (and used for demonstration purposes)
and operated for over 80 hours without failure. The G-Code interpretation func-
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tions showed a minimal latency in robotic arm movements, and the accuracy of
the robotic arms was significantly improved. Combined with the experiment re-
sults from Section D.2, the robotic arms are now as accurate as possible, have a
verified kinematic model, a working G-Code interpreter, have built-in fail safes
for package loss, and the requirements for sensor-driven robotic arm control are
known and viable.
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d.4 message service integration performance analysis

Data Distribution Service (DDS) software providers promise fast and reliable com-
munication between publishing and subscribing participants in the system. How-
ever, to reach the specified performance, the DDS Application Programming In-
terface (API) must be implemented directly in the software that requires a DDS
connection. An API is a set of routines, protocols, or tools to use remote functions
or operations in a software application. With the DDS API, an application can ini-
tiate DDS subscribers, publishers, and thus create participants. A DDS participant
consists of a DataReader or DataWriter and a subscriber or publisher. A publisher
or subscriber can contain more DataWriters or DataReaders. Consequently, the
reuse of source code and the ability to adapt DDS participants in a later stage
is poor. Each application is rigid in deployment. Additionally, there is a poten-
tial problem if the DDS API is incompatible with existing software. Examples of
these incompatibilities are unsupported programming languages or protected soft-
ware environments. In the manufacturing industry, it is not uncommon to prohibit
clients or third parties to modify source codes or firmware.

Though an integrated approach in implementing the DDS API in manufactur-
ing entities yields the smallest message latencies, there are other ways for creating
DDS participants. For example, a programming language that is not natively sup-
ported by the DDS entities can be shaped into an API wrapper, e.g. ’wrapping’
C++ functions in a .NET language to allow the DDS API to be controlled through
the wrapper.[173] The wrapper does not significantly increase the communication
latencies, thus makes a viable alternative.

Protected software and hardware however, require a client/server type commu-
nication, since e.g. manufacturing hardware and software often offer communica-
tion sockets.[198] A dedicated DDS participant application can be created with
a customized API to support the socket connections. Navigating the messages
through such a communication socket is expected to be the least reliable and will
increase message latencies. The message format (Interactive Data Language or IDL)
cannot be maintained in these cases, and is substituted for a either a ’structure >
encode > connection > decode > publish’ process in the case of a publisher, or
an ’encode > connection > decode > structure’ process in the case of a subscriber.
In this example, the IDL is translated to an actual ’Structure’ in the Microsoft
.NET framework and a byte array is used as the message transport protocol. The
consequently required customized API in the dedicated DDS participant can use
many different socket or bus types to communicate, among which are Inter Pro-
cess Communication protocols (IPC). By using IPCs, the dedicated DDS participant
can communicate with protected software environments or incompatible program-
ming languages. Using dedicated DDS applications next to dedicated master and
worker modules results in a more flexible and rapid deployment of both forms of
applications, emphasizing the service oriented approach. This results in the follow-
ing proposal:

For the system to be flexible in deployment and approach the performance of high-end
DDS systems, interfaces to DDS entities are created in independent scenarios: fast and
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(possibly) unique for demanding applications, flexible and generic for undemanding appli-
cations.

The performance of the integrated approach that generates unique applications
and DDS interfaces is described by OpenDDS. To verify whether the decoupled
approach using dedicated DDS participants is viable, an Inter Process Communi-
cation protocol needs to be chosen that resembles the performance and reliability
of common industry interfaces. Unix-based Operating Systems are natively sup-
ported by OpenDDS and features more, strong, and accessible IPC protocols than
Microsoft Windows does. However, the case implementationis built for Microsoft
Windows Operating Systems for when it is successful, it strongly suggests that the
approach will work on Unix-based Operating Systems as well.

Within the standard Microsoft Windows environment, a variety of communica-
tion protocols between two separate processes exist: shared memory, NamedPipes,
or simple console-reading and file-reading methods. Each protocol has an approxi-
mate maximum speed (bit-rate), complexity of implementation, and compatibility
with programming approaches and languages. The advantages and disadvantages
of the various IPC protocols and related processes is discussed in the following
paragraphs.

d.4.1 Inter Process Communication

The IPC protocols mentioned in the previous paragraphs have their own advan-
tages and disadvantages. Some of the faster protocols are complex to implement
in the native programming language of OpenDDS, others are impractical at best to
implement in a .NET environment. The NamedPipe, in which a server is started to
which clients from other processes and applications can subscribe, is a Windows
native solution and perceived as relatively fast, easy to implement in many differ-
ent programming languages, and easy to substitute for the Unix-based NamedPipe
definition or socket. Compared to integrating the DDS API directly into the soft-
ware, the NamedPipe in combination with an encoding and decoding process is
rather slow. The NamedPipe implementation resembles an industry socket connec-
tion in those aspects and is ideal to test the performance of a DDS-based communi-
cation system in protected manufacturing (software) environments. Additionally,
it is generally used to communicate in one direction, i.e. from process A to process
B. A NamedPipe is event-driven, meaning communication occurs when there is a
message to transmit. Other IPC approaches need different handlers such as space-
driven or time-driven in case of shared memory or shared file protocols, causing
additional and unnecessary challenges without significant advantages. Because of
these advantages and limitations mirroring common communication sockets, the
NamedPipe was chosen as the IPC protocol for IPC performance testing.

Next to the IPC protocol, the method of interpreting data has a great impact
on the performance and reliability of communication. In general, there are two
approaches: sequential and parallel interpretation. In a sequential data interpre-
tation approach, data is received, interpreted, and stored, before the application
is ready to receive more data. Performing these processes parallel to each other,
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Figure 91: The experiment

enables part of the application to focus on receiving data, while other parts focus
on interpreting and storing the data.

The Message Service Integration Performance was analysed by using two com-
puters, with both two dedicated OpenDDS participants (a publisher and a sub-
scriber), and two related applications.

One application generates messages with a configurable message frequency, and
transmits the messages via the NamedPipe to the OpenDDS publisher. The sub-
scriber receives and transmits the messages to the second application. The data
interpretation and storage is done in C#.NET and VB.NET applications using struc-
tures based on the topic IDL file of OpenDDS.

The experiment starts by creating 500 unique messages and timestamps those be-
fore sending them via NamedPipe to the OpenDDS dedicated publisher over WiFi
(see Figure 91). The OpenDDS dedicated subscriber on a second computer sends
the messages through a second NamedPipe to an application that interprets the
data, and sends it through a third NamedPipe to a publisher. The first computer
receives and interprets the messages, and generates a timestamped list. The num-
ber of arrived messages indicates the reliability per a certain speed. By varying
the frequency with which the messages were generated, an overview of reliability
versus message frequency can be created. The frequencies used are 2, 5, 10, 50,
100, and 500 Hz. Each experiment was repeated three times to decrease environ-
mental influences (such as processing consuming background services temporarily
slowing down interpretation processes). OpenDDS was configured to use standard
Quality of Service settings and UDP/multicast transport protocol with automated
topic discovery.

d.4.2 Sequential IPC Performance

Using the setup as described previously and illustrated in Figure 91, the data was
interpreted sequential to receiving the data. Without exception, this means the
process is busy after receiving e.g. Data Set A for as long as Data Set A takes
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to interpret (see Figure 92. In theory, Data Set B could have been sent during the
interpretation process. If Data Set B or more data sets outgrow the internal buffer
of the IPC process before they are retrieved, every next data set will be lost. In
practise, it is important to find the threshold value of the data size and frequency
after which the sequential process fails. This setup is the simplest to implement
and uses very little processing resources, making it an ideal candidate for dynamic
creation of OpenDDS participant instances, even in very large numbers.

Figure 92: Reliability shown in percentage of data arrival per message frequency using
parallel data interpretation

The results provide clear limits in which this approach can be used. Message
frequencies above 10Hz immediately caused a shear reliability drop (see Figure 93.
A quick inquiry where these messages were lost revealed the bottleneck to be be-
tween the subscriber and retrieving application; meaning the OpenDDS participant
can handle speeds upwards of 500Hz, the NamedPipe-based application cannot.

Figure 93: Reliability shown in percentage of data arrival per message frequency using
sequential data interpretation

d.4.3 Parallel IPC Performance

The VB.NET data retrieving and interpretation application was reconfigured to
run on two separate threads: a data retrieving thread and a separate thread for
data interpretation. As shown in Figure 94 compared to Figure 92, the latency of a
message theoretically does not change. The potential frequency of message arrival
increases. Data loss is still likely to occur when the timespan of retrieving a mes-
sage from the NamedPipe is greater than frequency-1. This technique uses more
processing resources but is still relatively easy to use in the .NET framework. It
is less suited for other implementations (in e.g. existing software) for it requires
multi-threading.
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Figure 94: Reliability shown in percentage of data arrival per message frequency using
parallel data interpretation

Figure 95: Reliability shown in percentage of data arrival per message frequency using
parallel data interpretation

d.4.4 Conclusion

The sequential interpretation approach has specific advantages over the parallel
interpretation approach. The two most prominent advantages are a better com-
patibility with existing software and less effort of implementation. Thus far only
reliability has been examined, though briefly mentioned that there could be an
effect on message latency also. Comparing the latencies of individual messages
for both the parallel and sequential approach, it becomes clear that buffer-flooding
has a serious effect on latency as shown in Figure 96. The minimum latency for
a NamedPipe is approximately 4 ms including interpretation and storage. This
included some hard-coded delays to avoid processor exhaustion. The graph of Fig-
ure 96 was created using 0.5kb messages broadcasting at 10Hz.

In the flexible manufacturing environment as envisioned in the system architec-
ture, autonomous mobile robots (e.g. Automated Guided Vehicles or AGVs) are
required to reconfigure production cells or lines. For safety and efficiency, these
robots rely on both internal (inertial) navigation, and information from external
sensors. Concluding from a simple example: an AGV traveling at 2 m/s, assuming
a required path accuracy of 100mm achieved through external position sensors,
yields a maximum acceptable data latency of 50 ms. AGVs relying solely on this
information would require a direct implementation of a DDS entity in the soft-
ware, as do the external positional sensors for both speed and reliability. These
assumptions provide indicators to compare the performance of different interfaces
to the DDS system in the form of two scenarios: 1) the flexible, non-invasive, yet
relatively slow external interface, and 2) the fast, reliable, integrated approach. The
serial approach of ’structurize’ and ’decode’, during message retrieval introduces
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disproportional large delays in message transport (Figure 96). When the connec-
tion is disproportionally faster than the serial decoding process, buffer flooding
occurs and reliability decreases. The key is the frequency on which the serial de-
coding operates. When the decoding and structurization process is placed parallel
to the communication process, both the speed and consequent reliability go up
(Figure 95). Compared to the initial average latency, the parallel approach aver-
ages about five times faster data transport. Configuring the system to a speed that
exceeds the serial decoding process frequency based on the outlier speed, yields
message losses. The parallel approach yields perfect results with data frequencies
around 70Hz, while the sequential configuration starts to falter above 10Hz.

There is however a third scenario in which interpretation is significantly short-
ened and storage is not necessary. Consider the AGV mentioned briefly in the
previous example: it only has to interpret and store its position, while the sensor
data might detect a lot more than just the AGV. The external position sensor is
decoupled from the AGV following the system architecture rules, resulting in the
situation where the sensor does not know the AGV is currently subscribing to its
publications. The AGV can filter the messages from the sensor to only receive in-
formation relevant to itself. Whereas the sensor might be publishing at 100Hz, the
AGV might only need e.g. 20% of its messages and stores only the most recent.
Filtering in an integrated approach yields the third scenario and can function at
higher frequencies and will result in smaller latencies.

OpenDDS is considered suitable communication middleware for project SInBot.
The initial latency and interface tests yield results that are within a respectable
bandwidth, and within the margins expected to be required for the SInBot sys-
tem to function. Embedding the DDS system is relatively straightforward, and
interfacing to DDS entities can be done in multiple ways. Data interpretation is
performed parallel where possible. These benchmarking tests resulted in three
methods of OpenDDS integration in the verification system for three very differ-
ent purposes: 1) Loosely coupled OpenDDS participants using NamedPipes and
sequential interpretation is suited for very flexible interfaces or linking protected
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software and will yield a maximum communication frequency of 10Hz, 2) Loosely
coupled OpenDDS participants using NamedPipes and parallel interpretation is
suited for flexible interfaces and unprotected software capable of multi-threading
and will yield a maximum communication frequency of 70Hz, and 3) Integrated
OpenDDS participants are suited for fast and reliable data transport but can only
be used in OpenDDS compatible applications and can yield communication fre-
quencies upwards of 500Hz.

Update

The dedicated OpenDDS services were connected to applications created in the Mi-
crosoft .NET environment capable of multi-threading. Due to multiple optimiza-
tions, the maximum message interpretation frequency increased to ≈ 100− 200Hz,
depending on the amount of data in the message. Consequently, only the direct
DDS integration and the indirect DDS integration with parallel data interpretation
methods were used.

d.4.5 API definition

The Application Programming Interface between the different dedicated DDS exe-
cutable services and Windows Applications is defined as follows:

• The dedicated DDS executable services use their relevant topic name as file
name

• The Inter Process Communication is a Named Pipe

The Named Pipe server name is the relevant topic name

• The IDL is translated to a character array with an asterisk (*) separator

Consequently, an application subscribing to e.g. SensorData with an OpenDDS
dedicated executable service, requires the initialization of SensorData.exe, and con-
necting (as a client) to the NamedPipe named SensorData, through which character
arrays are transmitted such as "id*99*xyz*11;22;33*. The case implementation uses
a class library for these operations, as well as the interpretation, structurization,
and storage of the relevant information in the character arrays. Instead of having
to integrate a DDS participant into the software, this flexible, modular integration
approach is now achieved with a two generic lines of code, see Figure 97.
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Figure 97: The VB.NET code to integrate OpenDDS into an application with the use of the
case implementation class libraries.





E
V E R I F I C AT I O N S Y S T E M E V E N T- R E S P O N S E

The verification system as described in Chapter 6 is built to the specified Light-
Weight Architecture described in Figure 48 on page 105. The way the system reacts
to failing modules or components is partly described in the architecture, and is
partly dictated by the implementation. Table 19 describes the responses of the ver-
ification system to module and component failure, as tested and observed during
normal operation.

Table 19: An overview of how the case implementation and its modules react on module
and component removal or failure

207
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Responding Module Response

Event: The sPLC fails

Robot The robot loses contact with the sPLC after which a fail-
safe causes the rover to stop moving. The sPLC needs
to be restarted manually.

Event: The Auction Module fails

Shell Auctioneer Liveliness messages are no longer published thus an
Auctioneer shell-service auto-initiates. It takes 3-5 sec-
onds to initiate the new Auctioneer during which time
no new auctions are started. The shell-service has a his-
tory of past auctions so the system is generally not af-
fected.

Robots If there is no Auctioneer, the schedule of the robot is
not renewed, thus the robot continues task execution
conform its old schedule.

Event: The Task Creation Module fails

Shell Task Creator Liveliness messages are no longer published and a Task
Creator shell-service auto-initiates. Task introduction
recommences after 3-5 seconds.

Auction Module For 3-5 seconds, the Auctioneer does not receive new
tasks to create auctions. After the Task Creator is initi-
ated, auctions are created as normal.

Robots If there is no Task Creator, there are no new auctions.
The schedule of the robot is not renewed, thus the robot
continues task execution conform its old schedule.

Event: The Sensor Module fails

Task Creation Module The Task Creator does not receive new coloured spots,
and cannot introduce new tasks. The Sensor Module
needs to be restarted manually.

Auction Module The Task Creator does not introduce new tasks, so the
Auctioneer cannot introduce new auctions. After the
Sensor Module is restarted, auctions are created as nor-
mal.

Robots The locations of objects and rovers are no longer pub-
lished. The rovers stop moving automatically due to
the lack of localization data.
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Responding Module Response

Event: The Robot stops communicating

sPLC The sPLC loses contact with the robot and the GUI dis-
plays a warning. The robot needs to be repaired manu-
ally. The sPLC reconnects automatically when the prob-
lem is solved.

Robot The robot stops moving due to the lack of communica-
tion, or is broken down and cannot move.

Event: A component of the robot fails, e.g. robot arm or drive motor

.. There is no system warning and the malfunctioning
component needs to be repaired manually.

Event: A workstation (notebook) fails

Master modules All master module applications terminate and act as
they would on module failure. If an sPLC is running on
the failed notebook, it needs to be restarted manually.

Event: A wireless router fails

.. If there is more than one router, all communication is
rerouted through the remaining router(s)

Robot If the robot loses the wireless connection, it stops mov-
ing due to the lack of communication. When a new
connection is available, it auto-starts the communication
server and continues to operate.

Software Modules If any of the notebooks running Master or Worker mod-
ules loses their network connection, all applications will
keep ’searching’ until a new connection is established.
During this time, the disconnected modules do not func-
tion.
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